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RATIONALE FOR THE INTERNSHIP 
There are two options available for satisfying the field 
experience portion of the specialist degree program in educational 
administration at Eastern Illinois University. These two options 
are the field study or the internship under a qualified superin-
tendent. The candidate in either case may choose E.D.A. 6910 
for 4 semester hours or E.D.A. 6910 and E.D.A. 6920 for 8 
semester hours. 
The field study choice is the one most often chosen by 
candidates. One reason for this is that was often P.erceived 
as the only choice �til a fev years ago . The other reason is 
that it enables the candidate to focus all of his energy on� . -' , 
one subject, and this aakea it easier t o  concentrate on•'• 
energies on the taak of reaearcbina the topic. 
When choosing a topic for this reaearch th• candidate 
�t •i! ·•ti I � t j 
chooses something of interest to him and something which is 
' .. 
an area of concern in education at the time. Usually background 
t:.. - f � I �;;.�; �t r""L. .. � �· .. ._ 
information i• aatbered to enable. th• candidate to pursue hi• 
,,. t� .. .  : .. ;·- -;-;-... .. :�'" • '""'\ 
study intelliaeutly. Once a bacqround is laid, then the 
collection of data is usually the next step. Thia can be done 
from existing research, but must also be supplemented by 
;,. t: ! .: : .� � ... . -
original research done by the candidate. An ofte� used 
means is by use of a survey. Depending on the nature of the 
.;l -� .. ' .  
_.., ___ ..... ... . ·---�-:::-:-.-:'"· .... ·---: r--:.·:-:. ·- :·-•• .. -•. -- - -.--=--·-- --.. ___ ._... .. ,_ 
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research one might survey superintendents, principals, teachers, 
school boards, members of teacher organizations, etc. With the data 
�ccumulated, the candidate can draw conclusions and report his 
find�s in his field study paper. 
The alternative to the field study is the internship, which 
1 this candidate has chosen. The internship provides one with 
the opportunity to gain practical experience in areas relating 
to the auperintendency. These areas are divided into three 
levela of experience. 
The level I and II experiences are relatively uncomplicated 
endeavors. They include experiences such as interviewing the 
auperintendent on varioua acbool itema. attending board meetings, 
attendina committee meetings, exploring present policies, etc. 
Moat of these experiaDcea require observation and reporting. 
·but not 11mch "in-depth" reaearch.2 
The level III experience• are done in aore detail and 
require more involvement than. the level I ad.II ezperiencea. 
They include experiences such aa participating on a district 
discipline cOIDittee, ••ttina up a druaJalcohol progrma. or 
writina a grant to. obtain .th• fund• to. aupport it. __ The�• --- � 
·' � ··. 
experience• require .uch·mre time and they_ require auch.more 
. . 3 involvement. 
· The level IV experi•n�a are a coabination of an exploratory 
paper and practical experience related to the paper. Th•••· 
experiences require a great deal of research, much planning 
1'l'be objectives of ·the internship are ahovn in appetidix A-1• 
! ____ ____ __ ___ -·--- --2.rbe requirement• for the•• experience• are liated in · appendix A-2. 
3
The requirement• for theae experience• are listed in appendix A-2. 
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4 of an experience, and then the carrying out the experience. 
Research must be dQne to gain background information on 
the subject to be investigated. Thia includes information 
from professional magazines, newsletters, books, and administrators 
who have experience in the particular field being researched. One 
needs to acquire aome base to work from in order to make accurate 
assumptions about his own findings. 
Obviously, a plan mu•t be dtnreloped before a person can 
actually begin his experience. Whether the experience involves 
a survey to acquire information for mr .. 1natio�, interviews 
to gain insight, committee meetings to develop a program, or 
mapping a curriculum, one mu•t have an outline of his approach 
to meet the goals he haa set. 
The last part of thia process ia tba.t of actually carrying 
� 
out the planned experience, writiq up the obtained data, and 
explaining vhat vaa accomplished during the process. '11lia con-
forms to the format of proceaa, procedure, and outcome which 
must be followed. 
There are four aood reaaon• wby an internship appears to be 
a sound choice for meetina one of the requirement• for completion 
of the Spe.cialist in Education Degree in Educational Administration. One 
reason is the opportunity _to work under a competent superintendent. 
Not only would a peraon have a college prof esaor as a aource 
4The requirements for these experiences are listed in appendix A-2. 
to turn to for help, but someone even more accessible. Because 
a majority of the experiences would be done at the local level, 
the expertise of the local superintendent would prove invaluable 
in providing direction and interpretation during the process. 
Another reason is the practical experience that can be 
gained from being involved "on-site" in activities related to 
the administrative role. The largest portion of the requirements 
for the internship involve planning and being involved in 
actual school operations. While much can be gained from reading 
and research, there is really no substitute for actual "hands-
on" experience. 
While practical experience is the biggest reason for 
doing an internship, there is something to be gained from 
the research that is done. This is done in.the form of an 
exploratory paper dealing with the level IV experience. If 
a person is to keep abreast of current topics in education·; 
one must be aware of the research being done. Having to 
use reference materials for the exploratory paper will enhance 
one's knowledge of these resources. 
A fourth reuon for the internship is that what is learned 
in the pr�cesa could, and should, help one in his job in the 
future. Thia would especially be true if the future job was 
a superintendency, which is an option for people completing 
the advanced degree. It would also be true if a person were 
involved in any of the central off ice operations such as curriculum, 
in-service, evaluations, budgeting, etc. Most likely people 
in the advanced program are in administartion and will gain 
experiences in the internship that will help in their present 
as well as future job. 
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CHAPTEll l 
INTRODUCTION 
INTERNSHIP EDA 6910 
For Dr. Larry Janes 
By Richard E .  Manuell 
1985-86 
1. TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Thia will include the information listed in this plan. A 
chronological order of.topics-will be listed, along with their 
page numbera • . Thia will serve aa a quick reference point to 
find particular areas of interest without having to peruse the 
entire paper. 
2. RATIONALE FOR INTEllHSBIP 
There are four reaaons for taking on the task of completing 
an internship. It provides a practical use for the researc:h·.�}lat� 
is necessary to.fully acquaint one with any educational topic. 
It provides pr�c�ical, bazlda�on experiences that are tied to the 
•"­.. 
superintend•cy;.,� or at least closely related to the superintendent's 
functions. The: intern 1eu the experience of working under a 
superintendent who ia perf oraing the everyday tasks a superin-
:4!. ,.�;- f'°""'· �- � • 
tendent muat·,perfom . . ;. And,'- wbat ia learned during the intern-
�· . 
ship could (should) help if the intern takes a position as a 
superintendent iD. the future. 
- � ... • � �- o.a-
3. SUPDINTENDIRT t S VITA 
r } .; • � � 1 1 • .. 
Information will be preaented to show the background of the 
superintendent·vh� is serving as an advisor for this internship. 
It ia necessary to ahov-that the educational and experiential, 
background of the advisor is adequate to provide sound guidance 
2 
3 
to the intern. This data may also provide clues to why some of 
the intern's ideas have formed as his experiences with the 
superintendent progress. 
4. Level I and II Experiences 
The following ten experiences will be presented along with 
the purpose. the procedure. and the outcome. A copy of any forms 
used in any of these experiences will be included in the appendix 
at the end of the paper. Each form will be marked for identification. 
A. Apply for a Truants Alternative grant 
B. Interview the superintendent on the district's new pur-
chasing policy. 
C. Write up observations of board meeting held during 
teacher strike. 
D. Write up process for setting up series of drug/alc�l .� 
seminars for parents. 
E. Survey graduates of 1985 to help determine possible 
curriculum changes at the high school. 
. . 
F. Explain set-up and use of district teacher evaluation 
tool. 
. 
G. Provide bud.get for athletics for the 86.-87 school year. 
B. Set up a teachers in-service day. 
I. Write up illplementation.·of the new attendance policy 
at the high achool. 
J. Participate in an expulsion hearing. 
4 
5. Level III Experiences 
There will be two level III experiences included in this 
section. These are two projects that will entail quite a bit of 
time, and quite a bit of the internist's own involvement in the 
out com.es. Like the level I and II experiences these will include 
the purpose, the procedure, and the outcome, where applicable. 
There will also be example• of all forms included in the appendix. 
A. Serve on district discipline policy committee, This 
committee was formed as a requirea� of the state, and was to 
have teachers, administrators, and co amity representatives on 
it. The duties were to develop a policy on stepa·to be taken 
in disciplinary aituatiou_a, have it approved by the staff, and 
then present it for board approval for the 86-87 school year. 
B. Dnelop a drug/alcohol plan for the 85-86 school year 
� 
and obtain fund• to support it. Each year the state provides 
funds for schools to use in prevention programs for drug/alcohol 
abuse. In order for these fun.da to be obtained a program must 
be submitted for approval. · All ezpen..see must be outline�, 
certain guidelines must be met, and a follow-up seminar must 
. i 
be attended by a teaa·repreaentina the acbool. At the end of 
the year a propoaal must be written for the next year. 
6. Level IV Experience and Exploratory Paper 
Thia will be a combination research project and practical 
application project. 
5 
The research will be centered around a study of curriculum 
mapping. This is a process whereby a study is done to learn what 
a curriculum does and does not accomplish. 
The practical application will be to set up the process for 
developing aodel learner objectives in grades K-12. The actual 
developing will occur after the intern receives the atate's new 
guidelines. This will, however, be after completion of the actual 
internship. 
As in the level I, II, and II experiences, there will be an 
explanation of the purpose and procedure involved. However, the 
outcome will not be determined until after completion of this paper. 
There will be examples of all forms included in the appendix. 
7. Time Schedule of Completed Project. 
Index - May 24 
ltationale - May 31 
Superintendent1s Vita - June 7 
Level I and. II Experiences - June 21 
Level III Experiences - July 22 
Level IV Experience - October 15 
Appendix - October 30 
8. Appendix 
This will include copies of all of the information ref erred to 
in the various leT•l experiences. '11\ey will be in the order as listed 
in the table of contents and marked accordingly. 
6 
9. Acknowledgement 
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- - ·· -· · ..
r1u,�:"' r; ;·o-;.bk n h"fi�� �.''SaWl'llft .':fl! TClf;'C: f.'. 'l#\l·J, '1)C.j1•ctl.1ree" M!n:.-.uon.;,. •)tc .. ' us:uStir• 
t;rit:i� :!?V,�:)1:.��'\lt :tn thin COU?'ta<a. 
When I originally began taking administration courses I was only 
trying to learn more about the field . I finally decided to complete 
my certification, and did so in 1'982. I decided to take some more courses 
for my on edification , and finally decided to go fo.r my specialist - ... 
degree. I am in this course because it is the only one I need to complete 
my degree. 
Al�o, pl�a•c p�ovide a bTi•f l'ea\1111 of J'O'Or t.Dadiar.e caT••� £0&11 amd eapirationa. 
I plan to find a position as either a jr . nigh principal , or a high 
school assistant principal in a larger district 
.. 
lbat &killa, ab111tiea, lmolrleqea, ecc., • ,.. feel JOU ban to acquire la cmtes­
ll> aeblen your uner otajec.tlwaJ 
I feel competent to handle all areas with the exception of ordering 
supplies. I have handled purchaaina for athletics, but.not.for classroom 
supplies or for books. 
9 
SUPERINTENDENT'S VITA 
This internship will be done under the supervision of 
Dr. Gerald D. Buckler, Superintendent of Schools for Cumberland 
Unit District f71, Toledo, Illinois. Dr. Buckler's educational 
background includes graduating from Cullom-Tri Point High School 
in 1954, taking a bachelor's degree in music education from 
Wartburg College in 1962, taking his master's degree from the 
University of Illinois in 1963, and receiving his doctorate in 
educational administration from Northern Illinois University 
in 1980. The time between 1954 and 1958 was spent in the United 
States Air Force. 1 
His contractual educational experience includes positio'5 
as a music teacher, music coordinator, associate director of 
a training and development center, associate principal, prin-
cipal, and superintendent of schools. All of his experience 
up t'o _.the superintendency was obtained at Elk Grove Village 
District #59. Bia auperintendentst experience waa obtained at 
-
Edinburg Community Unit District #4 from 1980-85 and at 
2 Cumberland Community Unit District #77 from 1985 to the present. 
Dr. Buckler has had much related work experience while in-
volved in his educational career. He baa served on finance, 
report card, curriculum, personnel, discipline, and citizen's 
advisory committees. He has served on a school board, special 
1
The complete resume is listed in appendix D-1. 
2The complete resume is listed in appendix D-1. 
10 
education board, and vocational board. He has been on a nego-
tiating team, been involved in a school closing, held a successful 
tax referendum, and been the superintendent during two teachers' 
3 stikes. 
During Dr. Buckler's one year at CUJDberland Unit District 
4 177, he has already accomplished several major goals. During 
the fall he bad to re-organize the board 'because two new members 
were elected du�ng the fall election•. Shortly after the 
re-organization the teacher• vent on st:tike for an eleven-day 
period. .Both aides had a negotiator, but it was impossible for 
the superintendent, as the leader of the district, to not be 
involved in the process • . A. •ettl .. nt was reached and a two .... 
year contract wa• .ratified. All a result of the superintendent te, 
work duriq the atria there does.not appear to be any hard. 
feelings between teachers, acbn1n1atrators, and board members. 
While the above mentioned proce•aes were occurring there 
were neaotiationa goina on with the non-certified ataf f. An 
agre•ent vu reached with th- in April, and a three-year 
contract was ratified in May. By having a three-year contract 
for non.-certi.fied. aad.a.t:wo-year for.carti.f"ied, contract• will 
not expire during the ume year. 
A. re-organization of administratora was accomplished in 
order to comply with the 51% instructions� leader concept 
the state board imposed on principals. In order to follow 
the state's directive, Dr. Buckler has decided to 
3 '11le complete resume is listed in appendix D-1. 
4 . Interview with Dr. Buckler April 28, 1986 at the Unit Office. 
11 
eliminate the high school assistant principal position and create 
a unit assistant principal for instruction position. Tilis person 
will serve as the unit curriculum.director, in-service coordinator, 
and teacher evaluation specialist. Tilis will allow the two 
building principals to concentrate on the day-to-day building 
responsibilities. 
While the four aforementioned items were being dealt with, 
there was a life-safety study also in process. About two 
million dollars will be spent on life safety improvements in 
the high school building . This includes enlarging the kitchen . 
and cafeteria. enlarging the home economics room, and replacing 
a dangerous gym floor and dangerous bleachers.  The cost will 
be covered by some money from the state and some from life-
safety bonds. 
Thia intern is confident that Dr. Buckler will serve as 
an excellent superintendent to perform .an internship with. His 
academic cred•ntiala are ••ry aood, his experience in education 
is well documented. and his willingness to help this intern 
has been demonstrated. Thia experience has the appearance of 
affording an. excellent opportunity to acquire many of the 
experiences one would have in the role of a superintendent. 
N � 
.. 
r • 
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CURRICULUM MAPPING 
Curriculum mapping has been described by various authors in 
various ways. Michael Eisenberg describes mapping as a "descriptive 
portrait of what tas�s and how much time were spent on any given 
set of items, concepts, skills, or attitudes." He further states 
that "a map is not a lesson plan. A map is pcut oriented; it is 
a recording of what was taught.111 Beth D. Sattes reports that 
curriculum mapping is an auditing technique for what is being 
2 taught by the teacher. According to Terry Anne Meckler and 
James D. Vogler curriculum aappina is knowing the content of 
3 what ia being teated ani where the students akills are. They 
feel that by knowing these two items one can determine vhat'·�ou�d 
be taught. Jan Wiles and Joseph C. Bondi consider curriculum 
mappiq. a procHs in which "major concept�, aeneral and specific 
learning skills, and subject matter content are identified for 
�cbael Eiaeua-1, IUcroca!leater - Bued Curriculum Mapping: 
A Data Mana&ement gproacb, Preaented to the Amarican Society for 
Infot'llation Senicea, Blocainatoe, Ind., May 20 -· 23, 1984 (EllIC 
Search, Booth Library, Eastern I111noia Univeraity; Charleston, Il., 
!D247901-1984). 
2 Beth D. Sattes, Promotin& School Excellence through the 
Application of Ef fectiv• Schools •esearch, Various papers presented 
by the Educational Services Off ice, Appalachia Educational Labora­
tory, ln.c., Charleston, Wast Va., Septnaber, 1984. (ERIC Search, 
Booth Library, E.I.1}., Charlesto�, Il., ED251968, 1984). 
3 Terry Anne Meckler and Jamee P. Vogler, Curriculum Mapping 
and Instructional Plannin1 for Pupil Achievement, Presented to the 
American Bducatioll&l laaearch Aaaociation, Chicago, 11., April, 
198,·(DIC Search, Booth Library, l.I.U., Charleston, ll., 
ED2S4560, 1985). 
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each grade level. " They feel that this process provides "an 
oversight of what is intended in each subject at each grade level.4 
The acknowledged father of curriculum mapping is Fenwick W. 
English. Be is credited with developing curriculum mapping in 
1978. English relates that curriculum mapping tells what is 
being taught. how long it is taught. and the relationship to 
5 the testing program. He further explains that "educational 
optimality" is reached when what the curriculum prescribes, 
what is actually taught, and what is tested are in harmony. He 
6 shows this in the following diagram: 
Testing 
(determining what baa been learned) 
Teaching •C----)• Curriculum Guide 
·curriculum mapping/ (Prescribing what should 
(Cont11nt Analyeia) be taught) 
In order to look at curriculum map-ping 1a more detail it i• necessary 
to look at a paper presented by &nglieh at a regional exchange work-
shop.held by the Education.al Service Office of the Appalachia 
Educational Laboratory, Inc. In this presentation he goee into 
4 Jan Wiles an.d Jos-ph C. Bondi, Curriculum Development: 
A Guide to Practice, 2nd Ed·. (Columbus, Ohio: Charles !. 
Merrill Publishing Co. ,  1984), pp. 101-106. 
5
renvick W. English, "Curriculum Mapping," Educational 
Leadership 37 (Apri�. 1980): 58-59. 
6 . Pemrick W. English, '.'Re-tooling Curriculum With-in 
On-Going School Syateu," Educational Technology 19 (May, 1979): 
7-13. 
" 
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7 detail about the content and process of curriculum mapping. 
English states that there are three areas involved in a 
curriculum. The first area is called content and it is that 
which ia being taught in a courae. The second area is time and 
tbia involves the length of time that particular items will be 
dealt' with during the course of a particular class. The third 
item is sequence and this refers to the order in which certain 
it ... are presented as a course ia taught. 
Alao, in hia discussion of curriculum he points out that there 
are two kinds of curriculum. . The explicit curriculum is that . 
which is included in the school curriculum guide. This would 
usually include a teacher1a presentation of what each course 
would. cover. However, Enaliah tella ua that a more realistic 
type of curriculum ia the implicit curriculum. Thia is the 
curriculum .. that is actually taught .in the. school. The explilit � 
curriculum may state that biology I students will explore areas 
of botany and.zoolo11. However, the implicit curriculua may1 .... 
actually only include botany, because the teacher in this particular 
course may have been a botauy major who had little interest in 
zoolo11. - _, .: . _ 
Schools may want to look at their curricula for any variety 
of reasons. They may be tryiq to decide on some courses to 
drop, or perhaps they want to see if there is continuity in their 
7 Beth
-
D • . S�ttea, Pi-omoting School Excellen.ce Throu&h · th�" · 
Application of Effective Schools Research, Various papers presented 
by the Educational Services Office, Appalachia Educational Labora­
tory, Inc. , Charleston, West Va., September, 1984 (EllIC Search, 
Booth Library, !. I. U. , Charleston, Il., ED251968, 1984). 
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elementary math program, or maybe they are investigating possible 
repetition of material in some courses. Of course, an obvious 
reason to research a curriculum is if the students' test scores 
are aignif icantly below an established norm. English suggests a 
process to go through when this is the case. 
'ftle first step in assessing the cause for low test scores is 
to check for the compatibility of what is being taught and what is 
being teated. If the science teachers are teaching exploratory 
type ideas and the achievement teats are testing for factual data, 
the students will be at a disadvantage. Assuming the curriculum 
at the school is matched with the testing, one then needs to make 
sure the teachers are teaching what is in the curriculum guide. 
Supplemental materials are deeirable in a classroom, but when one 
gets too far away from the topic for too long some required 
material• may have to be left out. Bo.peful:ly, a school has a 
curriculum that flows from grade to grade and from subject to 
subject. Students need to learn to print before they write in 
curaive, add before they subtract, have introduction to algebra before 
algebra, etc. A check needs to be made to aeeure that students are 
not being teated in an area they have not ytrt-covered. One would 
not expect freshmen. in high school to be proficient in sophomore 
English. 'nle next step to take if low teat scores persisted W'OUld 
be to eee if enough time wae allowed to master the subject being 
tested. Perhap• a cheaiatry course only introduces quantitative 
analysis but the tests addresses several issues dealing with 
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the subject. If this is the case it would be necessary to spend 
more time on this area than merely introducing it to the students. 
If all else is in order, but low test scores are still in evi-
deuce then perhaps the method of teaching does not match the 
method of testing. For example, if the test for vocabulary is 
geared toward sight words, but the method of teaching was totally 
phonetic the students could be in trouble. The trouble areas 
covered here could be identified by mapping, but English also 
recommends teaching students to take tests in order to help them 
perform better. 
Inglish notes there are aeveral questions to be answered 
before one undertakes mapping. All of these questions probably 
do need to be answered, but for purposes of exploring mapping the 
questions that. need to be anawered are vhat to map, how liill data 
°?".· ; be collected, how often will data.be collected, how will the data 
be reported, and how will the data be interpreted. 
The choices of what to map are co�ent of subjects being 
tauaht, aequence of what is b•ina taught, and the amount of time 
being spent on what i• beini tauaht. Appeadix IV F and B show 
data collection aheeta to .  collect information on, the_ co�ent of 
what i• being taught. Appendix IV B & A abow aequance which is 
information collected to show what grade• certain content is 
covered. Appendix IV C and E ahow data collected on the amount of 
tiae certain content ia covered. All of theae appendix items are 
part of English'• curriculum mapping implementation kit.8 
The question of how data will be collected is an easy one to 
answer. One must have the cooperation of the classroom teachers 
8 Fenwick W. English, The 
Mapping, (Long Island, N.Y.: 
1983). 
Implementation Kit: Curriculum 
English, Sand, Steffy, and Associates, 
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because they are the people who must record the data. Whether a 
person is mapping time, sequence, or content the teachers must 
fill out the collection instrument. As has already been stated, 
curriculum mapping is exactly what is being taught, and this can 
only be accomplished by collecting data from the people actually 
doing the teachina. 
How often data is collected depends on what one is trying to 
determine. If content of a courae i• the target then mapping must 
occur over the entire length of the course. If time is the ele-
.. nt being aapped then it would depend ou. the time. that was being 
evaluated. If one maps t1--on-tuk theu. perhaps a few days 
would be enough. If it vu the .mount of time spent on math in a 
fifth grad.• day then one day aiaht be enough. One would have to 
build the tima-line around what ona vu trying to accomplish. 
� 
Data reporting will depend oa other variables. If one is 
trying to determine whether or not the English I teachers are 
teaching the sae material. the report would ahav what all was 
being taught in the lngliah 1 cl•••••· Then the report would 
ahav which of the teachers -• teadlina each of these areas. 
If one is tryiq to see bOlf much tiaa. u.� OD reading in_the 
district's first grade claasea one would have to map the time 
spent on reading in each classroom. The report would then show 
the average amount of time spent on reading and a comparison of 
each individual classroom to the total first grade average. 
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Tile means of interpretation would again depend on what one was 
mapping for. Looking at the previous example of mapping for 
English I content one could interpret the results to mean that 
some teachers were teaching the schools curriculum and some were 
not. Tilis would be shown by comparing the prescribed curriculum 
to that actually being taught. In the previous example of time 
spent teaching first grade reading one could interpret the 
results to mean that some teachers were spending a sufficient 
amount of time teaching reading and some were not. If the district 
guidelines specified what percent of a day was to be spent on 
reading one could see if tbe policy waa being adhered to or not. 
Curriculum mapping can be applied in many different ways to 
find out various aspects of a curriculum. There is no set format, 
but considerable flexibility to allow for adaptance to a multi-
·)· 
tude of situations • .  If a district wishes to know details concern-
ing most aspects of their curriculum they can apply some form 
of mapping to help them. Are the teachers teaching the prescribed 
curriculum? Is there articulation from grade to grade and subject 
to subject? Is enough ti.ma being spent to master prescribed content? 
These are a11 queetio119 that can he an.wered by the use of curriculum 
mapping. 
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M.L.O.'s: MODEL LEARNER OBJECTIVES 
The Illinois State Board of Education decided that each 
school system in Illinois would write learner outcomes and learner 
1 objectives for six areas of education. The outcomes are what a 
2 student should gain from a particular academic area. The 
objectives tells us what a student will be able to do after each 
grade in each academic area that will foster his/her mastering 
3 the outcome&. The six areaa of concern are math, language arts, 
science, social studies, health/phyaical education, and the 
fine arts. 
Durin& the 1985-86 �chool year the Cumberland Supe�intendent 
�f Schools set up a math CODllittee and a language arts commi�ee} 
. 4 to spearhead the writin& of the learner objectives. The committees 
had a chairman for grades K-2, 3-5, 6-�, and 9-12. Each chairman 
was to see that hia/her,1roup filled out a course outline sheet 
for each subject and include the learner outcomes on the reverse 
5 side. Both of these academic areas were to be completed by the 
end of the 1985-86 school year. However, this was not the case. 
At the beginni� of the 86-87 school year the C\DDberland 
Superintendent decided that this intern should finish the remaining 
1nie directive ia found in. appendix "V-1. 
2 A copy of the states outcomes is shown in appendix V-2. 
3 Samples of acceptable objectives are listed in appendix V-3. 
4A letter to the 85-86 committee leaders is found in appendix V-4. 
5A copy.of the sheet is in appendix :v-5. 
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four areas of learner objectives .  The superintendent knew this 
intern was going to do his level IV experience on curriculum, 
so he felt this would be an appropriate way to accomplish that. 
All of the records from the learner objectives for the 85-86 
school year were turned over to this intern. After the material 
was read it was obvious that not all of the work was completed 
from the previous year. Therefore, this project turned into a 
two part project. First the objectives for math and language 
arts had to be completed, then the objectives for science, social· 
studies, health/PE , and fine art• had to be done. Because this 
process will take until the deadline of May 15, 1987 it is 
necessary here to plan the proceas with that completion date in 
mind. 
Completed information for math was turned in for two of 
the four commi.tteea. The k-2 group and the 3-5 group had ali''-
of their objectives completed and turned in during the 85-86 year. 
The 6-8 aroup had the objectives completed, but they had not yet 
been typed. The 9-12 group ·had not done anything. In the language 
arts area the �-2 and 3-5 groups had turned in all of their 
objectives. The_ 6-8 gr�up had one-half of theirs typed, but - . 
none of �t turned in. The 9-12 group did not have anything done. 
With this information thia intern set up conferences with the 
6-8 and 9-12 cOlllllittee leader• in math and language arts. At 
theae conferences it vaa decided that all four of these groups 
would have their f iniahed produect turned in to this intern by 
February 15, 1987 . They would also have all pay vouchers turned 
- ··.25 
6 in at the same time they turned in their finished product . These 
vouchers would be used to determine how much money each partici-
pating teacher would be paid. The other groups had already been 
paid $10 per hour for their time. This is the same amount all 
teachers would be paid. With last· year� areas being worked on 
again, it is now necessary to get started on this year� areas . 
This intern has already talked to several teachers who 
have agreed to serve as chairmen of various committees. For ease 
of explanation it is necessary to list these chairmen and their 
area of responsibility. Following the list will be an explana-
tion of why each person is in charge of his area and why the 
format was changed from the 85-86 process. 
Science - K - Pat Yow 
1 - Carole McFarland 
2 - Marilyn Johnson 
3 - Cheryl Vanatta 
4 - Margaret Garner 
/' 
5 - Marilyn Scott 
Jr. High - Jeff Leyden 
B .  s. - Jim Miller 
All of these chairmen. were chosen because they were successfully 
involved in the math and laquqe arts project or because they 
are known to this intern aa reliable people. Also, the last four 
people teach science as their main area of responsibility. They 
will be responsible for coordinating their grade level, putting 
together the finiabed produc� , and submitting pay vouchers for 
their g�oup. 
6A pay voucher is shown in appendix V-6. 
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Social Studies - K - Pat Yow 
1 - Carole McFarland 
2 - Marilyn Johnson 
3 - Cheryl Venatta 
4 - Janeice Allison 
5 - Tammy Beck 
Jr. High -Bill Yocum 
H . S .  - Dave Biggs 
These people were chosen for the same reasons as the science group . 
The last four people in this area also teach social studies as their 
primary area of responsibility. 
Fine Arta · A.Art-K - Pat Yow 
1 - Pat McNutt 
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
Jr. High 
B . S .  
B .  Vocal Music K -
II II 
" u 
" LI 
u II 
u u 
John. Graves 
Pat Yow 
1 - Ravia Shelton 
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
Jr.High -
II 
II 
tt 
u 
II 
" 
ti 
II 
ti 
II 
B . S .  - Susan Riddle 
c. lnetrumental 
Music K - N/A 
B . S .  
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 
tt 
" 
II 
II 
II 
Susan Biddle 
Susan Biddle 
�-
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The kindergarten teachers teach their own art and music. Pat 
McNutt teaches all art in grades 1 thru 8. John Graves teaches 
all high school art. Revis Shelton teaches all vocal music in 
grades 1 thru 8 .  Susan Biddle teaches all instrumental music 
in grades 5 thru 12 and all vocal music in grades 9 thru 12. 
These people will submit their objectives to this intern to be put 
together, and they will submit their own vouchers to this intern 
also. 
Bealth/P.E. A. Health - K - Pat Yow 
1 Carole McFarland 
2 - Marilyn Johnson 
3 - Cheryl Venatta 
4 - Margaret Garner 
5 - Marilyn Scott 
Jr. High - Dave Scott 
u : s :  - Jeff Leyden 
All grades X thru 5 are taught health by their own teachers. Grades 
X thru 3 are taught by their home room teacher, while grades four 
and five are taught by the person designated chairman for each of 
those . grades. '11le jr • . high students are all taught by the same 
health teacher. All high school aophomores take health, and they 
. ) 
are:·.ai1 taupt by the same health teacher. Each person listed 
above will turn in objectives and vouchers for his group. Grade 
chairmen in X thru 5 were chosen for responsibility. Grades 6- thru 12 
because they are the C?nlY teachers. 
!. P.E. X - Pat Yow 
1 - Janet Sherwood 
2 - II " 
3 - I I  II 
4 - II " 
5 - " " 
Jr. High - Dave Scott 
H . S. - Janet Albin 
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The kindergarten tea�hers don•t have formal P . E .  but they take 
their students out for recess. Grades 1 thru 5 are all taught 
three days a week by the elementary P . E .  teacher. The j r .  high 
students are all taught by one teacher and his aide. The high 
school students are taught by one fem.ale teacher and one male 
teacher. All of these chairmen were picked because they are the 
only P.!. teacher, except at the high school. This lady. was 
picked because she is a very responsible, helpful . person. 
During the work on math and language during the 85-86 year 
there were four chairmen in each area for a total eight leaders. 
The way the work is divided for science, social studies, health/ 
P.E. , and the fine arts the number of chairmen is nineteen with 
several of thea chairing more than one area. Part of the reason 
for the increase in the number of cbai1'118ll is the increase in the 
nuaber of aubject areas. The other part of the reason for the : 
increase is the different way the areas were assigned. The teachers 
who teach apecif ic areas at 91>ecif ic gTade levels were selected 
to chair their own areas. In all other cases there was one teacher 
selected as the chair for each subject area at each grade level. 
Thia ia :ln contrast to tha. selection of one . leader for grades 
lt-2, 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12. 111 each subj ect area. The reason for doing 
this 1a that there is a time limit on completing the project this 
year and this intern f eela that by dealing with the teachers per-
sonally, and 1n amaller groups, the process will be expedited. The 
entire process must be completed by May 15, 1987 according to the 
plan Cumberland submitted to the Illinois State Board of Education. 
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The money to be used to pay the teachers the $10 per hour 
7 comes from a grant written by the Cumberland Superintendent. 
The amount awarded Cumberland in 1985-86 was $1,900.00. 
The amount awarded in 1986-87 is $1,481.61. In 1985-86 a total 
of $670.26 was spent on the work involved and $1,129.74 was 
allowed to be carried over to the 1986-87 school year. This 
carry-over is to be spent by the end of December , 1986 and then 
8 the •chool may begin to spend the money allocated for 1986-87 . 
At the present time thi• intern ia at a standstill on this 
proj e,ct . While he has all of the plan ready to proceed, he is 
waitina for the Illinois State Board of Education to provide 
the new outcomes and o�j ectives they are writing. These were to 
be sent to •chool• in the middle of September to be used as 
guidelines instead of the guidelinas UHd in 85-86. Suppo�edly, 
�- � 
the new guidelines will be ea•ier to use and allow 110re flexibility 
within schools. Aa soon as the new guideline• are received this 
intern will start the kinderaarten teachers on their objectives. 
As soon as they are f iniahed the f ir•t arade teachers will begin, 
and ao on. , The reason for this i• to enable each arade to review 
the work of the grade baf ore than and aalte eure their curricultm 
continues from where the preceeding one left off. 
The whole idea of these M.L.O. ' s  is to have articulation from 
grade to grade, and to have a written curriculum to present to the 
public. There is more · of a push to make schools accountable to the 
7 The 85-86 application, 86-87 application, and a cover letter 
for 8�87 ue shown in appendix V-7 .  · 
8 . . The state directive on carry-over funds is in appendix V-8. 
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public , and school information accessible to the public. The 
M.L.O � ' s and the new school report card are examples of this 
push. It is the feeling of this intern that schools should have 
to make sure their curriculum does progress from grade to grade. 
A student should be taken from a beginning point in his learning 
to a plateau that is reached in steps. Each of these steps 
should be comparable to a norm such as a national percentile, 
an equal grade equivalent, a certain state stanine , or one of many 
measure• that can be used to help assure that an acceptable 
standard of learning is taking place. Also, if a parent wants 
to know what his child should be doing in the fifth grade at a 
certain school · he can be shown a copy of the fifth grade M.L.O . ' s. 
A new teacher in a district can easily see what he is expected 
to accomplish in each class at each grade level. This should be 
· -:... r 
a help to the students as well, because they would have a better 
chance to flow smoothly. from grade to grade and subject to subject. 
;}� r.. •. .  ': 
If these outcomes and objectives are actually used they could 
:};, :f ' 
provide a big boost to our school systems. Hopefully, they will 
be used more than the D.L.O. ' a  (Developmental Learner Objectives) 
of - the l9701s. From what can. be gathered from. other •chools 
· most· D.L.O.' s  are gathering dust on shelves and in drawers. 
' 
I 
' I 
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CUMBERLAND UNIT DISTRICT 177 DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE 
There were several requirements made of schools in the school 
reform package covered in senate bill 730. One of these was a re-
quirement that each school district form a discipline committee to 
help develop a discipline policy for the entire unit . This was to 
be a parent-teacher committee representative of the entire school 
community. Cumberland' s  comm.ittee included parents,  teachers, and 
administrators. This intern wa• also put on the committee as part 
of the requirement for his internship . It was felt that the ex-
perience working with a committee and the experience of working on 
district policy would be very beneficial to the intenr. 
In September, 1985 Cumberland received an advisory le�er> 
1 from Ted Sanders, State Superintendent of Education. In the letter 
he referred to correspondence of August 30, 1985 bf referring Jto 
SB730 and in particular a part dealing with discipline. It was in 
this correspondence that the impetus was provided for Cumberland to 
begin the process of forming a committee and beginning the process 
of developing a discipline policy for the district. 
Cumberland' s  superinteru:i�?t informed the building principals 
and this intern of the discipline requirement early in October . 
At that time it was decided to begin forming the committee and set 
a meeting date for sometime before Christmas . The two building 
principals and the intern were �o begin recruiting teachers and 
parents for the committee. It was decided to have three teachers 
1The entire letter is shown in appendix B-1. 
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from the grade school (K-8) and three from the high school (9-12) . 
A meeting would be held at a later date to discuss the members and 
set the first meeting date. 
Early in November the superintendent . two principals. and 
the intern met again to set a date and discuss committee members. 
It was decided to meet December 2. 1985 at 7 : 00 p.m. in the board 
room. The grade school teachers to be on the committee were one 
from the primary grades. one from the intermediate . and one from 
the j r .  high. There were two women and one man . The high school 
selected one teacher from the vocational area. one from the academic 
field. and a driver education teacher. All of these representatives 
were men. Becauae parent volunteers were hard to get commitments 
f roa it was decided to have the f irat meeting with the members 
on hand. .l notice vaa aent to all mmabera notifying them of the 
2 ?­December 2. 1985 aeeting at 7:00 p .m . in the board room. 
All meabera of the colllllittee were present at the initial 
discipline policy meetina. laaentially, the meeting was for intro­
duction• and doing •en.· groundvork. All preaent knew each other 
fairly wall. ao introductiona ware brief. The auperintendent 
explained why ve were perfond.Da the taak at band ,  and assured every-
one that the proc••• would be acca11pliahed with the a1n1mal amount 
of time needed to perform the task COllpetently. Everyone had input 
into the poaaible aaount of tiae needed . and it vaa decided that 
three aore .. etiqa would be the goal. January 27,  February 25. 
and March 10, 1986 were aet aa the datea with 7�00 p.m. being the 
starting time. In order to give everyone aome food for thought 
2 
. 
The notice ia included in appendix B-2. 
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for the next meeting it was decided that everyone would be given a 
copy of the high school and grade school handbooks to become familiar 
with. Also, the superintendent , with input from the principals and 
the intern, would send a rough draft of a discipline policy to each 
member to look over before the next meeting . Also, it was decided 
that the superintendent ,  the. principals, and the intern would dis-
cuss parent members of the conaittee and recruit some before the 
next COlllllittee meeting. 
The week after the first COlllllittee meeting the administrators 
and the intern met to discuss parent members and the rough draft 
of the diacipline policy. The high school principal was to recruit 
two parents for the January 27 meeting and the grade school· principal 
was to recruit three parents. The ten page first draft of the dis-
cipline policy was reviewed in detail . There were four - sections 
�- � 
in the policy � a brief sunmuary of each needs to be given here. 
A statement of philosophy was necessary to let people know 
the general context within which the policy was written. The · 
philosophy states that the best type of discipline is aelf-dis-
cipline , and that is the goal that is hoped for. Self-discipline is 
learned. through constructive contact with the hoae , the community , 
and the school. Good cit"izen• have aelf-diaciplin� , and schools 
aim to help create good cit.izens . Good citizenship is fostered in 
a learning environment such as a school offers. Hope!u11y, students 
can function within the school setting without being interfered with 
or without interfering with others. However , when one does inter!ere 
with another& ability to learn he muat be dealt with. When diaci-
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plining offenders one must be aware of the needs of the offender , 
the rights of the offender, and make sure the offender, the parents,  
the staff all have a chance to have their view known. 
The maintenance of discipline.'.is the responsbility of the 
school. In the event there is a problem on school grounds or at any 
school related event the school acts as the enforcer of order. The 
board does have the right to set policy dealing with the maintenance 
of order. 
The procedure for maintaining discipline in the classroom is 
spelled out step by step. The teacher is in charge of classroom 
discipline. Be lays down the rul••• he attempts to enforce them, 
he reports to parents and adainiatration when there is a problem. 
In the event he needs to go a step further then he may use one of 
the four forms of permisaable discipline used at CU11berland. 
°).· > 
These are detention, removal froa class 1 /activity , corporal punish-
ment, and suspension/expulsion. It should be noted that the Cumber-
land Superintendent is very . vocal - in.hi.a disagreement with the use of 
corporal punishment . Thia in.tern ia also against the use of corporal 
punishment in a school setting. Discipline is necessary and useful, 
but hitting someone else' a child ae ... . 711.ke an .invasion of someone 
else ' s  territory . Both . of Cuaberlaud' s  principals -are in fa.�or of 
using corporal . punishment . The eleaentary principal uses it quite 
of ten. 
The fourth section of the policy states that the diatrict ts 
discipline policy may be written into the student handbook. The 
word "may" leaves room for <leciding what to include and what to ... 
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delete. This could cause discrepancies in the handbooks . 
On December 19, 1985 a copy of the discipline policy draft 
was sent to all committee members. This included the five parents who 
were named to the committee by the principals . These members included 
three parents of grade school children and two with high school 
children. The grade school parents were a man who runs a bulk gas 
service , a man who works at a filling station, and the wife· of a 
farmer. '11le ' high school parents were a male township supervisor 
and the wife of a farmer. 
The second committee meeting was held January 27, 1986. The 
regular members were present at this meeting along with tvo new 
members who were added at their own request. The mother of two high 
school students, and the school psychologist both joined the committee 
on this evening. The members discussed the policy draft- th�y had 
·"'!.,. r 
received and made several recommendations. The recomnended ' changes 
include adding two more areas for a total of six, and making several 
changes in existing areas of the first draft of the policy. · A 
discussion of changes as they appear in chronological order in the 
policy is in order here. 
'l'be first change is in the area �der procedure . In the 
first draft the forms of permissable disc�pline were included here 
as the final atepa. However, in the second draft there are pro-
visions for an educational plan to be set up for the student by the 
� . administration, teacher , parent , and student . All participants are 
to keep in touch on the effectiveness of the plan, and it is to be 
reviewed every year. Also, the types of permissable discipline 
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were removed from this section and put in area four by themselves 
along with some changes .  This was all done to keep the possibility 
of effecting change by positive means separate from the use of 
negative means. 
The fourth area in the second draft now deals with the types 
of permissable discipline instead of with the parent/student handbook. 
Under this area removal from classroOlll/activity includes a statement 
that this could result in in-school or out-of-school suspension. 
Under corporal punislment the fact that the board would supply a 
form for parents to request corporal. punishment not be used on their 
child vu deleted. Under ·suapeuioa./expulsion - suspension was de­
scribed · before expulsion. because it usually comes f·irst in the line 
of proaression ia discipline. Th• length of suspensions for the 
first, aeconcl, And third offanaea vaa described for clarity purposes. 
� - � 
Also, it vaa in.eluded th& a uQ" would .be iive� for all classes missed 
during suspension. All of this was to clarify or def ina with .t he 
exception of th• board fora. Bare . it was felt that there vas no 
r ... on. for the school to encourage parents requesting that corporal 
punishment not ba uaed. · 
- A fifth area vaa added to the Mcond draft . 'Ibis wu the due 
procH• area which stated that students had a right to knov the 
charg .. , had a right to be hear�, and their parents had a right to 
appeal. Thia vaa included due to· the legalities involved .when a 
student !• diaci.plined. Th• parent/student handbook area froa the 
first draft vaa aoved to area •ix in th• second draft. 
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A copy of the second draft was sent to all committee members 
for them to review. Everyone was also reminded to bring their 
student handbooks to the February 25, 1986 meeting . 
One of the female board members joined the committee at the 
February 25, 1986 meeting. She become interested in the process and 
wanted to help with it. The main item on the agenda was to use the 
grade school and high school handbooks and come up with a code of 
conduct for all students. The committee wanted to �pell out what 
was expected of students at Cumberland . The code was divided into 
a section of what to do and a section of what not to do� No forms 
of punishment were listed here because the colllllittee wanted to try 
to set a positive atmosphere through this code of conduct . Items were 
taken out of each handbook and put together in a positive manner to 
hopefully enhance behavior at both buildings . Thia intern feels 
>. 
that this was a very good addition to the discipline procedure. 
Discipline is creating a positive atmosphere for students to learn 
in, and the behaviors aet as expectations in the code of conduct 
are positive in nature . 
The unit adminiatrators and this intern met the week after this 
third committee meeting. At this tiae the code of conduct: and 
the discipline policy were reviewed.  It was decided that two changes 
should be made. 'nle first change was in the procedure aect:ion under 
steps D, E, . and F. It was decided that this was not an educational 
plan, but a behavioral plan for the student. Thia policy is not 
directly pertaining to educational illprovement , but to behavioral 
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improvement. Of course, one plans on an improvement in academics 
if a student behavior improves, but that is not the direct goal of this 
particular plan. The direct goal is to provide an atmosphere where 
learning can take place. The second change dealt with the parent-
student handbook. It was decided that the discipline policy should 
be included in all handbooks. This was deemed necessary to avoid 
any discrepancies in major discipline concerns . It was also added 
that each building could add additional rules that relate to the 
discipline policy. These additions DUSt be approved by the board. 
It was felt that there might be some variations needed due to 
the age range from kindergarten to seniors in high school . This 
intern feels this is a neceasary move, and that it will not dis-
rupt the intention of the policy as long as the board has to approve 
all additions. A copy of the policy with these changes was sent to 
�- > 
all committee members with their reminder of the last meeting to . be 
held March 10, 1986. 
At the final committee meeting the committee decided to add 
the code of conduct into the policy and,lnot have it set aside as a 
separate item. It was also decided to add the code of conduct as 
two separate areaa of the policy. - One would be called code of 
conduct and it would list· the type• of behavior expected from the 
students. The second would be called the code prohibiting serious 
misconduct and it would list behaviors that would not be tolerated . 
These areas were added as area five and •ix in the policy and the 
previous area five and six were moved to seven and eight . It was 
' 
o- t., I • I 
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a very good idea to incorporate the code into the policy itself. 
This way the expectations and the possible penalties for deviation 
are in the same document . They are kept in separate areas, as they 
should .be, but they are readily accessible to anyone needing to 
ref er to them. Once these changes were made the committees work 
was complete. 
The entire policy was put together and presented to the board 
3 for a first reading at the March 17, 1986 board meeting. Then, 
at the April 21, 1986 board meeting, the policy was adopted for 
the 86-87 school year. A copy of the final policy and a letter 
of thank you waa sent to all committee members. 
This intern was pleased to be involved in · this entire process. 
It was good to aee staff, . parents, and administrators working 
together . for a c0111DOn goal. Discipline is necessary in our , schools, 
?'· } 
and this committee was in agreement on that . Also, this comm.it tee 
was in agreement that discipline was an idea that needed to be 
stressed to the students and the community. Discipline is not a 
certain number of suspensions or · a certain number of spankings, 
but it is a philosophy that is necessary to provide an atmosphere 
where learning can occur. It ia thi• intern' a feeling that the 
more publicity that can be' .given to the policy, and the work of 
the c·ommitte_e, the better the chance of establishing the type of 
atmosphere desired at Cumberland . Unless citizens know who was 
on the committee and haw the discipline policy was formed it is 
unlikely their attitudes will be positive and lend to complete 
support . Too many community people would see this policy as 
another "school . rule" and not as 
3 The entire policy is shown in appendix B-7. 
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"Their rule." However, if the school publicizes the workings of 
the committee, who was involved, why the process was necessary, and 
the outcome, then many community people would feel more involved and 
supportive of the policy. This is not a secret document and it 
was not formulated at secret meetings. Therefore, the more it is 
displayed the more comfortable people will become with it. 
According to an article in the May , 1986 Illinois Principal 
the three 110at effective types of discipline are detention, suspen­
aion, and parent contaet.4 The Cumberland policy does incl.ude all 
of theae types of discipline . Thia is not to say that the article 
ia correct or that the Cumberland policy is totally correct. 
However, it is always comforting to know that what has been done 
is substantiated by research. 
4' . . Dr. Char lea A. Sloan and Dr. Thomas Weber, "The Status' 9f > 
DiacipliDe in Illinoia High Schools,�· Illinois Priftcipal Volume 17 
Number 4 (May, 19&6) : 11-13 • 
. ... . � \ ..... .. .  -" 
' ,. 
... ' ,-
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1985-86 
CUMBERLAND JR. HIGH AND HIGH SCHOOL 
DRUG/ALCOHOL PROGRAM 
Cumberland has been involved in some drug/alcohol preven-
tion programs for the past four years. In the three years prior 
to this one the grants were written by the high school principal. 
However, this year the responsibility for writing the grant to 
obtain funding was delegated to this intern to enable him to 
gain experience in grant writing , budgeting , and dealing with 
state forms . 
The purpose for involvement in the grant writing at 
Cumberland is to obtain atate funds to help try to prevent 
� 
Cumberland ' s  youth from getting involved with drugs or alcohol. 
Seven years ago it vas a well known fact that Cumberland had 
many atudenta involved in the uae of drugs. Three years after 
that there waa considerable evidence that Cumberland students 
were very involved in alcohol use. At this time, the high school 
principal enlisted the help of the school ' •  two counselors to 
help him aet up an all day event , "Snowball" , to help the junior 
high and high school students gain insight into the problems of 
uaina alcohol and drugs. The principal obtained funds from the 
state to support the program, and this was the beginning of a 
foraal drug and alcohol prevention program at Cumberland . 
Durina the 1983-84 school year the prevention program was enlarged 
to include a drug/alcohol/smoke out day for junior high and 
4"3 
high school students. This is a day on which various agencies 
bring handout materials to give out during the lunch hour . These 
people also give presentations to classes during the afternoon 
class periods. Also added during the 1983-84 year was a team 
effort with Neoga on a cooperative "Snowball . "  
During the 84-85 year the "Snowball" continued , as did the 
drug/alcohol/smoke-out day. In addition to these events Cumberland 
enlisted the help of a counselor from Charleston ' s  Hour House to 
run voluntary small groups one afternoon each week. Students were 
taken from study hall during each of the last three periods of 
the day. 
At the beginning of the 85-86 year a plan had to be written 
. 1 and the grant submitted to the state. First it was necessary to 
decide what to include in the plan, and then the amount of money 
needed to carry out each part of the plan. 
It was decided the plan would include nine areas of involvement 
with varying amounts of money being spent in each area. The areas 
to be included were the drua/alcohol/smoke-out day, , a motivational 
speaker, materials for the health classes, speakers for parent 
seminars , a team follow-up ••1nar, the annual "Snowballu, scholar-
ships for I . T . I . ,  a change in the school drug/alcohol policy, and 
mailings and phone calla. 
The drug/alcohol/smoke-out day was to be held the same way 
it had been the past two years. Thia year,however, the event 
would be held in the gymnasium instead of the cafeteria. Also , 
l The grant application is included in appendix C-1 . 
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this year there was money allocated for mileage, paper-work, and 
lunches for the presenters. Seventy-five dollars was put in the 
budget plan to be used for this event . A total of $38.00 was 
actually spent for this day. The break-down was $15.30 for 
mileage, $7.50 for meals , $20.00 for phone calls and postage, 
and $6.00 for paper. Many presenters did not eat lunch, and 
most would not take mileage money. This event was held on 
January 28, 1986.' 2 
In the original grant there were plans to have a motivational 
speaker give four preaentationa to the student body on how to 
aay "no." Plana were to have hiJI talk to the freshmen, sophomor�, 
junior, and senior classes for approximately 30-40 minutes each. 
Plana were to get someone of the Carl Eller caliber who was a 
fmaous football player who had experiences with drugs. However, 
?: 
because our total request waa for more than the amount received, 
some things had to be excluded. The motivational speaker was 
one of the items it waa decided to eliainate. . 
A series of parent seminars waa scheduled for February 25, 
March 4 ,  11, and 18. '11leee were all to be held in the high 
achool study hall at 7:00 p.a. The apeakera were Illinois 
State Trooper Sanders, Car.en Switzer from Bour Houae , and 
Linda Solladay from St. John ' •  Hospital. Their topics were 
driving under the influence, drug and alcohol inf oraatio� , 
addiction and the family, and treataent and prevention. Two 
hundred dollar• waa budgeted to pay mileage for these speakers . 
However, the amount spent waa only $75. 00. 'nlere are more details 
on this event already covered under level I and II experiences .  
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One of the requirem�nts of the grant �as that a team repre-
senting the school attend a follow-up �orkshop during the school 
year. The team was to include the team leader, a student, a teacher, 
a board member, and a c01111DUnity representative. Cumberland sent 
all but the board member to the workshop in Champaign, Illin.ois 
on March 6. 'nle intern in charge of this grant was the team 
leader. The purpose of this meeting was to let the team know who 
provided the money for the grant, who the people in charge were, 
what prevention was going on in the rest of the state , and how 
to apply for funds for the 86-87 school year. The amount of money· 
budgeted for thi• seminar was $100. The amount paid for mileage 
was $27, and the amount paid for lunch for the four team members 
was $37. · Bad the team not att.ended this follow-up workshop 
Cumberland would not have been eligible for funds for the 86--87 
year. 
A combined "Snowball" with Neoga was planned for April 12. 
The past two years it was held at Neoga, but this year it was to 
be a one-day event · at· Cumberland',;! As in the past, there were to 
be large group speakers on variou• topics, then there would be 
small groups to discuss what wd- preaeatecl in th• large groups. 
Of course, there was plenty of food and gmes in between the 
more formal activities. 'n\e plan was to have forty Cumberland 
students from grades 7-12 and forty frora Neoga . The amount of 
money allocated 'for this e'Yellt was $300 for scholarship• and 
$100 for mileage,' mailings, supplies, etc. In the final analysis 
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there were nearly fifty students from Cumberland in attendance , 
nine from Neoga and three from Casey. The actual amount of money 
spent by Cumberland was $397 . 7 3  on T-shirts ,  mileage , food , mis� 
cellaneous supplies and a cook and custodian. 
One hundred dollars was put in the plan to allow for the 
purchase of hand-outs for the health and P.E.  classes. These are 
the two classes that regularly cover drug and alcohol abuse 
topics. They also have speakers in to present information to their 
classes on related topics. All three P.E.  teachers and the high · 
school health teacher were given the opportunity to use some of this 
money to buy consuaable goods for use in their classes. According 
to the rules of the grant no capitol outlay purchases could be made. 
The . only pereon choosina to take advantage of the offer was the 
health teacher. Be ordered a set of twelve posters dealing �th the 
�- -� 
topic of being drug free. The cost of the posters and shipping was 
$38.75. They were received at the school February 18, 1986� 
Cumberland had students attend · a week-long sU111Ur workshop 
in Monticello, Illinois for the past three years. In 1983 one 
student attended, in 1985 fiTe attetlded , and in 1986 eight�'.v!l1:. 
attend . This event is called I .  T. I. and this atanda for Illinois 
Teenage Institute on Substance Abu.e.  It is held at Allerton Park 
and lasts from a Monday to Saturday. There are large groups and 
small groups dealing with self-awareness, decision making, peer 
pressure, teen leadership, and other topics relating to helping 
a teen-ager make vise decisions as he grows up. The ultimate 
object of the program is to prepare students to go back to their 
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schools and communities and help fight drug and alcohol abuse 
among their peers. The cost is $180 per student per week. In 
the past the students have received financial help from community 
service organizations to help defray the cost . However, this is 
the first year grant money has been used to help pay for the 
students attendance at I . T . I .  Area service organizations paid for 
f ive students to attend this year. The grant money paid for two 
atudenta and one teen leader to enable all eight students to 
attend at no coat to themselves. Five hundred dollars was budgeted 
for I . T . I .  scholarships and $540 waa spent . · 
A.t the present ti.lie Cuaberland has a policy on alcohol and 
a separate one pertaining to drugs. The alcohol policy states 
that uae or poaaeaaion on school grounds or at any school function 
is prohibited. The penalty is a three day suspension the f �rst 
�· 
offense, five days for the aecond , and ten days vith possible 
expulsion for the third offense. The drug policy states that 
use or possession may result in expulsion for the remainder of 
the school year. Both of these policies deal with punishment , 
but neither deals with treataen.t. A part of the grant was written 
to includ• changing Cuaberl.and! s- dru1 and alcohol policy. Thia 
change would be presented ·to. the achool board in the summer for 
adoption in the handbook for the 86-87 school year. The change 
would require proof of an appointment with a counselor experienced 
in drug/alcohol counseling. Once the appointment was made and 
the punishment was completed (whatever the administration 
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determined) the student would be in regular attendance at school. 
There would not be any dollar amount attached to this project. 
The last area covered under the grant was for paper , print-
ing, mailings, newspaper ads, phone calls , and any other type of 
communication that occurred. The amount budgeted under these 
categories was $350. The actual amount spent was $158. 72 .  
The total amount asked for in the grant was $1700. The amount 
� the •tate awarded Cumberland waa $1500. The breakdown on 
expenditure& vaa drug/alcohol day $38.80, "Snowball" $397.73, 
health posters $38.75, parent s .. in.ar $75, follow-up seminar $64, 
I.T. I. acholarahipa . $540, c0111Nnications $158 . 72 .  The total 
amount of expenditures is $1313 .00, with a balance of $187.00 
unused. This balance will be applied toward next year ' s  gram: . 
The state requires that a nev grant be written each year� ·· &ll::d 
· � i 
that any money left over from the previous year be applied toward 
the total amount of the new grant . 
This intern found this experience to be a learning experience 
and · a rewarding experience. The learning came about by having to 
write the grant for state funds. The process of learning the 
state guidelin�s for the arant , ma.kin.a the program pi�, estimating 
the various coats, actually filling out the forms, accouru:ing for 
the funds, and filling out a follow-up accomplishment form and 
expenditures sheet for the state was nearly a year long learning 
process. What was learned will. prove invaluable in dealing with 
grant writing and state forms in the position of a superintendent . 
Of course, the knowledge gained in budgeting will also be 
l.nie award letter and the contract are included in appendix�2 andC3. 
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extremely helpful. It is this intern ' s  opinion that finance is 
becoming one of the two biggest areas of education (the other is 
reform) and the more experience one can gain before becoming a 
superintendent the better off one will be. 
The rewarding experience was knowing that all of the time 
and effort going into the paperwork would hopefully pay off 
by helping some Cumberland students. This intern has long been 
a believer that every attempt to help you�h make wise decisions 
will be successful in some cases. If the resources supplied 
by the grant were even 10% aa 911cceaaful as they were intended 
to b�tben all of the time and effort involved waa well worth it. 
CHAPTER IV 
LEVEL I AND 11 EXP!l.IENCES 
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TRUANTS ALTERNATIVE GRANT 
State Superintendent of Schools Ted Sanders �ent out 
applications forms to apply for funds to aid dropouts and truants, 
and potential drop-outs and truants. Cumberland had a program 
for this group of people in the past, but it was dropped due to 
a drop in funds. The Cumberland Superintendent decided that Cumber-
land should apply for these funds and put in a program if the funds 
were received. He decided this intern should plan a program for 
this population and write the grant to try to obtain funds. 
He felt the experience would serve as a valuable part of the 
internahip by providing additional grant writing experie�ce and 
by providing experience setting up a special program. 
The document received from Mr. Sanders was a ten-page pamphlet 
explaining the procedure for applying for funds. It also included 
. • :  
the financial budget form and an agreement to be aigned by the 
. .. - . . - -
applying district ' s  superintendent. The document was received at 
the end of September, 1985, and had to be returned to Mr .  Thomas 
Grayson'• office by November 15 , 1985. Thia abort amount of 
preparation time allowed this intern to plan a simple remedial 
plan, but it did not allow for a very complete program. 
The first part of the application was geared toward justif i-
, ·. .. 
cation of needs and identifying those students to be served. The 
justification was shown by identifying the large number of students 
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Cumberland had who missed a large number of days in 1984-85, and 
the large number who dropped out in 1984-85. There were fifty-one 
students who missed over twenty days of school. Of these fifty-
one students thirty-two missed over twenty days. twelve missed over 
thirty day� three missed over forty days. and four missed over fifty 
days. During the course of the school year there were fourteen 
students who dropped out of school. This intern felt that these 
statistics were proof that there was a problem with attendance and 
drop-outs at Cumberland High School. (It needs to be noted that 
Cumberland High School has an enrollment of 350 students.)  'nle 
students to be served by this program would be identified subjectively . 
They would be identified by staff as potential drop-outs ,  behavior 
problems, or students considerably behind on progress toward grad-
uation. The students and parents would be offered the opportunity 
1 to participate in this program. 
�-
The second part of the application dealt with the educational 
program to be offered to the students. It explained that the program 
would be held at Cumberland High School from 4-6 p.m. week-days , 
and a student would receive the same amount of credit he would 
receive for two hours in a regu1,ar class. The alternative teacher 
would coordinate the student classes with what he would be going in 
the regular classroom. He could be taking classes he had been dropped 
from or classes he was trying to make up, due to previous failure. 
The effectiveness of this program would be determined by how: :111B.ny 
students began the program and how many completed it. The reason 
.. 
for the classes being held from 4-6 p.m. was to help the students' 
1The application is shown in appendix 1-l . 
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transportation situation. Parents would not have to bring the 
students back to school in the evening and the school would pro-
2 vide a ride to a pick-up point near the students home . 
The third part of the application was the proposed budget . 
This area had the amounts to be paid in each area of expense 
baaed on hourly amount , daily amount , mileage amount or total 
per area. The amounts were $10 per hour for one teacher, $1 . 10 
per mile for a bus, $10 per hour for a counselor, $160 for two 
days administrative salary, $100 for instructional materials and 
$50 for parent COlllUnication. '111e total amount per area, the 
monthly amount needed, and the total amount for the project are 
3 included in the payment schedule on form uB" . 
'n\e last area of the application included some general in-
formation pertaining to the qualif icatione of the administrator 
�- � 
(this intern) , what sub-contracting was to be done, and who would 
be served by this program. Along with this budget sheet was a 
list of assurances that the superintendent had to sign for the 
' 
state board of· education.4 After all of this was completed the 
Cumberland School Board had to vote to submit the application to 
. 5 the State Board for approval. 
Thia project was to begin December 1 ,  1985 and end at the 
end of the school ·year in May, 1986. Unfortunately, the state 
decided not to approve this project. �ord was received in December , 
1985 that the project had not been funded. 6 The reason given was that 
2.rbis information is detailed in appendix 1-2. 
3The budget is shown in appendix 1-3 and 1-4. 
4Thia information is detailed in appendix 1-3 and 1-6. 
5The motion is included in appendix 1-7 and 1-8. 
6Tbe letter from the State Board is included in appendix 1-5. 
·,.· 
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eighty-four proposals were submitted , but only thirty-eight were 
approved. The amount asked for was twenty-three million dollars 
and the amount approved was seven million four hundred thousand . 
In a list of data this intern later received it was noted that 
the smallest dollar amount approved for any of the projects was 
twenty-thousand dollars. It is obvious to this intern that the 
Cumberland project was not approved because it was for such a 
small amount of money. If the state board wants to affect the 
most atudenta it will target the larger schools. However , if 
this is their intent then they need to set a minimum number of 
students per district to qualify. This would save unqualified 
districts from spending . ti.me writing proposals that have no chance 
of being approved. This experience of writing the proposal and 
the grant will be valuable in the future. However , this· intern 
'� � 
will ask questioll.8 of the people-in-charge before proceeding 
with future grants. 
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PURCHASING PROCEDURE AT CUMBERLAND 
Upon undertaking this internship it was decided to begin 
the level I and II experiences by talking to the superintendent 
about some procedures at Cumberland. One procedure that came 
up.· in the conversation was that of making school purchases. 
All of the information presented here was obtained in an inter­
view, with Dr. Gerald Buckler on November 6, 1985. 1 He explained 
his perception of the present system, that he decided to have a 
more formalized system, and what the new system would entail. 
Until the 1985-86 school year there was not a systematized 
way of making purchases. A person could call a company and 
order something over the pbon.e, the item and an invoice woul� 
be received, the bill would be presented to the bookkeeper for 
payment . Someone could go to a store, charge an item, a copy 
of the receipt would be received by the bookkeeper, and it would 
be paid. Most of the time the purchases would be authorized 
by someone in authority. However, there were times that bills were 
received for purchased iteaa that had been charged to the 
district, and nobody would be aware of the situation. This 
situation changed during the 1985-86 school year. 
1 Interview with Dr. Buckler Hovaber 6, 1985 at the unit 
off ice . 
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'l1le easiest way to sum up the new purchase policy is to 
2 uae the words "purchase order . "  Nothing could be purchased with-
out a purchase order containing the appropriate department 
number , and signed by the appropriate person. Even within this 
framework there are three ways to order materials. 'l1lese three 
waya are ordering by purchase order, calling in an order and 
following it up with a purchaae order, or picking up materials 
and delivering the purchase order at the time of pick up. 
Moat supplies that are ordered for the school system are 
bid out in the spring and ordered at the end of achool. 'l1lese 
material• are ordered by Hnding typed purchase order• to the 
company they are being ordered from. While Cumberland still 
u .. a different for.a of purchaae orders they all have three 
copiea. Each copy liata the aaterial beina ordered, the price, 
�- . 
who- it i• beina ordered for, vbo. ia ordering it, a department 
purchaae order number, and the signature of the authorizing 
personnel. Other data aa to order date and ahipping date are 
alao included. One copy ia eent to the company , two copies 
are kept by the peraon aendina the order. 
Soaetimea, to expedite mactera, it ... are ordered over 
the phone. In thi• caH. th• order i• placed and a purchase 
order nuaber is given to the aupplier. Imaediately a�er the 
order ia placed the purchaae order is aent in the .... 1181\ner 
aa vu explained above. The only difference i• that a note 
i• added to the order atating that it is a confirmation only. 
'l1lia i• to avoid a duplication of orders. 
2 A copy of a purchase order is included in appendix 2-1. 
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Quite of ten it is necessary to pick up supplies on a 
moments notice. This is especially true in the home economics 
department, industrial technology , agriculture, auto mechanics, 
art and the maintenance department . These people may need to 
go to the supplier and purchase materials they need immediately. 
When this happens the purchaser takes the purchase order with 
him to the supplier. He leaves one copy, and brings the bill 
and the other two copies back to the department from where 
it originated. 
In all of the three cases one of the two remaining copies 
of the purchase order is kept on file by the originating 
department. The other copy is · attached to the bill, or invoice, 
and given to the book.keeper for payment. By using this method 
each department baa a file on everything ordered by them; and 
the unit off ice has a file froa which they can keep track of 
orders and make payments • 
. . ;-. • t• ' ' 
Thia intern likes a systematic approach to spending money 
'� : . . . \ ;, 
and recording purchases. Thia process ensures that the proper 
people aut�orize purchases .  that records �re well-kept, and 
that the unit booltkeepe� baa accurate information on all 
district purchases. Perhaps this procedure could slow down 
• ,. t._.. .; -
purchases once in awhile. Boweve�, it may also cause teachers, 
department heads, supervisor.•. etc. to plan budgets more 
L 
carefully from year to year, and make purchases in the spring 
for the following school year . 
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SCHOOL BOARD MEETING 
November 18, 1985 
During the month of November the Cumberland School District 
was experiencing a . teachers ' strike. Of the 72 certified staff 
there were 63 on the picket line, 8 were non-tenure teachers 
who supported the stri�, and one teacher who did not participate. 
' 
The number of school days missed due to the strike was eleven. 
While the strike was in progress there vas a regular board meeting 
held on Monday, November 18, 1985. An agenda had been sent out 
1 to all board members and administration prior:_ to the meeting. 
The first item on the agenda vas the call to order and the 
roll call. All seven members vere present, as were the supe�in-J 
tendent , high school principal, high school assistant principal, 
elementary principal, and the board 1 s  reporter. 
The next item on the agenda was the approval of the minutes 
of the November 12, 1985 organizational meeting. This was 
actually two meetings on the s .. e evening. The newly elected 
board members were sworn in at the first meeting held at 7 : 30, 
and the meeting vas then adjourned at 7: 48. At 7 :  53 a new 
meeting vas called to order and the board elected officers , 
set salaries for the recording secretary ,  set future meeting 
dates and times, and adjourned at 8:15. The minutes of these 
meetings vere approved. 
1The agenda is shown in appendix 3-1. 
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After the approval of the minutes an item not on the agenda 
was covered. This was a letter of remediation for the elementary 
principal . He had been involved in a hair pulling episode when 
disciplining a student . The board issued a letter to remedy by 
a 6-1 vote. 
The presentation of bills to be paid was next up on the agenda. 
The members of the board looked over the bills , asked questions , 
2 and then voted to pay them as presented. 
The treasurer' s  report was then given, and it was reported 
that there was a balance of $475,000 on hand to date. The board 
voted to accept �he treaaurer' •  report 7-0. 
The next item on the agenda was the opportunity for the audience 
to speak. Becauae of the fact that there were approximately 200 
people in attendance it waa decided 'to limit each person to a 
two ainute time l:iait. At thi• time, the floor ·was opened for 
audience participation. 
The first speaker waa a father vho had children in the elementary 
achool at Cumberland . Be wanted to know if the students would have 
to make up the missed time. Be was told that they would not . 
Be alao wanted to know what kind of substitute t�chers would be 
broµlht.'.in.'.if :this 1 occurred. The reply waa qualified substitutes 
would be hired if it eaae to that. 
Next up vaa a parent who lived out of the distric�, but 
had children attending school at Cumberland . He wondered why 
the school did not pay their own teachers the substitute pay. 
2 A list of bills is included in appendix 3-2. 
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This question was not answered. He then stated that he was not 
for either side, but only wanted them to come to an agreement . 
A concerned lady who did not have children in school was 
the next speaker. At first she felt that the school should be 
negotiating instead of trying to hire substitutes. Then she 
questioned paying a negotiator $55 per hour. She then wanted 
to know if substitutes would be as safe as our children"s teachers .  
Two men who represented several local businesses spoke in 
support of the board. They felt that taxes would have to be 
raised to support teachers salary raises, and they were against 
this. They felt teachers could go elsewhere if they were not happy 
with their pay at Cunaberland. 
The next four speak.era all spoke on the same topic. Three 
parents and a teacher representative felt it was time to c�.11 for 
�- t 
binding arbitration. The parents wanted their children back in : 
school,and the teacher wanted a settlement immediately. 
The next three people to speak wanted the two groups to get 
together and work out a settlement. Two parents and a teacher's  
union officer felt that the board and the teachers should keep 
meetina in a give-and-take atmosphere until a settlement was 
reached • . .  , 
Last up was an ex-Cumberland Superintendent . He stated that 
he knew there was $275, 000 hidden someWhere, and the board should 
use thia for the' raiaes. 
It needs �o be noted that after the first speaker or two the 
board did not answer questions , but thanked speakers for their 
information. 
' . 
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After the audience participation was concluded the rest of 
the meeting went according to the agenda. Reports were heard on 
the health and life safety project, purchasing a new snow 
sweeper, the 1985 levy from supervisors ,  and from the principals. 
There was no old business to discuss . Under new business it 
was voted 7-0 to end the repair contract with Zerox, and 7-0 to 
submit a grant for a truants' alternative program. During the 
president ' s  prerogativ� he thanked everyone for their interest 
in the scllools and reassured them everyone was working to end 
the strike. 
The meeting was then adjourned to a meeting of the board 
aa a coamittee of-the-whole board in executive session. 
This was the first board meeting this intern attended as 
part of the requirement of the internahip. Some board ·aeetings 
·)· ·i 
were attended in the past, but only when there was something be�ng 
discussed that required attendance. The feeling of the auperin-
tende�t, and the intern was that attending all board ·meeting·s 
would be beneficial in helping the intern learn·::t:he .. role.:of(. t:he 
superintendent . 
There are some CODID8nta worth mentioning in regard to the 
handling of the board meeting held during the strike. First of 
all, it was obvious that the superintendent had coached the board members 
very well. They were poised, they let the president do all of 
the talking, and they looked up during the audience participation 
instead of looking for a place to hide. 
. ' 
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Secondly , the president controlled the meeting from the 
onset. He gave an opening speech to lay ground rules ,  he 
thanked everyone when they finished talking , and he held the 
speakers to the two minute time limit that was imposed. This 
meeting could have been a screaming , hollering, chaotic affair, 
but because of administrative planning it was a very smooth 
meeting and the entire meeting stayed on schedule as set up in 
the agenda. 
One last thought is that it seemed very interesting for 
an ex-superintendent, who was let go by the school district 
in 1979, to add fuel to the fire by stating what he did. He 
let it be known that there was a great amount of money left 
when he got out; so it had to be there now. Of course, the 
audience did not realize that assessed evaluation had gone down a 
�- .+ 
great amount the past few years. Nor did they realize that Cwa-
berland had not made any program cuts during this time so their 
children could still have a complete education. To keep programs 
with less revenue means reserve money must be used. This is what 
happened, but it was not pointed out . Under the circumstances 
this was not the time to make this information known. 
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CUMBERLAND PARENT SEMINARS ON DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE 
Cumberland had been involved in drug/alcohol awareness pro-
grams for several years and focused on student involvement. 
However, the superintendent felt that parents should become more 
aware o.f the problems facing their children and the programs 
designed to help them. Because this intern was already put in charge 
of other parts of the drug/alcohol program it was decided to add 
the parent awareness aspect to the assignment . It was felt that 
involvement with parent groups would be a valuable addition to the 
experiences of this intern .• 
In order to involve parents it was decided to have four, 
one night seminars on various aspects of drug/alcohol abuse,� 
prevention, and treatment. These four seminars were planned for 
February and March, 1986 and were to be held in the high school 
study hall at 7 : 00 p.m. To inform parents about the seminars there 
were handouts given to each student in grades 6-12 , the information 
was put in the local newspapers, and a local radio station included 
the information on aome of its broadcasts .  Included in this 
information was a list of the topics to be discussed at the seminars .  
The topics were driving under the influence, drug and alcohol infor-
. 1 mation, addiction and the family, and treatment and prevention. 
The first topic, driving under the influence, was chosen 
because there had been reason to believe that several area youth 
were involved in this type of problem. Also , it was known that an 
· 1The hand-out is shown in appendix 4-1. 
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excellent speaker from the Illinois State Police Department was avail-
able for such talks. This particular trooper had been involved in 
talks to health classes, and he was very well-received . His pro-
gram was scheduled for February 25 because this was the date on. which 
he was available. Ideally, his presentation should have been second 
on the list, but it could not be arranged. 
The second topic, which actually should have been first , was 
a pres�ntation on drug and alcohol information. This program was 
given by a member of the Hour House staff from Charleston, Illinois. 
The lady who gave the presentation had worked in the high school 
with small groups for the past two years. She was well-known by 
the students, and was able to provide interesting information about 
the various aspects of drugs and alcohol. She spent a considerable 
amount of time on identifying various drugs and recognizing some 
symptoms of drug useage. Her presentation was March 4 ,  1986. 
The :tbird topic was addiction and the family. The idea was 
to inform parents of the effect on a family when any member is 
addicted to drugs or alcohol. It also was directed at giving 
information on how other members could deal with the problem. The 
scheduled epeaker was an expert on the family situation from the 
Bour Bouse, but she was unable to make the program. Therefore, a 
fill-in who also worked with families and drug abuse was called to 
present the information. This program was held on March 11, 1986. 
The final presentation. was held on March 1 8 .  It was aimed at 
informing the public about ways to help prevent abuse, and pro-
grama that are presently doing this. It also was to provide 1.nfor-
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mation on these programs . The original speaker was to be a lady 
from St. John' s  Hospital Treatment Center in Springfield. However , 
a last minute cancellation required another fill-in. This time this 
intern filled in as the presenter, because he had been involved with 
the school ' s  drug/alcohol program and did have some knowledge of 
the topic. 
A follow-up thank you letter was sent to the supervisor of each 
peraon who gave a presentation. Mileage money was paid to the Hour 
Bouse personnel for their expenses , but the Illinois State Police 
would not accept reimbursement . The attendance was very poor for 
parents, but there were several students in attendance. The idea 
waa. :a aound one on that parents need to be involved if they are 
to be able to help their children make sound choices. However, it 
was obvious from the attendance that a different approach needs to 
be taken to get parents involved in the future . 
It is the feeling of this intern that the way to get information 
to parents, · and hopefully get them involved, is to target groups to 
present information. This would involve contacting the leaders 
of organizations such as Kiwanis, Lion ' •  Club, Women' s  Clubs and 
other groups which meet on a regular baaia and· have parents as 
members. There organizations are always looking for guest speakers 
to put on programs at their meetings. By volunteering to provide a 
program for them two things could be accomplished. First, contact 
would be made with parents, because many of these members are parents 
of children at Cumberland. Second, support for the drug/alcohol 
program often comes from service organizations in the form of financial 
. .  66 
assistance. By giving these programs both goals could be accomplished 
in a one evening presentation. 
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SURVEY OF 1985 CUMBERLAND HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES 
The superintendent at Cumberland , being new to the district , 
wanted to get a grasp on the effectiveness of the high school 
curriculum. He decided he would look at the content of the 
courses, but: he also wanted to know whether or not the students 
felt they were being prepared for life after high school. In 
order to accomplish the aecolid part of bis evaluation, he 
provided his intern the opportunity to survey the 1985 graduates 
of Cumberland High School. 
1 A survey vaa designed to try to accomplish two things . 
One vaa to find out vbat Cual>erland High School could do to 
bettu prepare graduates for the world of work. The second 
vaa to aee bow Cumberland High School could better prepare 
graduates to have succesa in poat-hi&h acbool education. 
The aurvey vaa put toa•ther during January, 1986, and 
took about two weeks to finalise. Actual on-taak tiae was 
about 6-8 hours. but froa the first edition. to the auperintendent ' s  
changes, to the aecoad edition, to the cover letter took con­
siderably longer. Becauae the inforaation vaa for the superin­
tendent ' •  use the survey vaa designed by him and the intern. 
Once the entire item vaa complete, a liat of 1985 graduates 
and their addreaaea vaa compiled; and the survey, the cover 
� aurvey ia ahovn in appendix 5-1 
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letter, and a return stamped envelope were sent to each graduate 
2 on February 7 ,  1986. Although the heading on the letter was 
non-personal this intern wrote each student ' s  name on his/her 
copy. 
The surveys were returned at a very slow rate, and by 
April 29. 1986 only 21 out of 67 surveys had been received at 
the school. Even though the number returned was very small ,  
it was decided to compile the data in order to have the results 
available before the end of the 85-86 school year. 
The largest number of surveys returned were those of college 
students. Fourteen of the twenty-one students returning surveys 
3 were enrolled in college full-time. Therefore, it seems any 
auaa ry of findings would be more accurate when looked at from 
the college student's point of view. For that reason, the Sll:Jlllllary 
?>· 
of results will only show what was reported by these college 
students.  
The �estions that are most appropriate are numbers nineteen, 
twenty, and twenty-one. Question nineteen asked what high school 
courses most helped you in. college? The answers given were what 
one would expect: aat�; ecienca , aocial studies, English , foreign 
language, and computer. Question twenty asked : What courses 
could have helped you? . There was a wide range 'of courses listed 
here, put the general areas were chemistry, Englis�, social studies, 
computer and business. Question twenty-one asked : Bow could 
Cuaberland have better prepared you for college? 
2The cover letter is shown in appendix 5-2. 
3The breakdown. of returned surveys is listed in appendix 5-3 . 
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The majority of responses to this question was some form of more 
4 English or tightening up requirements and grading. 
Overall, it appears that the college students from Cumberland 
want more and/or better math, science, English, and social studies 
classes. They are especially concerned about having a solid 
background in English when they get to college. They also feel 
there should be more stringent requirements in high school classes 
and a tightening up on the grading system. Obviously , these students 
feel the harder it is in high school, the better prepared one 
would be for college. 
A copy of the survey, the cover letter, the results ,  and 
a brief explanation of each was given to all staff at Cumberland 
High School. 5 
Some comments are in order now that the intern has had time 
to reflect on the survey and the results received. 
There should have been a follow-up a few weeks after the 
initial survey and letter were sent out·. This should have been 
a second letter encouraging the students who did not return a 
survey to do so. After a few more week's phone calla should 
have been made to the remaining students who did not send in 
surveys. 
The results were passed on to the high school staff for 
its information. Time did not permit changes to be made for 
the 86-87 school year, nor did the intern' s  position enable 
him to recommend changes in 85-86. However, in his new position 
4 The complete list of answers is listed in appendix 5-3. 
5
Tbe explanation to the staff is shown in appendix 5-4. 
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as curriculum director he intends to push for an upgrading of 
standards in college-bound courses. He also intends to encourage 
all teachers to upgrade their standards and make sure their 
students know they have high expectations of them. 
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CUMBERLAND UNIT DISTRICT #77 
TEACH� EVALUATION 
The evaluation process at Cumberland is covered under a 
1 two-year teacher contract. It states that non-tenured teachers 
should ' be evaluated a minimum of two times a year. It further 
states that tenured teachers may be evaluated a minimum of once 
a year. The entire process involves five steps. 
The first step is to let the teachers see the tool to be used 
. 2 ' . and make sure they understand the areas to be covered. This year it 
was accomplished at Cumbe�land by placing a copy of the tool in 
teacher ' a mail boxes with a note for them to see the administra-
tion if they had any questions. A few weeks later an announeaent 
, .. 
was made to remind teachers that their questions on the tool were 
welcome. 
,; • - .fr·"I . • Next the person doing the evaluation talks to each teacher he 
.:.. : .. ... _ -
is going to evaluate,. Be explain• that he will let the teacher 
know the approximate day he will observe. Be also explains that 
... � - . - - �- -- - - - - -r· - - - --�-; """-.... �,......;!'!:.,. ·-- �- --- � --.·'{· he may ' observe one time or· fiv�. but that" Vb-en- tie·· has "finished 
his obae�ations he will r�iew them with the tea'cher-. · : · . .  · 
After the in.itial conference the observations are held. 
There will be as many held as are necessary for the evaluator 
to get a complete picture of the teacher ' s  methods. 
l ' · This section of the contract is shown in appendix 6-1. 
2.rbe e�aluation tool is included as- appendix 6-2. 
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Once the observations are complete the evaluator fills out 
the evaluation tool from the notes he has taken. He refers to 
the tool as he observes to make sure he covers every area that 
is included. In the event that · he does not have access to 
some of the information, he does not evaluate the teacher in that 
particular area. 
The last step is the final conference with the teacher. 
At thia conference the evaluator goes over the data with the 
teacher. The teacher can clarify areas that are in question, 
and the evaluator givea auggeations for improvement in areas 
that need improving. There are three copies of the final form 
which are signed and dated by the evaluator and the teacher. 
The teacher is not agreeing with what is written, but only 
indicating that he read it. One copy goes with the teacher, 
;.. 
one copy staya with the evaluator, and one copy is placed in 
the teacher ' s  personnel file. 
Thia year at Cuaberland one teacher vaa determined to be 
unsati.sfactory during thi• process. A letter of remediation 
waa aent to the teacher by the board. The teacher, the union 
preaiden� , and their I.K.A. representative wrote a response to 
th• board letter. However, thia ia aa far as the process went. 
In order for the intern to become more familiar with the 
rialuation of teachers , the proce•• involve.d , the contractual 
aaremnent, and th• tool beina uaed it vaa decided that he vould 
do aoae evaluation•. Be did aix evaluation• at the high school 
level. Be vaa the evaluator in th• case of the one teacher who 
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was sent a letter of remediation, and he worked with the super­
intendent on every step of the process in this case. This 
experience was considered to be the best way for the intern to 
fully understand the part of the contract dealing with evaluations. 
The process, as done this year, would be considered to be 
a summative process. However, that will not be the case in 
86-87. The superintendent took the intern to the three-day 
academy to prepare administrators to evaluate teachers. It was 
made clear that the process should be a formative proces� and 
not . summative. This is what the state is advocating� and this 
is what Cumberland will adhere to in 1986-87. 
l ' .-. 
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CUMBERLAND ATHLETIC BUDGET FOR 1986-87 
At Cumberland the unit athletic budget covers all inter­
scholastic sports programs in grades 6-12 . The sports included 
in the junior high are baseball, softball, basketball, volleyball , 
and track. At the high school level there is cross country , 
football, volleyball, wrestling, basketball, track, softball and 
baseball. In the past the superintendent had allocated dollar 
amounts to be used in various areas of the budget . However, the 
new superintendent asked this intern to prepare the 86-87 athletic 
budget . Be felt the intern needed some practical budgeting 
experience, and this would be a good beginning for the intern. 
When compiling information on next year ' s  budget , all it'111s 
are included under three major headings. These headings are 
purchased services, capital outlay, and supplies and materials. 
Thia ia a new process at Cumberland because until this year 
there were six headings for athletic supplies. There were official�, 
ticket takers, travel , other, grade school supplies, and high 
school supplies. In order to plan a budget, and make the tran­
sition to the new method, it was necessary to prepare a budget 
under the old headings and then put the dollar amounts under the 
new categories. Under heading number #1501-319, contractual 
services, the money was used to pay referees for all high school 
and junior high athletic events. Heading #1501-3191, ticket 
takers, was used to pay ticket takers, timers, scorekeepers, 
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bus chaperones, and other supervisory personnel needed at athletic 
events. Number #1501-332 ,  travel, was to pay mileage to personnel 
attending coaching clinics, seeding meetings, making scouting 
trips, or other trips on athletic related business. The area 
under #1501-490, was for reconditioning of athletic equipment , 
entry fees , clinic fees, food and other items not covered in 
the other five headings.  Number #1502-410, elementary supplies, 
includes all supplies purchased for use by the elementary school. 
The sixth heading number #1503-410 was for high school supplies. 
All high school athletic supplies, awards, cheerleader uniforms , 
1 etc . , are purchased under this category. 
Dollar amounts were placed in each of these six areas as 
projections for the 1986-87 school year. Nuaber 1501-319 and 
1501-3191 could be easily estimated by counting the number of 
'> 
events to be held, home and away, and then multiplying by the 
amount paid personnel involved in each event . }(um.her 1501-490 
is estimated by determining what equipment would be reconditioned 
that yea�, estimating the co8t of one clinic tor each coach in 
each sport , and estimating food expenaea for athlete• possibly 
advancing to state level competition. HuabeT 1501�332 is 
estimated by looking at. the 1a8t year's a.ount and going higher 
or lover depending on projected needs. M\Jaber 1502-410 an.d 1503-
410 are set dollar amounts depending on what the total of the 
other four areas happel'l8 to be. There ia a general figure for 
the total budget and these la8t two areas are allotted whatever 
is left after subtracting the total of the first four from the 
general total. After these dollar amounts are set, these 
1 All of these headings are shown in appendix 7-1. 
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2 categories had to be transferred to the three new headings . 
Three of the old categories, (ticket takers , officials, and 
other) were included under purchased services .  This one is most 
of ten used to pay people for services rendered and not for supplies 
or equipment . 
The elementary and high school supplies had to be put under 
two of the new categories. Any of the supplies which were non-
consumable and coat over $50 were placed under capital outlay . 
Any supplies that were consumable, or were non-consumable and 
cost leas than $50 were placed under supplies and materials. 
Travel was listed under supplies and materials because it 
did not fit under the other two areas . Essentially, a person 
is being paid for gas that is used, ao this was considered a 
consumable supply. 
As an addition to this. process it needs to be noted that �· 
coaches turn in requests for supplies to be ordered for the next 
year. This year their requests were for $1500 more than the budget 
allowed. Therefore, the coaches were asked to submit information 
to help determine what could and could . not be cut . Only three 
coaches chose to have inpu�, so the cutting was done mostly on the 
information the intern had on hand. It is intere�ting that a total 
of $3000 was cut . 'lbis was done to have money set aside for 
emergencies that may occur. during the school year . 
It is the feeling of this intern that this process is an 
appropriate way to prepare a budget and make an attempt to follow 
-
it. The amount of money allocated for athletics is set before 
2 Complete listing is shown in appendix 7-2. 
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anything is purchased . Therefore, it is known that the amount of 
money allocated fits into the overall school budget. Also, by 
involving the coaches in the process, they feel they have had 
input even vhen cuts must be made. Of course, the final authority 
on whether or not this process is effective is the person who 
has to work within the budget limits. With some planning this 
person should be able to stay within the budget. Hopefully, 
no major cuts would be necessary, but if that were needed, then 
be would have to decide what cuts would do the least damage • 
. .  � 
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OCTOBER 10 - TEACHER IN-SERVICE 
As part of this internship the Cumberland Superintendent 
assigned this intern the task of setting up the October 10, 1986 
teacher in-service for Cumberland. The date was picked by the 
Educational Service Regional Superintendent for all schools in 
her region. The superintendent ' s  only directive was that no 
workshop be held on the Cumberland school premises. The reason 
for this stipulation was that extensive life-health-safety work 
was being done on Cumberland ' s  schools and it would be best for 
workmen to have that day to work in classrooms on a day when 
they were unoccupied. 
The first item this intern had to take care of was to l�ato 
workshops being put on ·with-in our area. Our regional superintendent 
sends a monthly newsletter around with news of interest to schools 
1 in her region. Th• September, 1986 issue had information on 
some workshops which could be attended by the Cumberland teachers. 
Thia issue also noted that the Paris Crestwood District had some 
offering• aa well. 14 phone call was made to Verne Bear, Super-
intendant of Crestwood School District , to ask for permission to 
send teachers to their workshops.  Mr .  Bear was very receptive 
to the idea and gave details on their various programs . He asked 
. . . 
only. that we aive hiin an accurate count of the Rumber ot parti-
pants from Cumberland vho would be attending their various workshops.  
l A copy of the newsletter is in appendix 8-1 . 
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Once the possible workshops were located it was necessary 
to have all of Cumberland Unit District #77 teachers sign up 
for their choice . A letter was put in each teacher ' s  mailbox 
explaining the need to sign up for a workshop . or three workshops 
2 d.f Paris was the choice. The teachers were very good about 
returning their choices to this intern. By the September 10 
deadline there were sixty-six out of seventy-two turned in. The 
final six teachers were approached personally to solicit their 
choices. 
After all of the teachers chose their area of interest it 
remained to register them with the respective agencies hosting the 
workshops. A list of teachers attending the Paris workshops 
was sent to Verne Bear at Paris Crestwood School. A three dollar. 
fee had to be sent to Dr. Grace Nunn at !Astern IllinoiaUn�versity 
?-
for each of the eighteen teachers attending the reading workshop . 
Teachers attending the math or writing work.shops had to be registered 
with the regional superintendent ' s  office. The special education 
participants were registered with. the Eastern Illinois Area 
Special !duation Co-op in . Mattoon. The last group . vocational 
teachers •  did not need to pre-register. but only had to show up 
the morning of the workshop . 
Once everyone was registered with the area responsible for 
their workshop · this intern sent additional information to each 
teacher. 3  The additional information explained the exact locations 
2A copy of the sign-up sheet is in appendix 8-2. 
3Tbe letter of information is in appendix 8-3. 
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of the various workshops, the times they were to begin, and the 
times they were to end. A couple of changes still were necessary. 
One math teacher was changed to .the Paris workshops because she 
had already heard the math presentation. Two other teachers were 
changed from the Paris workshops to a discipline workshop. Word 
on the discipline workshop arrived after most of the workshop 
registration process was completed. One of these two teachers 
chose the discipline worlcahop out of curiosity, while the other 
chose it hoping it would help her with her class. 
The experience of working on this project was very valuable 
to this intern. In-service of teachers is a very important task 
of administrators. Some teachers look at a workshop as a day out 
of school. Some teachers look at a required work.shop as something 
they have to endure. However. it ia thia intern 1 s  opinion that 
� 
the majority of teachers like to pick up new ideas. talk with� 
other teachers, and get educationally stimulated periodically. 
- ""!\' 
It ia obvious there ia aupport of this type of staff development. 
- : . 'ft,.i,'::�. 
Cumberland received a state grant for $1900 to help in-service 
our teachers. Cumberland also received $374 from our special 
' .. :'.( .. : 
education co-op for in-service of our special education teachers. 
With the financial support of organizations , and the organizing of 
staff development programs by · adJllinistrators, at least an effort 
is being made to foster improvement in instruction. 
- . 
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1985-86 CUMBERLAND HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDANCE POLICY 
Cumberland High School had been having several students 
missing too many days of school . During the 1984-85 school 
year there were fifty-two students who missed twenty or more 
1 days of school. This is out of a population of three-hundred 
and fifty students, grades 9-12. From these facts it was 
obvious something needed to be done to curtail so many absences. 
For this reason a new attendance policy was established for the 
2 1985-86 school year. As part of this internship the intern 
was given the assignment of implementing this policy at the 
high school. It was left up to this intern to translate the 
policy into its working form and put it into effect. 
The policy stated that a student would be allowed to miss 
a maximum of ten days in one semester under regular attendance 
polic�es. This means that an excused absence (doctor, dentist, 
pre-arranged , etc.) would allow the student to make up any 
work he missed, but an un-excused absence (skipping , no parental 
note, etc.) would cause a zero to be given for each class that 
day. After the ten absences that semester the student had to 
have a doctor ' s  note for any more absences or credit would be 
withheld. While this is how the policy read, it was put into 
effect a little differently and with two added items . 
l...nie total days missed by the students is shown in appendix 9-1. 
�e entire policy is shown in appendix 9-2. 
Every student had a separate record kept to show when he 
3 missed any class period. Once he missed a class the fifth 
time (for other than school related events) he was called in 
to the iritern ' s .off ice.:and notified .  of his absences. Also, 
at this time his parents were sent a letter explaining the 
school policy. 4 This policy was given to every student when 
he registered in the summer. 
Once a student reached the ten-day mark he was again called 
in and notified of his absences. At this time, his parents were 
sent another letter and called to let them know he had lllissed 
the aaximum number of absence• for the semester. 
When a student missed the eleventh day in a semester a 
conference vaa held with the atudent and his parents .  At this 
conference they were told that this waa their grace day; and 
�· � 
that if the student aiased any class again that semester (without 
a doctor' s  note) he would lose credit in that class for that 
semeater. 
During the f irat semester there were two students vbo lost 
credit under the new policy. Both of these students dropped out 
of school. During the second semester one student lost credit 
for part of hia classes ,  but be finished out the year. 
When comparing the number of students who missed twenty 
days during the 1985-86 school year to the number who missed that 
amount in 84-85, it is obvious there was an improvement in 
attendance. As was noted in the first paragraph, there were 
3 The record sheet is shown in appendix 9-3. 
4 A copy of the letter is shown in appendix 9-4. 
fifty-two students who missed twenty days during the 84-85 school 
year. During the 85-86 school year only twenty-three students 
5 missed twenty days. This means that in the 84-85 school year 
14% of the students missed twenty or more days , while during 
the 85-86 school year only 7% missed twenty or more days. This 
intern feels this policy definitely made an improvement in the 
attendance at Cumberland High School. 'nle students quickly 
adjusted to the new policy, the teachers liked the idea of im-
proved attendance, and a higher attendance rate would certainly 
help with the A.D.A. '11le only negative aspect of the policy 
was that it f·orced some financially strapped families to take 
their children to a doctor to obtain a medical excuse, and 
it caused some other parents to get a doctor ' s  excuse when 
their child really vaan' t  eiclt, Many parents did not want 
. � 
to be bothered by the school over their children' s  absences,· 
but they too adjusted after a somewhat lengthier time than 
it took their children. 
Thia policy vaa effective and its negative aspects were 
far outweiahed by the positive aapects .  Unfortunately, the 
board suspended this policy at its April board meeting . This 
intern doe• not agree with thi• decision. 
5Cuaberland High School Attendance Ledger,  1985-86 school year . 
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EXPULSION HEARING 
Cumberland High School has expelled only three students 
in the past seven years. Two of these were expelled during the 
1985-86 school year. Not only were they expelled during the 
same year, but also on the same evening and for the same reason. 
During the 1985-86 school year there were rumors that drugs 
were being distributed at school. These rumors kept surfacing, 
but there was neve� any evidence to warrant a full scale inves-
tigation. However, on April 16,  1986, a student suspected of 
. 1 vandalism was questioned about the vandalism. During the 
.· 
conversation the topic of drugs came up, and some names of S\l&pected 
)" � 
pushers were mentioned. As a result of this information it was 
decided to confront these students the next morning at school. 
With a law enforcement officer present for protection the 
. J 
principal and two teachers brought these. three suspects into 
. 2 the off ice for questioning. After three hours of give and take 
and after the parent• ot the etudente arriv� ,' tvo of the students 
admitted dealing at school and the third dropped out of school. 
As a result, it was decided to hold an expulsion hearing on 
May 5 ,  1986. 
Those present at the hearing were all seven board members, 
the superintendent, the high school principal, the superintendent ' s  
1 Interview with student April 16. 1986 at Cumberland High School . 
2 Interview with three students April 17 . 1986 at Cumberland 
High School. 
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secretary, the parents of both students, the two students and 
attorney for one of the students, and this intern. It was felt 
that participation in an expulsion hearing would be good exper-
ience for the intern. There was not any problem of the intern 
being involved in the hearing because he was somewhat involved 
from the beginning. The principal had him keep one of the students 
under observation while he questioned. oth�rs. The principal also 
discussed the aituation with the intern after all of the inf or-
mat�on was obtained. 
The proceedings began at 7:00 p.a. , with the board being 
appraised of the situation by the adainiatrators , while everyone 
but the superintendent ' s  secretary waited outside the board room. 
The eaaence of the. appr&i.aal vaa that the two boys admitted 
selling and aivina away ''white cross" pulls at the high school. 
� Besides admitting distribution of the substance, the boys were� 
named by several students aa being their source of obtaining 
the pills. 
The two boya were auapended from school for ten days and the 
administration vaa recommendina expulaion for the remainder of the 
school year. Suapenaion and expulaion ia peraitted and covered by 
the School Code of lllinoia under Article 10-22. 63 Suspension 
can be for any length of time up to ten school days. The building 
principal, assistant principa.:1, dean of students, or other certi­
fied administrator can suspend students .  An expulsion is for a 
longer period of time and can only be imposed by a school board. 
3 Ill. Association of School Boards ,  School Code 1985. 
[The title of the work is The School Code of Illinois, 1985 . ]  
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In either case "due process" must be observed. 
After the board heard the administrator ' s  information one 
of the students, his parents, and their attorney were invited in 
to addre•a the board . They heard the charges against their son, 
and they were invited to ask questions or present information. 
The �torney asked a fev questions to ascertain that the facts 
were correct according to · both parties. The parents assured the 
board that their 80n would be di•ciplined at home and asked that 
he be allowed to complete •chool. Everyone was in agreement about 
the entire situation, and the board excused the family and their 
attornq while it heard froe the next student • 
The aecond •tu.dent and hi• parents were called in and given 
the .... opportunity to aak question.a and present information as 
the first atUdes . 
� The. parent• of the ••coud •tudent agreed with the general 
circumstance• aurroundina the event s ,  but they argued with some 
f acta aa preaented by the administration. The parents disagreed 
··�\� . - .. -;:,... ,. 
with the maber of pulla ·in question. They said that their son 
had split 100 pill• w:lth the other student while the administration 
·. 
•aid 1000. p�• ware 8J)lit • . They also aaid that the high school 
principal told them be did .not want their son expelled from school, 
but would auapend him. '!be principal said he told them he would 
suspend ·for now, but did not know what would be recommended later. 
'l'ba f acta that ware not agreed upon were not relevant enough to �e 
caae to chance the fact that their son was guilty of the charges. 
Therefore, the atudent , his parents, and the administration were 
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dismissed while the board and superintendent discussed whether or 
not to expell the students .  After a short time everyone involved 
was called in to hear the board ' s  ruling . 
The board decided the student• should be expelled , but they 
did not want them to lose high school credits. Therefore, they 
ruled that they would be provided home-bound tutoring to enable 
them to coaplete their courses, but they would not be allowed 
back in echool until the fall .... ater. This aeemed to be a com-
promise · to support the adminiatration' s  expulsion recommendation, 
but also allow the parents wishes that their sons noe be denied 
their credit for the semester. 
It is this intern� opinion that the board was split on its 
decision. Some of them were in favor of making an example of the 
two. students involved , some were concerned for the parents, and some 
; . . �- � 
were concerned that their own children may have been involved . r· The 
auperintendent had to help t·he board reach a con.clusion that was 
satisfactory to the entire board. Thus the compr��se that .l eft 
the feeling that everyone' s  interest. was preserved and the students 
were still punished for their mistake. As a political issue the 
situation was handled in a way that caused the least amount of 
public opposition. As a disciplinary issue the solution left the 
administration feeling slighted. The students were still allowed 
to receive credit in their courses when the recommendation was for 
expulsion with no privileges. The teachers were also upset with 
the fact that they had to give final exams and provide make-up work, 
.. 
for expelled students. The idea that drugs would not be tolerated 
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at school was conveyed to the public, but a few hard feelings still 
exist amont some factions. 
This is one of those situations administrators often find 
themselves in. You want to support the school policie s ,  but you 
also feel the pressure of the public. The superintendent took 
charge in a situation that nobody could come out of a winner . He 
did not stand up and take control, but it was obvious to this 
intern that he was in control. People commonly look to their 
leaders in a time of crisis, and this was a case in point . 
!VALUATION OF THE DITEDSBIP EXPERIENCE 
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EVALUATION OF THE INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE 
This intern feels that the experiences he had were absolutely 
invaluable in his education as an administrator. Classes are 
beneficial, research is beneficial, education journals are bene­
ficial, but there still does not seem to be any learning that 
is more lasting than experience. All of the aforementioned 
means of learning have been important to this intern in. his present 
job and during his experiences as an intern. Certainly, the 
aforementioned means of learning will also be used by this intern 
during hie future years in administration. However, the experiences 
during the past year have given this intern the confidence to� .1 
consider someday seeking a superintendency. The logical step 
could either be to . a principalship and then a superintendency or 
a central office position and then a superintendency . 
The entire process of engaging in the various experiences 
and then writing them up was much. more involved ehan originally 
expected. The internship began in the fall of 1985 and ended in 
the fall of 1986. There were many nights spent attending meetings, 
reading related materials, filling out forms , and then writing 
up what was occurring. Once the writing was completed the .� 
information had to be typed, proof-read • and ·sent to Dr. Janes 
for his comments. Upon receiving the comments from Dr. Janes 
corrections were made, footnotes put in� and the information was 
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re-typed. This order of events went on for the entire one year 
period of the internship. 
This entire experience was the single most challenging 
educational undertaking in which this intern has ever been involved. 
However, if anyone is about to complete their Specialist Degree 
in Educational Administration, he would .not find a more fitting 
way to complete his field experience requirement. 
It ie the feeling of this intern that there are several positive 
aspects to completing an internship as a means of meeting the 
field study requirement. lour of these have already been discussed 
in the rationale behind 'Choosing to do an internship. A fifth 
that should be added as a result of completing this process is 
the bridge that baa closed the gap between theory and practice. 
There is a world of difference between classroom practices a�d 
practices dealing with real people in real school situations. 
This internship has brought these two practices much closer 
together. 
The only limitations that an internship could have were not 
present in this internship. A superintendent who was not a 
progressive leader could keep hi• intern froa getting involved 
in controversial areas and· new areas. Also, it is possible 
that an intern could avoid stepping out on his own in certain 
areas and undertaking entire projects. One could rely on his 
superintendent to make the decisions and then he would only 
do the paper work. 
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The one thing that perhaps needs to be done to enhance future 
internships is a meeting between the university supervisor of the 
internship , the intern, and the co-operating superintendent . By 
doing this a line of communication would be opened that could be 
beneficial as the internship unfolded. In the case of .this intern, 
there was excellent dialogue between the co-operating superintendent , 
the intern, and Dr .  Janes .  To make sure this was always the case 
a pre-conference might be scheduled before the internship began. 
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IMTRCJ.>UCTION 
Under the direction of a practicina auperinte:-tdent or personnel adminia­
trat�r as well a1 a univeraity aup•rviaor, the student vill plan and implement 
administrative project• that are relevant to the poaition sough t .  
The !nternahip is ona of the moat iapcrtant experiences that the student 
will have in hia cradu.ate proaram. It may be the only opportunity that the 
student uaay have under au��i•ion to involve himself w1th on-the-job 
experiencea in his position of interest before he is on his own. It is a 
time for the student to learn, axpariaent, and make mi.stakes before he 
actually hold• such a job and become• directly accountable to it.  
A conacientioua atudant vill uka the iDteruahip th• hi&h point of hia 
gradtl3ta proaraa, the university field experience auperviaor will aaaiat 
each student as much •• poaaible, but it 1• th• atudent ' •  own effort& that 
will aake the Iutel'llahip vorthvbile. 
O...ra1 Objective• of tbe lnternahip 
l .  To provide tba atuclant a opportueity to relate hi• course�ork' re•9:&rch , 
independent atudy, and at.ulat .. experience co actual adainistrative 
probl ... under the direction of aa experienced ad•intat;ator. 
2. To Mb hia coaU&at of the rupouibiliti•• and dutiea of the poaid.on 
in which he u iaterutecl. 
· 
3. To acquaint bia with &be reeourc•• available to a acbool adminiatrator. 
4 .  To prow1'e o,,ortUDitiea for 1ainja1 9Sl>&rience in the admini1trative 
procea ... of pleanjaa, OT&mliailla . ataffia.a, dev-1.opins. coordinatin&. 
reportiQI, and b\Mla•tiaa. 
s. To uke hia aware of the aaenciH , l>otb cOllpleMntary and co11pet1Da . 
vith vhic;Jl the .chool relat••· 
6 .  To develop akill• in the taak ar••• of the euperintendent ' •  or peraonnal 
admint..trator'• poaitiona. 
7.  "ro beca.a acquainted vitb the lave, policiee, and r•1Ul•tiona which 
aovern the operation of the echool ayst .. a• well •• specialized are••· 
2 
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B .  To obtain experience in vorkiu1 through anJ with ethers coward the 
realiiation of comnon objftctivea. 
9 .  To become aware of aourcea and proceaaea for obtainins necessary 
data in order to be a more effective leader. 
10. To develop proficiency in deciai011-.aking and conflict management .  
11. To develop the ability to conceptualize 1-aadiate problCllla in teraa of 
short ranae and loaa raA&• coaaeqaencea and iaplicatione . 
12. To experience the coordination of a •chool oraanization 'a .huaaan and 
material •n•rai••· 
• 
. .. 
- - - - --:-
fl - }  
1. Level � Experience - Major 
97 'A - )_ 
. 
the atudct uaumea rupouibiUty for the plaanin&, i.Jlpl ... ntation and 
evaluation of on-ao1Jaa aclaiaiatrative projecta. the•• Lev�l 4 
exp•r1.flac .. vill coutitut• the aajor portion of the atudent' • till• ,  
therefore, the ujor portion � 'hi• eval\&&tion. 
Example• of auch project• aiaht be :  
l .  'irect a buildina facility plaDD.ila& atudy 
2. chair and coordiut• a eyatemrid• currtculua atudy , achool-c�nity 
atudy, need• u•ulllieDc_ .. aluatioa atu.dy, etc . 
3 .  ch&ir or be • -aotiadal taaa. 
'• · develop ad COIMluet a atafL '-velopmant proar-
lach atudat �t cel•M one J.ptl 4 exeerienc!f dH!•• ppb 11•11••- . b1:tr 
ac.r1w11, .. ,, �· a. ..,. differeot adaiDiatrativ• areaa of the f ive liated 
:>ll "Lile U•1n1etr•tift MeMrrrrc fora. 
2 .  Level l Egtrienct 
The ilat11rn •tudent will perfom adw1nutrative activiti•• of . short tara 
duraticm 1A order to becw eo.avbat f..Uiar . vith area• not c0\'ere4 in 
Level 4 expariacM. Be -.. eot have tbe cl•&rM of raaponaibility with 
th•H uperimc•• that he 4oea with tbe Level 4 actirltiea , but ha ahould 
take ar. acti•• role with thea. Aa active role may be interpreted •• 
aaaiat1q ,__,... el• who 1a la chaqe ad accountable for the activity. 
rt .. (' � � 'O/f,f � J--!xmplu of Lnel J aperf.mcea atpt be: V )· · 
1 • . -nutiaa oo a 1.wy· c Jdp . � � �� 2. ad�re••tiai'"' a d.tiama' � f! . ... � . . � 1' Yrr 3. bel�iDa vith ..th• M10t1atiou � � ....;.,J}.... )� � � '1l..c-. 4. usiattq vi th the echool ayet•' • INda , appropriation or illpl . . ntatibn · -
of PPIS, etc. 
5. &1aiat in ataff de¥el.0Dllellt proal'a88. or any other central office taak 
Each •�dent mu•t campleta tvo Leval 3 activitiea.--aeh seliE&tet. Eaeh 
experi Ce auat be in different &dainiatrative areaa:--IC:-�e8 .. 8A4ed, 
if at all poeefble; not to dup11cacw exp111iancea eeuei•ell i• CA• J.e·Hl 4 aetivltl• 
3 Level 2 !aperieoc:e 
�e•• acttktiea preeent n opportunity for the student to interact 
verbally vith ot�er aclainiatrators or other people resarding particular 
ar ... of administrative theory or action. 
Examples of such actiYiti .. ai&ht b«: 
1. interviewing other central office adainiatrator• 
2.  diacuaeing topic• with princ1pala, counaelora, citizens relating to 
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Each atwleut llUat C91!Pl•t• five of the•• experiences. 
4 .  Level l Experience 
These experience• are obee<tTatioaal. The etudent do .. not have to 
participate in a ... ninaful way. 
Example• aiaht be: 
l. aittina in on a beard eaecutive ... tiq or a public .. !lting 
2 .  obaeniq neaotiatiou . 
3. ob••rviq a c1t1HDa' adYiaory ... tina, etc. 
Each abaAleat m.&at complete five of tha•• Level 1 aperincu. He 
u.y elect co clo 110ra of tluaa  acti'Yitiu aDd la•• Lavel 2 ' •  •• lone u 
the cOllbS.Utioll e.-ii tea. 
Coptracties for l!p!rincas 
All expe-cieacu mat, of couraa, have th• approval of tbe on-site 
euperviaor, but tbe Level 4 activiU.e• are the moat critical . lef ora 
• atwleat C&ll receive eredic for tha•• axperieuc••· h• ••t have approul 
by both � achool aupeniaor aad the univaraity inatructor. 
""'- · ··· - - · · · ·  -
All other t.ft1a (1-3) MJ k aadu the eupe�i•ioD of acveral peopt., 
but each atudmt mat baYe one � n.ool par•oa vbo 1• bia pru.av S1fP•rriaor • 
Af.ter the i...i 4 ..,.n..ea( bava appi-owal by all partiea, the atwl•t ' •  
naluatioD for perf oadq them will beau. 
Duriq tbe cwo ._ster . tnala 1, 2, 3 will be appTowad u the attuatioo 
ariau. tt ta DOt Deee8UrJ to bava all l .. •1• apprO¥ed at the' •tan of 
th• ilat•ruhlf.t!� ·� ........ � ��c-'�tf-- �  
� �._ � A �  
lfF--c �� o._ �"';,., .• ,.__(/\• ....t., 
� n--t> � �� 
�� ���-'· 1 '- H�� , 
� �  � r;- . ' \ � �.? 'f'-.._ � �  r--. f� � � 4 �� 
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R E S U M E  
Gerald D .  Buckler, Box 95, Toledo, 11linois 
Phone : 217-849-3575-Home 
62468 
217-923-3132-Work 
EDUCATION: Ed. D.  Northern Illinois University, 1980 
M.A. University of Illinois, 1963 
B.M.E. Wartburg College, 1962 
CERTIFICATION: Superintendents Endorsement 
All-Grade Administrative 
CONTRACTUAL EXPERIENCE: 
1985 - Present 
1980 - 1985 
1977 - 1980 
1976 - 1977 
1975 - 1976 
1/69 - 6/75 
6/68 - 12/68 
1967 - 1968 
1965 - 1967 
1962 - 1965 
I.ELATED WOll EXP!lt.IENCE: 
Superintendent of Cumberland Unit #77 
Superintendent of Schools, Edinburg C . U .  #4 
Principal, Elk Grove Village. District #59 
Associate Principal , Elk Grove District . #59 
Sabbatical Leave , Northern Illinois University 
Principal, Elk Grove District #59 
Associate Director, T & D Center District #59 
Music Coordinator, ·Elk Grove District #59 
Coordinator/Teacher, Elk Grove District #59 
Music Teacher 
School Board M .. ber, Negotiation_s Team Member, Finance Committee 
Member, Report Card l.eview, Curriculum Review, Personnel Committee 
Member, Discipline Committee Member, Special Education Board 
Member, College Teaching, T� Referendum Passage, School Closing 
Manageaant , . Budget Manaaement , Personnel Management & Evaluation 
Citizens Advisory COlllllittee Management , Vocational Board Member, 
Construction Planning and Management . 
COMPETENCY: 
District Chief Executive, Budget Management , Public Relations 
Personnel Management , Comaittee Function, Curriculum Management 
PEllSQNAL IPDENCES: 
James K. Fay, Supt . ,  District 159, PH: (312) 593-4310 
v - I 
Dr. Roberta Starkey, Prof. , Northern Illinois University, PH: 815-753-0659 
Honorable Tom Rigdon, Reg. Supt. of School, Christian/Montgomery Region, 
Ph: 217-824-4730 . 
Roy Baranzelli, Retired Edinburg Board of Education President PH 217-623-4023 
Robert Sloan, Retired Edinburg Board of Education Secretary PH 217-623-5765 
John Peterson, Present Board Member , PH: 217-623-4354 
P!lt.SOMAL DATA: Age, 50; Married, Wife - Donna: Five Children Ages 20 - 27,  
Excellent Health 
CREDENTIALS: Available upon request. Career Planning and Placement 
Center, 110 Swen Parson - North Wing, Northern Illinois University, 
Dekalb, Ill. 60115, PH: 815-753-1641 
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APPEtU>IX V 
Topic #2 � i l l  # :  SB 730 
Le1rn1ng Outca11es ;  District Le1"'1nt Objectives 
SL.mmiry of Sel ected Portions 
Section 21�1 . The State BOlrd of Educ1t1on will establ i sh goal s  consistent with the pri1111ry purposes of school ing and 
define the knowledge and skills "'tch the state expects students to IDlster 1s a consequence of their education. , 
Each school d1strfct 1111st est.Abltsh le.ming objectives _.1ch 1rt consi stent with the· primary purposes of school ing and 
vt.1ch ... t or exceed U.. .,.1 s establ flhed by the State Board of Educ1t1on. The objectives and goals must be 
d1sse11fn1ted to tlae pYblfc alont w1 tll tnfon11tton on the degree to vhich they ire being achieved, and i f  not, what 
1pproprt1te 1ett0fts are being liken. Thi State Board .. st establ i sh 1 procedure for approving loc1l school district 
le1rn1ng objectives and local plans for f11Prove11ent and for publ i c  reporting. The State Board of Education is to 
disse11 nate establ ished go1l1 and objectives to districts. provide techn1c1l assi stance. 
Contact During Initi1l Pl1nning Stage: l'l9allls Kerins, Department of Planning, Research and Evaluation, 1 00  North First 
Street, Springfiel d,  IL 62777 21 7/782-4823 
Source and AIK>unt of Funds: { i ncl uded in Topic #3) 
School District Acti vities 
1 .  Required C0111ponents: 
a )  Establ ish l earning objectives which meet or exceed 
those set by the State Board of Education; 
b) Devel op testing and assessment system in accord with 
state criteria for deterai ning the degree to which 
students are achieving objecti ves; 
c )  Develop a reporting system to apprise assessmewt results. 
2. Penni ssive Elements 
Timel ines Conmen ts 
..... 0 \D 
'C.\ 
\ 
-
110 
Outc<>11e Statements i n  the Sfx Fundamental Areas of Learning 
The State hereby establ ishes the fol l owing learning goa l s  consistent with 
the pri111ry purpose of schooling and the areas of learning identified in  
Section 27-1 of The Scnool Code of I l l inois. 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
The ski l l s  and knowledge of the l anguage arts are essential for student 
success in virtually all  areas of the curriculum. They are also central 
requi rements for the development of clear expression and critical thinking. 
The l anguage arts i ncl ude the stucb' of l i terature and the devel opment of 
skill s fn readint. writing. speaking . and l i stening. 
As a result of their schooling. students w1 1 1  be able to: 
- read. comprehend. i nterpret. evaluate and use written material ; 
- l i sten critically and analytically; 
- write stanct.rd Engl i sh fn a gr ... tical . wel l -organi zed and coherent 
manner for a var1et.Y of1 purposes; 
- use spoken 1.,...,.91 effectively fn forul and i nforul si tuations to 
c�fe&te t•u and fnforMtfon to ask and answr questi ons; 
- u•rstancl the various form of signi ficant l i terature representative of 
di fferent cultures, eras. and 1de11; 
- understand how and ""1 l a"fUage functions and evolves. 
MATHEMATICS 
Math .. tics provides essential probl em- sol vfng tool s appl f cabl e to a range 
of scienti fic disciplines. business and everyd� si tuations. Mathematics f s 
the l anguage of quantff1cat1on and l09fc; fts el ements are symbol s,  struc­
tures and sMpes. It enables 1*1P1• to understand and use facts , defi ni ­
tions. and Qllbol s  f n 1 coherent and systellatf c w-.y in order to reason 
cleductfvely and to solve probl ... 
As a result of thefl" schoo11nt. stuctenu wi l l be able to: 
- perfol"ll the c:mpuutions of addi t1on. subtraction. atl tf pl f catf on, and 
dfY1s1on usfng .tlol• nUllbers, integers. fractions and decimal s ;  
- uftderstaftd and use ratios and percentages;  
- lllke and use .. asurements. i ncl uding those of area and volume; 
111 
- identify, analyze and solve problems using al gebraic equations, in­
equalities, functions and their graphs; 
- understand and apply geometric concepts and relations in a variety of 
fonas; . 
- understand and use methods of data collection and analysis, including 
tables, charts and comparisons; 
- use Mtheutical sk111 s to estimate, approximate and predict outcomes 
and to judge reasonableness of results. 
BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
Science is  the quest for objective truth. It provides a conceptual 
fr1m1work for the undersundi ng of natura 1 pheno.n1 and their causes and 
effects. The purposes of the st&.u,\y of science are to develop students who 
are scientff1ca11y l f terate, rec09nize iMt science i s  not walue-free, are 
capable of making ethical Judgments �rd.ing science 1nd social issues, and 
understand that technological growth is an outcOlll of the sctentific enter­
pri se. 
As 1 resul t  of their school i ng, students wil l  h&Yt 1 .orking knowledge of: 
- the concepts and .,_sic vocabulary of biological , p�sical and environ­
•nul sciences and their application to l i ft and t110rt in contemporary 
technolo9ic1l soc:ftt¥; 
- the soc1a1 and tnvi roraenul impl ications and l fmiut�nsl of tech­
nol09ical development; 
- the principles of scienti fic research and ' their application in simple 
research projects; 
- the processes, techniques, •thods, equipment and available technology 
of science. 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Social sciences provide 1tu4ent1 w1th en understanding of themselves and of 
soci•v. prepare thetl for citizenship in 1 democracy, and give thetl the 
basics for undtrsundint the complexities of tM wrld ca.mfey. Study of 
tM h.-n1tfes, of which social sc:1.nces a" 1 part, f s necessary · in order 
to '"""' the val ues of he.man dfgnt�. Justice and representative 
pn>ctsses. Socfal sciences include 1nthropol01J, economics, geography, 
gov.n1111nt, �1story, philosophy, political science, psychology and sociology. · 
As 1 result of their school ing, students w11 1  be able to: 
- undersund and analyze cc.parative political and econ<Mlfc systems , with 
an emphasis on the pol itical and economic systetas of the United States ; 
112 
- understand and analyze events , trends, personal ities, and movements 
shaping the hi story of the worl d,  the United States and Il l i noi s ;  
- dempnstrate a knowledge of the basic concepts of the social sciences and 
how these help to i nterpret human behavior; 
- dellonstrate a knowledge of worl d geography with emphasis on that of the 
United States ;  
- apply the ski l l s  and knowl edge gained in the social sciences to 
decision-making i n  l i fe situations. 
FINE ARTS 
The fine arts give students the •ans to express themselves creatively and 
to respond to the artistic expression of others. As a record of human 
experience, the fine arts provide distinctive ways of understanding society, 
hi story and nature. The study of fine arts incl udes visual art, music ,  
theatre and dance. 
As 1 result of their school ing, students wi l l  be able to: 
- describe the unique characteristics of each of the arts; 
- understand the principal sensory, formal , technical and expressf ve 
qual ftfes of each of the arts; 
-:.. l 
- fclerttffy sfgnfficant worts f n the ·arts from major hf storfcal periods and 
how th4t1 reflect societies , cultures and cfvf l f zatfons, past and 
present• 
- fdentff)t processes and tool s required to product visual art, a.asfc, 
tl.atre and dance; 
- clmonstr1te tM basic ski l l s  necesnry to partfcfpate fn the creation 
lftd/or perfoNlnce of one of the arts. 
PHYSICAL DEYELOPJ£NT AND HEALTH 
Effective "'-" functioning depends upon optimum physical developmnt and 
hHltlt. Education for pttysfcal development and health provides students 
w1tll tM knowledge and attitudes to achieve healthful l f vfng throughout 
U.f r l f wes and to 1cqufre physical fitness, coordination and lei sure ski l l s. 
As 1 resul t  of thtfr school i ng,  students wi l l  be able to: 
- unde"tand the physical devel opmnt, structure and functions of the 
..... ,. boclY• 
- undl"taftcl prfncfples of nutri tion, exercise, eff1cfent management of 
... tfOllll stress, positive sel f-concept development, drug use and abuse, 
·1ftd tM preMntfon and treatment of ill ness; 
l 
I 
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- understand consumer health and safety , i ncl uding envi ror11enta· heal th ; 
- demonstrate basic ski l l s  and physical fitness necessary to . artici pate 
i n  a varieey of condi tioning exerc i ses or l ei sure acti viti . s such as 
sports Ind dance ; 
- plan a personal physical fitness and health program; 
- perform a variety of complex 11e>tor 1cti v1 t1es ; 
- dellonstrate a variety of basic l i fe-saving acti vities. 
·-
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Use, synthesize and analyze infonnation from a vari ety of sources to 
enhance understanding, e . g . .  font opinions based upon a variety of 
1nfor111tion. c<>11pare/contrast. verify infonnation, expand knowl edge. 
Expl 1in and substantiate answers to questions about what has been read. 
MODEL LEARN ING OBJECTIVES FOR OUTCC»4E STATEMENT 1 
the end of Grade 6 .  given the readers ' prior knowledge and reading 
er1a1 with appropriate vocabulary demands , sentence compl exity ,  
anizational pl an , and concept load, students shou l d  be able to: 
Locate i n formation that i s  expl icitly stated i n  the text. 
Remember the i nformation that i s  expl icitly stated i n  the text and 
restate this information in  their own words. 
Sumarize the i•portant i deas of the text and the important supporting 
deta i l s .  
Ask questions and make predictions about a passage prfor to reading. 
based upon prfor knowledge and the l imited information about the passage 
contained i n  the ti tl e ,  pictures or other i ntroductory material , fn 
order to raise expectations, establ i sh purposes for reading and help the 
readers select strategies that are appropriate to their goa l s .  
Ask questions and make predictions about a passage wh i l e  readi ng. that 
take into account all  of the important f nfon11tfon avail able up to �hat 
point i n  the reading to resolve initial predictions. set purposes and to 
guide understanding throughout reading. 
· Ask questions after reading that i.te f nto account the entire text read 
and are used to clarify and to review the infor111tion. 
Understand a variety of reasons for reading such as learning of new 
fnfor111tion. use of text to accompl f slt  the readers' goa l s ,  social 
interaction. entertainment. and sel f-exploration. 
Use appropriate texts such as fiction, nonff ctf on, poetry, 1 etters. 
dfrectfons, and reference �terfal to accompl ish the various purposes 
for reading. 
Be sensi tive to di ffi cul ti es of the text { vocabulary demands, content, 
organization, author' s  purpose) , requi rements of the task {what i s  
expected a s  a resul t of readi ng) ,  and thei r own knowledge, abi l i ties and 
motivation. 
Adjust the i r  strategies for reading and understanding, using such ski l l s  
as decodi ng ,  use of context clues, sel f-questioning, predicting, use of 
reference material s ,  rereading, and adjustltent of reading speed on the 
basis of the demands of the reading situation. 
BiU Jlobinaoa, Pre1icleat 
Joyce Colrmaa, Secretary 
T1iunnu "Geac .. Baker 
Chris Laya>a 
Richard "Dick" M--.­
Liacla Cox 
Larry Sidwell 
JAnUAry 10 , 1986 
C,.rol McFArland 
Paul.A GAble 
Robert Blade 
l'.arge Jackaon 
Principal• 
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Cutnbcrland Unit District No. 77 
Grftn�p-Jeweu-Tolcdo 
IUl. 1 &c. 112 
Toledo, 11. 62468 
ctJMBERtAMD J>ISTIICT LA?«lUAGE 
AR'?S COMM1TUE 
. \Y, - ·- J 
GERALD D. Boeia.n 
Superiatcndent Phone: 923-3132 
F. DEE WILEY 
}tisb School Prindp91 Jthofte: 923-JlD 
PAT SMlTH 
Elementary Prindpel Phou: 92J.3US 
YOU HAVE BEIN ASICl:D AND HAVJ: cacsurn:D TO SERVE ON THE DISTRICT LANGUAGE ARTS 
COMMITTEE. I APPR!X:IATI !OUI PAl!ICIPATIClf AND VilUJ: YOUR INPUT • 
. WE WILL TU TO MD'! AJl)UlCD nm TO rara TIMIS BErCm: THE IND OF THIS CURUlft 
SCHOOL ?JU. TRRlJ: JCD.rINOS vm • at ., mw•• TIMI BASIS. I WILL BB IN 
CONTACT WITH taJ C<JfCDNOO !U J'DST BITING J>ATS • • • •  SCME:rIME IN FEBRUARY. 
ONCE AGAIN,Ll.'T KE EXPUSS MY APPUCIATION ro · you FOR YOOR WILLINGNESS TO SERVE. 
. ' 
I I 
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S�BJECT : 
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CUl:BERL'.fID COHl'.UNITY DNIT 117'1 
COURSE OUTLINE 
.... ______________________________ __ 
LEVEL : -----------------------------------
/JY - s 
LENGTH Lillieys, SEME§TER. YEAR) _____________________ _ 
I.  t-!EASURABLE LEARNER OUTCO��E.5 (A , B ,  C ,  LTC. REVERSE SIDE) 
II. MJ.TERIALS: 
A .  Bit.SIC TEXT(S) 
l. Chapter(s) or Pages: 
B. SUPrl.D'.ENTAL MATERIALS: 
l : . 
I I I .  GRADJNG STANDARD :  
, ., ! ,  
A.  PERCENTtiGE.5 FOR CREDIT: lOCJ,; 
1 ·•' l. --� Daily Work; -� Tests; 
. 
... , ) � Projects. 
-. ., . 
EXPLANATION OF CRITERIA: 
l. 
2. Tests: 
:--!" • 
3. Projec�s :  
C .  DISTRICT GRADING: 
' 
:=-... �----:-
. 1. 6� averAge 1tccuracy 
t 
2. i 92-lC>o.' A 
83-91% B 
74-8zr; c 
67-73% D 
Below 67% F 
Effort E 
Inco�plete I 
IV. SPECIAL El·a:-HASIS: 
V. J.DDITIOUAL EXPLANJ.TION: 
. l' , 
·' 
must be 
\ ' . .. 
I . 
t • "·Y � ' ' ... l:i. • 
r -.,. 
IMintained f ,,r passing • 
(i:'RINT NAJ.iB) 
DATE 
117 
cm:�El-1!.i\v c .  u. :1;77 
S 'I I F r: N D V 0 l1 C H E R 
ACTIVITY 
I VERIFY AND REQUEST A STIPEND FOR THE ABOVE WORK. 
�­
. . 
(PRINT NAME) 
DAU 
WMPLE: 
3-15-86 
SIGNATURE 
. • •• :f.i 
'· 
:: :_ .:.  ,&,._..._�- .. .... ?. - ��- �· - u_. m .v 
S T I P !: . Jf" D"¥-���-. .;ahf ·· V 0 tJ C B E R ,, ;:., 
. \ '."'.}. 
I VEllD'J AND REQUEST A S'?IPEND J'OR THE ABOV:E -WORK • 
. SfGNAfi 
/DP.TE 
" '>-,... 
/DATE···· · 
• · ··�· ... ·&· .. *-... . .. . . 
1 1  
ltAHSPOl\TA TION 
n-.: (217)923-3134 
MAJNTDCANCa 1.-.: (ll7)9ll.3136 
Sept•ber 26, 1986 
Mrs. Jo SWick 
118 
Cumberland Unit l)iatrict No. 77 
Gncnup-lewctt-T oledo 
R.R. 1 Boa 182 
Toledo, ll 61'468 
Mid.;.Iliinois · Educational· Service ·center 115 
P.O. IOx 249 
Charllst0n; Illinois '61920 
Dear Jo: 
)ll - . ,  
GERALD 0. BUCKLER �Ills: .'M ....... (217)1ZJ.JJ)2 
P. D& 'W'IUY  Hilla ScMol Pricw:"'9I Pt.a..: (217)923-Jl)J 
PAT IMJTH 
t:'(2I1�� 
aicx MANUlll A I* t Priadpel f« � Lw'r .... ,,._.: (117)91).SUl 92).JUS 
Enc�o� are ·Otir· u�tes for the studen� . iearritnl ?bjectives ·and ·oiir staff �evelopiaent 
proar•. • I • ' 
" h&ve fiaiahed tha learner objectives lia aath. incl laniuale arts · tor 1t_id•� ' 1-s·, and the· utll for ar&des 6".:.i�' ' · ·:will CaPlete· alf leamer· objectives ·by. May lS,- 1917. . . . 't 
t . ..  
,le ... �. ·.1�ady-'a.de ;i-mi• t'o - �end '•.lnn ' staff""Hibe?l"' t9 �ks�s dunn1 "th• nut 
io1th.. .. also ·have our · pro17',as sei· for · our · in-service 'd&ys. ··. aur· aoal is" to attmpt ·to ·  in.!Ml'Yice ·� :Staff · •tier .. iJ,�ie· an.t · oUt before the ftCI of this' .choOl Y-r. 
� �'' ''fl · q )�J( tHi::i p :" ,i;.;t.I;I\ f:'f. Lli4. �� . .rl:\"3 ; • . . ' -: .-·. ,, -- • •  
11lt ns)orts� I ·h&Ve� enclosed.:JWYe:a1�:-tiMil�- -t �·to'the Stat�: · \!f.1.- � • • · ·.:�·..  -:-. 
• ,  7 · - t  �n.p . ,;  .. .,....� .:_t�•f,._--,.�� � , '  r- � • 'i �\ �au 
• •,of' 
Thank ,OU for Your help. l � · � • ' • • 
a .. �'l�!a� ;-- �..ft1Nr"'� t t•�-..... , 
l.!f �·· . · •  ,-
Rick' Manuel 1. 
Asilsiant Princip.1 for 
Instructional' Leadership 
11/ia 
enc1oaures 
. . . 
IHinois 
State Board of 
Education 
ll9 
EDUCATION I S  EVERYONE'S FUTURE 
100 North First Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62777 
211n82...-J21 
Dr. Geral d D. Buckler 
Superintendent 
C&mberland Colllun1t3 Un1t 
Schoo 1 D1 strict 77 
R. 1 ,  lox 182 
Toledo, I 1 1 1 no1s 62468 
Dear Dr. Buckler: 
W•lter W. N•umer. Jr .. Chairman 
l/lmo1s Stat• Soard of Education 
March, 1 986 
Ted S3nders 
State S�rmtendent of Educatron 
I • plHsed to 1nforw you that SUperfntendent Sanders has approved your 
district's app1 1cat1on for funds to assfst _your dfstrfct fn estAb1 1sh1ng 
learning obJectf ves and assessmnt �stem. 
Enclosed is a co� of the budget approved for this program. Your 
Eduuti onal Service Center w1 1 1  disburse funds for this progr• to your 
district i n  late Mlrch. These funds IN subJec:t to the enclosed terms and 
conditions. Al l 1et1vities relatM to tM proir• •st be ca1pleted by 
Au1ust 31 118'. Upon the ca11pl1tfon of the progr• but no _  later than 
October 15, 1 916, you •st sulllit to tltis agency and to your . lducat1onal 
Service Center 1 report of tM upeMftures related to the program. Further 
instructions rqard1nt thf s report wfll be provided to you by your Center. 
. .,,,. ,.. • r ..._�., �r. ·�· "' • , 
This spring • wi l l  dfstrflMlta to an · schc>or df strfcts 1 set of Model 
Learn119 QbJectives for Helt oJ tM: ���1 · areas of l earning at grades 
3, '· ,I a'"9 10. 1heM . .-1 obJectt••• based Oil the Outc ... s adopted by 
the Stlte loard of Educatfon. 1Muld1:bt of�. lssf sbnce as you fmpl .. nt the 
act1v1ties outlf ned i n  your appl ication. '. · . :- " 
• ""' " l · , • 
If you require assfstAnce or "'" a._,-· .,.attona�· as you begin to fmpl-nt 
1ctfritfes, fl•se eoMKt. ycM1r EducattOMl Senfce Center or Dr. Susan 
Richardson o "1 stAff at 21 7/�82-2826. 
PKU/50281t 
St•I• of llinoia Center Suit• 1•-300 100\Nwt � ChQoo, llinois 60601 312/11"17-2220 
S1 nctrely, Q_� .. .:t-
'"'1nd0ft a. Vh•rton 
Manager 
Progr .. Planning and Development 
Southern lllinoit Aegic>MI Off� Fnt 9enlL and Trust 8'Mldinv 
Suite 2 1'. 1 2 3 South 101h Street 
Mt. Vernon. Minois 6286• 61812•2-1676 
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.IPFWPOSEO PROGRAM 
Indicate below which primary area(s) of learning this pr09ram will focus on in the 1985·86 school year (more than one box m•y 
bt cMckM): 
I • Language Arts Mathematics I · Biological and Physical Science 
1 Social Sciences 
I 
0 Fine Arts 
0 Physical Development and Health 
r 
Oetcribe briefly the proposed pr09fam objectives � tctivities, indic.ting insofar a pouible when each activity will occur during 
the 1985-88 school year. The oJ>jtctives-and activi� must relata to the ntablishment of learning objectives and/or the develop­
ment of assessment procedures. (UN •xtr• p.,., • """'*ti.) 
Objective Activity 1985-86 School Y1 
, To establish District CoDlllittee in 
1 Language Arts· made up of Primary, 
Intermediate, Jr. High & High School 
representation. 
'I To establish District Co1111i ttee in 
Mathematics made up of Primary·, 
Intenlediate, Jr. High. & High School 
representation. 
. To develop individual course out. 
lines based on District Learner 
�jectives in Language Arts and 
Mathematics. 
[ To. establish an asses·sment plan for -�;· 
I the district in Reading/Language 
Arts & Math in grades 3, 6, 8 ,  g 10. 
-·;%: . 
. 
District Language Arts C01111nittee 
wil l ,  through relea$e time, 
review existing Program Objec­
tives to be restated in teras of 
Learner Objectives. 
Feb . ,  March, 198� 
District Mathematics Colllllittee 
will ,  through releas·e t ime, 
review existing Progru Objec-. 
ttves to be restated in terms of 
Learner Obj ectives. 
Feb . ,  March, 198E 
-. 
� . 
Teachers will write individual April ,  May, 1986 
course outl ines based on Drstrict 
Learner Obj ectives fn Language 
Arts and Mathematics. 
.. The comtseling office in consul- April ,  May, 1986 
tation with. district t·eachers .. · 
will review our present assessment 
plan and assessment instruments in 
Reading/Language Arts & Math, and 
will write guidelines for implemen-
tation in compliance with state 
auidelines. 
NOTE: Release time will be utilized in providing for the activities listed above . 
II. PROPOSED USE OF FUNDS 
. . . 
:ompltte the attached "Budget Summary". Expenditures of funds from this program must be categ<>rized in accordance with the 
llinois Program Accounting Manual for Local Education Agencies. 
- . 
I ; t  
• lnitinl Applic1tion (1 1)  . = - ·:ui : it• . ' 
�,r! 
0 
. .  
Budget Summary Amendment ( 12) . ·;,J :  
, . ' ; ·· j- .  • 
COOt; I R .... O"·COu•; uv ·Dlurlct·Tvpe) 
. 
. 
- - -� - .. 
;,_.r.�-;::;. � w.; • ··-·"'·'""··· . �' .. · - ·  
� : t  : . • ,t· l .. 
' 
. -
BUDGET SUMMARY 
- . 
. 
· ''°'''"' to Assist School Oistricts in EitaWllhfn1 Lt1mln1 ObJtctiwes ind Assessment Systems 
DISTRICT HAM! 
.. 
1 1-018-0770-26 f8Yi1 �·0� 8PU�d�lCft8ta� �
rrt' �ultrie. Shelby Cumberland Community Unit 
..: . . •. . BUDGET SUMMARY ' Ill u o  z U z  EXP'ENOITUAE ACCOUNTS SALARIES CONTRACT ..J < ANOOTHEA TOTAL 
Ill m (J) , .. , CS) 
01 c A �'•''" ·� ,..,...,. e-ms - .!! 
02 �2 e llHtrucllonal Met•&alf -OJ .. C lnstructlonat E•ul•riMnt - c l•acn•nr ;:;uoo•M• ana an o ..... , 04 0 .. o•nte or lnttructlon 
OS 2 1 ,  Attendance Ser11icn 
06 212 Guid1nc1 Service• 
01 213 Health Strvicts 
08 21• 'svchologiul Stnrict• 
09 215 Speech and Audio P'ethology S11'Yicn 
1 0  221 Improvement of l11nrvc1ion l ,bll. lU l,blle.lU f, 1 1  N A Mtdlol Ectucat .. nal Mattrllh 
��,f' - N 12 N e Meola Ed11ut1on11 Eeuloment 13 230 GtMrel AdminisHltion 
1 .. 2 .. 0 School Administration I 
•15 tn Busillfts/Fiscal StfVices ' 1S1 ' 
1 8  253 Construction and R1mod1linf : 
1 7  254 OPl'ation and Meintenenc1 
18 255 'VPll Tren100ttetloft J 
19 25C Food �lcn ! ;i 
� 251 l11tetntl Servicn 1 
·21 260 C.ntrel Sefvlces · ; i 
22 290 Supportint SeNices- Othtt . r,  .: � 1.J 
23 300 Community s.Mcas • . ,i . 
24 410 P'1vrnents to Other Gov. Unita ' • . . 
25 Tottl Oirtct Cotti i s '· I a 1 ,;.n 2n 026 Indirect Com (l.ine 25 minus Cepit91 Outl-vJ X " 1, s 
27 TOT.Al. 'ROJECT IUDGIT ··+ ' • 1 "'1. 20 
'/ -----... _. _____ -- _..  _ __  -- _._ __  �--- .. ... _ 1_ ..... 1�-.. ---· - ____ .. .. _ ...... �- -• • Colt lf11tt1 � /S6£ JO.IJ. 
'c:J. 20 -
O.t� 
. - · . -.  
PRO J ECT NUMBER · - · 
TOTAL GRANT 
PROJl!CT VEAA 
FiscJI Year I 98G 'DISTRICT NUMllF.11 
77 
.... N 
..... 
' 
~ 
_) 
. . 
w. 
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ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
Program Planning and Development Section 
1 00  North First Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62777 
PROGRAM TO ASSIST SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
IN ESTABLISHING LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS. 
STRICT INFORMATION 
.OL DISTRICT NAME 
11 berland Community Unit 
ESS (Street. City, ZIP Code) 
R. # 1 ,  �x 182, Toledo, I ll inois 62468 
n to whom correspondence should be directed In reprd to the plan: 
E POSITION 
• Gerald D. Buckler Superintendent · 
DISTRICT NO. 
7 7  
OUNTY 
wnberland/Jasper 
PHONE NUMBER 
(217) 923-3132 
roject will be edministered in conformity with •II •PPlic.ble feder•I •nd State legislation and regulations and fiscal and program 
will be meintained and provided to th• Illinois State Board of Education upon request. 
application is being submitted joindy by two or more dittrictl, list below the districts which are S*'ticipating in the submission. 
district named above will 18rve 11 administrativ• agent for the joint submission. All districts in the joint submission must be 
by tht um• Educational Service C.nter. (Un Htra pages • neect.d.) 
COUNTY SIGNATU•a 01' CIST•ICT SUPa•tNTaNCSNT 
N/A 
;.- . 
1 ;� 
;ee 42. 92 1 1 1 11 s1 
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PflOGRM TO ASSIST SCHOOL D I STRICTS IN 
ESTABL ISHING LEARNING OBJECTIVES AHO ASSESSMENT ·SYSTEMS 
Terms and Conditions of the Grant 
1 .  The reci pient of this grant sha l l  111intain accurate financial records i n  
accordance with the I l l inois Progr1111 Accounting Manual . A final 
expendi ture report w i l l  be subalit�ed by the dates specified by the State 
Board of Education on forms prescribed by the Board. 
2. The State Board of Education 11\d its agents shall have ful l  and complete 
access at al l ti•s and without prior notice to files. records and al l 
other property .. intained by the Grant .. pursuant to this agreement. 
3. All funds a1st be expended in 1ecordance with the approved appl ication 
tnd budget. Any substantive ch_,.s in proposed activities or 
expend1tures .. st have the prior approval of the Manager. Program 
'l ann1ng and Oev1lop111nt Section. I 1 1 1no1s State Board of Education. 
' 1 •· 1h1 period that the grant 1 s  va 11d · for sha 1 1 end on August 3 1 .  1986. 
Arty rant funds not expended or legal ly ob 1 1gated by Grantee by 
Augus 31 , 1986 shall be returned to the State Board of Education w1th1n 
45 days ; that ts,  no later than October 1 5 .  1986. 
RMF 4584k 
!!.: '  i 
. . 
., .. .,. -- .. .. .. .. 
. 
• t 
f 
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' ! . llllNOIS STATE BOARD Of EDUCATION 
TEO SANDERS, STATE SUPER INTENDENT 
AUG. 29 , 1 9 86  
.,  t .: I g & � M � .U 1S 
t a DR GERALD D BUCKLER 
I CUMBERL AN D  C U SCHOOL DIST 77 
I .  R 1 80X 1 12 !· TOLEDO I l 62468 
a TEO SAHDERS 
STATE S .. ER INTENOEHT OF EDUCATI ON  
PROJECT NUMBER lQ 15 713 FOR LEAANERS OUTCOMES 
iJl'kAVE ACTED TO EXTEND THE ENDING DATE OF YOUR F ISCAL YEAA 1986 
·fiiuecT . DESCRIBED ABOVE TO JUNf 30 ,  1917. I T  IS IMPEAATIVE THAT 
; :.U FOLLOW T HE  RULES L ISTED BELOW COHCERNING THE f JSCAL . 
;EMENT Of 1HESE PROGRAMS. 
F I SCAL YEAR 1986 PROJECT f�DS SHOULD BE EUENOED 
AS SCX>N AS POSSIBLE ANO MUST 8£ USED PRIOR 10 AHY 
EXPENDITURE Qf F I SCAL YEAR 1987 PROJECT fUNOSI 
A FINAL EXPENOITUAE REPORT FOR f ISCAL YEAR 1986 �-
NOJECTS MUST BE SlaMITTED I MMEDIATELY FOLLOWIN9 THE 
EXPENDITURE OF All F I SCAL YEAR 1986 FUNDS& 
fj �i� l. ALL CORRESPONOfHCEe INCLUDING ,ROJEGT BUDGET AMENDHENTSe �" �- · . llUST " CONTAIN THE PROJECT NUMBER PERTAINING TO THAT . 
!, . ' PARTICULAR F I SCAL YEAR PROJECT I AND . · .- . " 
'. ;J= ' . 
1 ir· •· ALL F I SC AL Y EAA 1 987 PiW.IECT FUNDS MUST BE EXPENDED BY � SEPTEMBER is .  198le WHIHOUT EXCEPT ION; THEREFORE , YOUR j·� SPENDING PLANS SHOUl.O TAKE THAT FACT I NTO CONSIDERATION. l ir � -.�- ANY FUNDS UNEXPENDED BY THIS DATE *JST BE RETURNED TO 
,If 
.
.
. THE ILLINOJS STATE BOARD .OF EDUCATION • 
.• ANTICIPATE THAT MOST Fl SCAL YEAR 1986 PROJECT FUNDS W ILL BE 
lllENDED BY OECEMBER · 3 1 •  1986. YOU WILL 3£ RECE I V I NG F IHAL 
ll•ENOJTURE REPORT FORMS J N  THE NEAR FUTURE. lf YOU HAVE ALREADY 
IECEJYEO AND SUBMITTED THESf FORMS ANO 0 1 0  NOT REPORT THAT YOU 
llPENOEO ALL Of THE FUNOSe YOU WILL BE RECEI V I NG  AN ADDI TJOHAI.. 
� MPORT. 
it ,  
THE GRANT FUNDS RECOVERY ACT, ILLINOIS RE�I SEO STATUTES 1985, 
CHAPTER 127e PARAGRAPH 2 30 1  ET SfQ . , PERH! TS EXPENDITURES OF 
&IANT FUHOS SUBJECT TO THE ACT T O  B f  MADE OURING A GRANT PERIOD, 
! AFT!R WHICH T I ME ANY GRANT FUNDS NOT EXPENDED OR LEGALLY 
t «mLIGATEO MUST BE RETURNED TO THE GRANTOR AGENCY W I THIN 45 OAY. 
:: .. !i 
t' fl 
,, 
• . ' 
...  f • 
' 
I 
' j j 
1·. 
APPDTDIX B -i I l '- t -1 -
��-1- �, )t",W. .. i 
' •' .... .. ... 
Illinois 
St.te Boerd of 
� 
100 North Firlt Strfft Springfield. Illinois 62777 
2171782-4321 
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EDUCATION IS EVERYO�E'S. FUTURE 
Walter W. Naumar. Jr .. Chairman 
NilflOll St•I• Board of Educe11on 
September 27,  1 985 
SUPERINTEJ&DENT ' S  ADVISORY LmER 16 
• . .  ·A9i ntstr1ti on .  P,rovis 1 on must be made to 1ssure th1t pro-
�. �..... �.:;.Cili,... usid by local school official s i n  the conduct· of 
·�:t.:.� :--:· ·.� ldt001 discipline are uni formly app.l ied throughout the · 
�.. � 1 · di•trt ct and th1t they comply w1 th a l l  state .and fedef"al 
require11ents . Adequate safeguards should be present to 
·- protect special needs of 1 ndbidual students.·· . ·. 
An lo-A10,.-tW111tllAlf1tm•t1.,. Actiofl Emolnvl!t 
· . .  
• 
• 
���! ,·. l;ir· ·�: · . 
i - . 
I . 
· - � !�.(. .  ' · . j 
... . 
ii!. .  
.· 
. .  
. .. . 
: i 
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I nservice Tra i ni ng. A schedul e  of i nservice training 
activi ties concerning techniques and sirategi.es for 
achieving appropriate student di scipl i ne should be 
made ava i l able throughout the school ternr to teach i ng 
and admini strative staff. · 
Shoul d  you have any questions regard i ng this matter, please contact 
Enno S .  Lietz, Manager, Publ i c  School Approval Section, at 
21 7/782-551 7 ,  or Leo E. Hennessy, Assistant Superintendent . of the 
Department of Recogni tion and Supervision ·at 312/91 7-3854. 
. .. :-. . - -... 
. .�· . . � ' 
·' 
Ted . ers 
.
· · State SUpertntendent of Education 
-41 . 1 
� •• ) •  • '�r: f:''!" I 
2 
- - · I' .... :-.. . 
.,__ -- ... .. "' .. 
} . 
·,· ...... .. : . 
. .. 
--· 
·-
·( 
(. 
Topic #90 lfl 1 I: SB 730 
Discipline Pol icies 
S1m11ry of Se 1 ected Portf ons 
Sections 1 0-20. 14 and 24-24. [ICll school •tstrfct •st estall fsh 1"4 •fntaf n 1 parent-te1cher advisory comi ttee to 
develop with the school Mlrtl • wftteft ,.1tc1 on pupfl dfscf,l tnt. 1111 ,.11c1 so establ ished must provide th1t 1 
te1eher 1111 r.-.. 1 stlldltlt ,,. tile cl111,... for •ts,,.,tf" MMvf or and •st afford due process for students. A 
copy of the poltcy •st a.. ftln1f1Md to 111 ,.,..ts er t111rt1f111  wtthfn fffteen (15)  days after the �inning of the 
school ye1r, or after startt111 classes for tra111ferr9d studenis, and 1t.ldlnts must be tnfor11ed of the contents of the 
pol icy. 
· 
I • .,. . ' Ii d 1, 
Contlct During Initf1l 'l1nnt111 S1a1t: L .. ....._,.,,, ...,_,.....t. : ef lecotRttfon aftd SU�rvfsion, 1 00  West R1ndolph, Chicago, t IL �lt.�. ��r·,.�· �· .. · 
SC>Mrce ind Mount of Funds: lllA 
School District �tfvfttes 
•• 1 f." . ) 
I �i. ·i°��·ir:; 1 .  Required Collpanents: : � ;�.,;:'r· . 
. 
. • - l , . I , 
� 
1 )  Eich school clhtrt
.
ct •st tstllal fslt � •tntat1;..,; 
• �rettt-te1eher lfttlOrJ comttt.t te dlvelop 
with tM school board I wrftteft ,.1tc7 Oft ,..n 
dfscf plfne; 
b) Assure thit the dfsctplt• poltcy ''"tdes that a . 
te1ehtr 1111 ..., .. • studlnt ,,. U. cl 111rocm for dfs­
rupti ve behivtor I.cl provtdes due pr9Ctss fo� students; 
c )  Furnish 1 copy of the polfc1 to 111 P1rettts/ ·v 
gu1rdilns withfn 1 5  dlys of stal'"tfnt of school ;  
d) Inforw pupf l s  of contents of the poltcy. � 
2. Permi ssive Elements: 
I f  a school district spends the .ffrst part of the 1 985-86 
school ye1r developing 1 new dfscfplfne pol i cy,  f t  should 
review wfth the students the contents of the dtscfpl t• 
policy th1t f s  currently fs  force. 
.· 
Tt•lt•s ·. eo..nts 
• . • J .. . I 
•: .. 
1M5 • sclMM»l year 
"".: 
# 
;, 
� N 00 
&ard el Ed.catien 
Jlill aobi•.-, PruMktit 
Jorct Cekm..1, Mc:mary 
Thurm•• "Gcac .. laker 
Chris Laytoe 
Richard "Diclr. .. M•tc­
Lincla Cos 
Larry Sidwell 
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Cumberland Unit District No. 77 
Greenup-kwctt�Tokdo 
R.R. 1 Box 182 
Toledo, IL 62-468 
- NOTICE OF MEETING -
CllCBEllLAND UNIT DISTRICT 111 
NOVEMBER 26, 1985 
OCRALD D. �UCXLD. 
5-pe1laeenden« ,..__ tll-Jlll 
JI. DEE WIUY 
Hilh School � ,...... '1)..)1)) 
PAT IMJ1ll 
Eke urr Prindfel PbOM: fll.)1)5 
Jl>TICE I S  HEIEIY GIYEN that the Cumberland C�ity Unit District 177 4istrict-vide 
Discipline ec-itt ... will .. t in the unit office on Monday, Dec..-r 2, lMS at 
.•• : � f... � ""'II' .. 'i .,.. ·- • ..,. :.,.- .. "' 
• • ' ... .;;:·;., a-..;t • • .,. __ •"- 4"�'4# ,... 
7:00 p.•. This �tt� ia COllprincl of teachers, a loar4 ••ln, _. • lln •f 
• _ ·; :· � . . ..... . .  - · - .-... _ ... ,..., . _. �! ·!;.. �-� th• cwity. C+ mity ••ber• are corcllally invited to attend. 
FOil THE IOARD OF BDUCATION, 
. ... 
: fwn, �etary 
la 
- . 
; 
r. active metrber l . 
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CL:�l�EH!.l',i'1D C0'.1�:U N I '!' '.:' UNIT f, /' 7  s: :iOOL U l STid :7 
� � � ... --1 - 'i l.  � 3 =-1 0 - 8 (,  . 
et=tion 11 . 
Philosophy: 
ARTICLE V 
D I SCIPLINI: 
The ultimate objective of-education in the CulT\berland schools is 
effective citi zenship . In developing effective citizen s ,  the schools 
will prepare students both to carry on the values of the society and 
to build on and modify them to brin� about improvement s in soci�ty . 
To realize this goa l ,  the best possible learning environment will be 
provided fo� the educational welfare of a l l  who attend the school s .  
Effective discipline, one vital ele�ent in achieving this kind of 
I - • :,t • • 
·· environment, is the product of relevancy o f  pr09ram and mutual 
respect among students , paren t s ,  and 5taff members .  
Since an effective citizen in a democracy i s  a �el f-di sciplined 
• , A 
r-• 
• ,,_, ' 
• • . 
•' • ,,.. �< •...._ � ' ... �. � • :Z.,..• "'t.. 
person , th9 < long range goal of a l l  discipline must be self-discipline. 
Good discipline be9in• with the earliest training in the home , �nd it 
�-:..,�- ;. ; .... �---s:_· .. � .. '"! �'-� .. � • .. t ..."�P' ., 
extends into the school and cOfNMlllity. Moat young people achieve . 
11.. • )> ... ' . ' • " :1� . • . ' . «:• u . • ,- . <;;,. olo ('�· • 1� � 'li,. '; �.!�� .;.. .. .. � l :"t-:- ,,..� ' t j ..  �'l � i· .:. · . .:�-·-:TI • � ..... ·.t. - �,l"D-�  Ji., .... - '-, ' . ...... ... ... � 
.t:h• de•irable 9oal• of self-discipline as a norT.\al outgro\irth of the 
training received in the horne , the school ,  and the community. Some 
do not h�._r, and it will be necessary for_ school " offieials to 
� .. .,. . . . . ,  -. . �- �,.. . ---r�.-
disci�line tho•• students who , lacking in self-discipline, interfere 
with the learning environment o f  the classroOI'\ or school. Any con­
duct disruptive of a 9ood learnin9 environment will not be tolerated. 
Reasonable rules and regulations develo;>ed by "the Board of Education 
and enforced by the ad�inistration, teachers and students are 
necessary for the orderly operation of the school for the maintenance 
· of a good learning environmen t ,  and for the ultimate development of 
,, 
- 1:-
'' 
I 
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self-discipline. School officials will discipline appropr iately 
all pupils who do not conduct themselves in accordance with the 
rules and regulations establi shed or t�ose who hinder the normal 
progress of other �upi l s .  I t i s expected, however , that in d�al-
ing with offenders , sc�ool officials will carefully scrutinize 
the needs of the of fenders and the reasons for their actions so 
that all discipline can be kept on a constructive bas i s .  
Clearly defined channel s ,  through whioh students, parents and 
staff meabera may make their views known , shall be established 
·· and publicized. · These avenues of communication shall be structured .. 
l! .. 
r� L�o � � !.�:��on or persona with a qrievance will receive a prompt hear-
: ing. _and ·ao that a decision, with full explanation, will be rendered 
:· as speedily as practical. 
r:" .. .. . . u .. �� .. � ·�* .. :� t'' . h ·� ... H� � ·" .. ff �r �Thei-�fiCJ�ta . �f students must be . continuously respected an_g. P.fOtected, 
�, '\ 
. ' 
.. ;;but . th� .• righta. of expression by student• do not, aa our highest 
i:, �� t .. - �  
l�i'9��.� ..:.�!peatecSly held, perni_\��· d isruption . of. the noraal opera-"'i� of�  a.ciaoc1; or inter�;'�ce vi th the lawful right;• · of others . 
t�� . .t � ---
:'. .. � ;...aint�riinc� of �Discipline : 
l'l'-· � "' • -!:"'-: t •• d:i!Teacher• and other certificated educational employees shall maintain 
�·'(-:-:::!>"'"""·if..; •. �: . .. . -�· ·�i·'.J�._y�:- ,- . -=-- .,-·�·T?:�°;'.;F"..:· 
;t'.;diacipline in the schools , . including school 9rourtda which are owned 
r  �. _ : . . -
' 'or leased by the board and used for school purposes and activities. . . 
In all matters relating to the discipline in and conduct of the 
' . 
· achoola and the school children, they stand in the relation of 
parents and <JUardians to the pupi ls . This re lationship shall 
extend to all activities ccnnected with the school program and may 
be exercised at any time f cr the safety and supervision of the pupils 
in the absence of their parents or guardians . 
- ?. -
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Nothing. in this section affects the power of the board to 
establish rules with respect to discipline. 
The board may make and enforce reasonable rules of conduct and 
sportsmanship for athletic and extracurricular school events .  
Any person who violates such rules may be denied admission to 
school events for not more than one year , provided that written 
10 day s notice of the violation is given such person and a hear­
ing had thereon by the board purauant to its rules and regulations. 
The administration of any ach�ol may sign complaints as agents of 
the school against persona conaitting any offense at school events . 
Procedure : 
The rights of staff and students must be supported at all times. 
Teachers have a right to teach :in a safe and orderly environment, � 'l(Y• .... � •• • 
• . ' • • 'f'i?.�- :� � JP ":-.· . --.. !{' j • 
and student• have .. right . to l'•arn " '1n a safe and orderly· ..,nv:�ron-
f" r ... -. � Ii {  
merit. Maintaining a aaf e and orderly environment in the classroom 
�·� :lit;; -· .. � 
acceptable behavior� that support a safe and 
_., I •."l ;� .. �- -r�· � --..;� �;-.._.. -t"y\;it;..._t.-� �• .= �;;;.� "'-=: .. �_;___,,_ -
orc!erly · environ..n�z·�: �-..-'" ·+: .. · · . 
Step B) Teache rs will attempt to resolve disruptive 
)" � j i .. .  
should be made at this time . 
Step C) - Teachera will discuss the disruptive behaviors 
- . 
. .. by student (•) vith their parents and report 
such to principal • 
•• 
- 3 -
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Step D )  Principal , teacher ,  parent/guardian, and student , 
along with resource sta f f  will mee t '  and write a 
behavioral plan that all parties wi l l  sign. The 
behavioral plan wi ll be f i led in the students 
folder with copies distributed to al l  parties . 
Step E )  It shall be the duty of school staff and parents/ 
guardians tp contact each other as questions or 
disruptive behaviors surface . 
Step F )  The behavioral plan will be reviewed annually by 
all parties to determine its merit and modification. 
Perndaaible Diacipline: . .... 
' 
I • i 
Permissible discipline of student• for unacceptable behavior (•) include : 
A) Detention : Detention i• administered by either the 
-\.� .. ¥�·!'� : .,., .� 
claaarooa teacher or the principal and is aupervis�d 
: I,: i._ '/'. t H '1 - -: '-)to. � by the adainiatering a ta ff member .  Parents need to : 
• ! ,. ;; •. . _., r 
be informed of detentions. ' 
-:--+ '_ I' !j. ' " ttf..�� -',.�· -
Teacher• have . the �;= 
_) . ,.2 .• ·.�o&f� ' !� ... � ! ,.:�-� '* . 
. ·tr t...:ii�·n .. i. : � •. ..r..&l� ,. 
•> Removal froa claaarooe(activity: 
� - · ... � �. '. 1; � . . 1-v.� UJ . .  »tnfi. 1 · t"'� .,ii.n :r;i · .. ,...,,. · 
right ''to r-.OVe • atudent from the 
:: .,.. � �"'C '"!."·r ·  ... j! .. 
claaaroom tor .dis� 
:p·�¥·-s. -· '"-:'!� �· -- ----
.. - !f·: • 
ruptive behavior. If this occurs, a written report 
. ' N '- - - t-•' 
vilL be filed with the principal 
-.. -"':" .. � 1?;.� ";·�,�- .;:,;,...:;. _  � , .. _ .:- '.� ,.,.--- · 
within 24 hours of the incident. 
and paranta noti.f i•d -�-� . . ·-
·. -• .. - ' ::·· .. -�f:. ' 4 �----,....� """ '::-::;. -·-: 
Removal f ron the 
classroom/activity could result in an in-school sus­
pension or out-of-school suspension as determined by 
the " acSndniatrator. 
C )  Corporal Punishment: The Board of Education allows 
• i.. - · � 
the ,.uae of corporal punishment under the guidelines 
r j . 
of the lava in the State of Illinois. Individual 
parent ( s )  or guardian ( s )  have the right to submit a ... 
- 4 -
t '' ! 
.. 
! 
.-:.� � --. J 
'i�;·:� . 
l · "'l . 
. 
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written request that corporal puni shment not be 
administered to their child or chi ldren: tf 
corporal punishment is administe r e d ,  the following 
guidelines shall be followe d :  
( 1 )  "Except for those acts o f  misconduct 
which are so antisocial o r  disruptive 
in nature as to shock the conscience , 
corporal punishment may never be used 
unless the student was informed before-
hand that specific misbehavior could 
occasion its u .. , and, subject to . this 
exception, it should never be employed 
as a fi rst line of punish.•ent for 
behavior. • "'!I - ... •<e1° f'l''--:'li�.._ .• '1 .. .,.,..: . 
• '.- ' • <Ii� .. 
: �,��· . '·:·�.. ' 
( 2 )  •A teacher or principal mist· punish 
corporally · in the preaence of· a second 
school official;: (teacher -or.'.;.principal) , 
� � �.������·-J� -,. y 
who must be infcn.itcS beforih&ncS:t'ancS- ·in · 
·;· ... : :: -�t:;: : 
the student • •  presence of the reason for 
the punishment . •  . -- -� 
( 3 )  ·An official ..tlo tiaa · adaiini:at;i;cs�·-uf:h -
punishment must provide the chi ld ' •  parent 
a written explanation of hi• reasons and 
the name of the second official who was 
present. " 
D )  Suspension from classroom/activity, and/or school/Expulsion: 
( 1 )  To suspend or by regulation to authorize 
the superintendent of the district or the 
- s -
I 
1· ' I  
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principa l ,  assi stant principa l ,  or dean 
of students o f  any school to suspend · 
pupi ls gui l ty of gross disobedience or 
misconduct, or to suspend pupils guilty 
of gross disobedience or misconduct on 
the school bus , f rom r iding the school 
bua, and n� action shall lie against them 
for auch auspension. The board does 
authorize the superintendent of the 
diatrict or the principal , aaaiatant 
principal, or dean of atudenta of any 
school to auspend pupil• quilty of auch 
act• for a period not to exceed 10 school 
daya. If a pupil ia auapended due to 
9ro•• diaobedience or aiaconduct on a 
achool bua. th• board .. y auapend the 
pupil� in exc••• of 10 achool daya for 
.. 
aafety! reason•• Any: auapenaion shall be r :·· 
reported imnediately to the parent• or . 
guardian of such pupil alon9 with a full 
atatreant-of - the rea1M>na for such �uapen­
aion and a notice of their right to a 
review, a copy of which shall be given to 
the school board. Upon request of th• 
parents or guardian the school board or 
a hearing officer appointed by it shall 
review auch action of the superintendent 
or principal, aaaiatant principal, or 
.� 
dean of students. At such r eview the 
- f". -
. ' 
•­
.... .. - -·-
.. 
• r , 
! ' • i 
r 
. . ! 
. �.( � • :'?- •• • 
. J • •  
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parents or guardian of the pupil may 
appear and discuss the suspension with 
the board or its hearing o f f icer. If 
a hearing officer is appointed by the 
board he shall report to the board a 
written sum.�ary of the evidence heard at 
the meeting . After its hearing or upon 
receipt of th• written report of it• 
hearing officer, the board may take such 
action aa i t  finds appropriate. The 
initial auapenaion in a school year 
shall be 1-l days at the diacretion of 
the administrator. The second suspen­
sion in a achOol year shall be 2-5 days 
at the diacretion of the administrator. -.ft- -.f 
The third aaapenaion in a school year 
the discretion of . .  : 
and require the atudent . 
with hia/her 
parent/guardian to explain the behavior. 
.. . .,, 
Stucleftt ·.uapenaion shall result ill a 
�rad• of zero for all classes missed due 
to the suspension. 
. 
( 2 )  To expel pupils guilty of gross disobedience 
or misconduct , and no action shall lie 
against them for such expuls ion . Expulsion 
shall take place only after the parents 
have been requested to appear at a meeting 
- 7 -
t t  
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of the board, or with a hearing officer 
appointed by i t ,  to discuss the i r . child ' s  
behavior. Such request shall be made by 
registered or certified mail and shall 
state the time , place and purpose of the 
meeting. The boa rd, or a hearing of ficer 
appciinted by it, at such meeting shall 
atate the reasons for dismissal and the 
date on which the expulsion is to become 
effective . If a hearing officer is 
appointed by the board he ahall report to 
"1:.;.'!=J. "·.!..... � :.  -'; the board a written summary of the < · · 
evidence heard at the meeting and the 
.. �. i".� - r;;· 1 .?', -._:. 
Code of Student Conduct : 
.... � . .,..... � ..... - •• > :t ' . .. .. ,..,._.;.... 
-! 
The Board of Education advocates that while education ia a right of '. 
-... . ..ti&,. � - �· s � ...... "' . -� ... � . - · - --� . . our youth , _ it ia not an absolute right. 
. . 
. . .. ,...;;. 
. - ........ .,. 
... . 
it is qualified- lirii· by · 
� �· ':...: :r ,_ .. t '! ... ':'i. s . ·, - r • , .. .. ' '"' 1��j !·-[} 
eligibility requirements and secondly by performance requirements. 
The ach0ol .Ust be concerned with the i ndividual and hi• welfare; but 
_ .... •, ... 1:--" ·: \.-' I ";, .p·� :e· ..... . � .......  ,� :�. t-.f_.�,. :1� : ·v0rking vi th the individual ,  must at all time• be concerned ... vi.th 
the welfare of the group. Too much time.->spent on a few reaults in 
-e-
I 
; i ' 
I ' I  
! ' !  
I 
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neglecting the ma jority. 
The following obligations should be assumed by the student : 
A) To obey the rules of his schoo l .  
B) To apply himself to the established course of study. 
( 1 )  Be prompt and regular in attendance. 
( 2 )  Complete school assigrunents on time . 
( 3 )  Pay attention to teachers. 
(4 )  Be willing to wor.k at self-improvement. 
( 5 )  Learn to criticize fairly and to accept 
criticism. - { . 
C )  T9. ��apect the authority pf hi• teac�.era • . 
r- .. 
D) To respect school property. 
E) To conduct himself properly in schoo l ,  on school 
··- .. .. ,,. •:lo t • ' �;.;...  • ,. .... f ,:. .. · 
�., 
grounda, buaea, and at achool function•. Students 
: � • � • I •�• ' t.-- "' : � -; .. t •: -.)t.-> • 4 
shall never encroach the health, life and safety of 
any. _o�er individual . 
.. ! ,,. ..... ...... .,I 
w � , ... -. , .... ... .. 
;._ _ _  ,..._...t • � - . -
� ··.'-�"-.f�t ,.. � I . ... ---=.. ..:...·��-;-.."'. ·:....:.. : 
G �  To. leave the school grounds imnediately upon being 1��· . - .. . _ _ dimaisaed, 90 to or from . school - in��n oz:derly . anner !. -::' ... .. • � .-: 4 .. • , � • f · · � "'\ . � :: r- • :� :-: :...· 3: -i: .. ""• .. ·; � · ;-::_ 1 5., i · 
L an� wi.thout delay I and refrain from interference with 
other student• on the way to and from school. 
� . The Board . of Education cannot reasonably write a code of conduct in 
i . 
such �etail •• to anticipate every type of misconduct that could . 
possibly occ:Ur. Generally, those rules . of conduct which are considered 
a�ceptabie in� the home , church and in other auch places will be accept� 
. 
able conduct in schoo l .  
- 9 -
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Code Prohibiting serious Mi sconduct : 
Rule l - Disruption o f School 
A student shall not, by use of violence , force, noi s e ,  coercion, threat, 
intimidation, ·fear, passive resistance , or any other conduct , �ause the 
substantial and material diaruption or obstruction of any lawful �ission, 
process or function of the school . 
. 
• I, 
A) A student shall not participate i n  a boycott, sit-in , 
atand-in or walk-out that i• di sruptive to the conduct­
ing of achool, or that involves misconduct or that i s  a 
nonpeaceable gathering. 
a) A student shall not urge . other students to engage in the 
aforeaantioned conduct for the purpose of cauaing the 
substantial and materia� . disruption o r  obstruction of 
any lawful •i•sion , prooeaa or function of the achool , "" . .. ?::it . , _fl..  r .. , :-}g > . . 1 if a : aubstantial ancl!. llitAtrial diaruption or obatt'lJCtion - -
� ..,.� 
ia ieaaonably certain tor reault from hia urginga • 
.. :-� • .I\ . lule 2 - o...,e or DeatroctiOD! Of·! School: Property ! .�·L 
f . . ... " '· 
!a atudentt��l not i..1��!!�1. _· "[£�-��;�-· �tte.pt to_ cause dwge · t,c:,t:� . .  ·\ 
' I� � ' ---�\t>;i � f • • 0 •: • 
valuable achool property• or •teal; or · attempt to steal achool property. 
Even though the 4-aage ia - ... 11,1or t.ba(t i• not of property of substan-
-� .. .,;:i...... 
... - - • - .. - �-. >'. '"':"����- ., :-.;s;.-tial value� L r9peated offanaea�will:be· considered �erious •isconduct; ·�� 
lule 3 � o ... ,. or Destruction of Private Property 
A student shall not intentionally cause or attempt to cause damage to 
valuable private property, or steal, or attempt to ateal valuable 
private property either · on the school grounds, · or during a school 
activity, function or event off school grounds. Repeated damage or 
theft involYing private property of small value shall be 'also considered 
'serious student mi aconduct. 
... 
-10-
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Rule 4 - Abuse of School Personnel 
Neither studen t ,  parent of a student, or person acting for a student, 
may use any form of violence or abusive language to a teacher or school 
' 
administrator or other school personnel, or cause damage to be. i n flicted 
upon the property of such persona . 
Rule 5 - Physical Abuse of a Student or Other Person Not Employed by 
the School 
A student shall not intentionally do bodily injury to any person, ( 1 )  
on the school grounds during and inaediately before or inaediately 
after •chool hours, ( 2 )  on the achool grounds at any other time when the 
··school i• being uaed by a •chool group, or_ J 3 ) . .  off the school grounds at 
�� 
F. a achool activity or event. - -- � 
Rule 6 - Weapons and Dangerous Inatr\Dents 
!.:__ ·H'i· •tud•nt 
t. 
shall not knowingly p0aaeaa , bandle\or tranaai t on achool .... .... .. -r 
"prni•••· w� 
· t� • ; 
or off the achool grounda _ at any school. activityj�UfJction 
It' . . �r event, knives, cake cutters, guns or _othe� �weapona, dangerous objects, 
... 
fireworka or any other object . that .. can reasonably be conaidered 
JJE· . .. ' •. : . .o::i. · .• 0f· ·:;' ... _ · . .  We · 7 - Rarootica, Stimulant DA• t'&n4; AJ:ooh'olic.- Bevera9�• ·· 
- � . . "' . i: �t � , . .  I ' 
· � f :  
A) A student shall not knowingly poaaeaa, uae, transmit or 
be under the influence of any narcotic drugs , hallucin-
- - . ---:.. "r4- t,: • -og•nic druga , ... phetaaine� · barbiturate, .. �rijuana, or 
intoxicant of any kind ( l )  on the school grounds, during 
a weapon. 
. � .,  i t 
and immediately before and imnediately after school houra , 
: ;.. 
. . 
r 
( 2 )  on the school grounds at any other time when the 
achool is being used by any school group,· or ( 3 )  off the 
school - grounds at a school activity, function or eve nt . 
li  B )  Any atudent who ahall have been convicted of a misdemeanor 
or felon�, o r  if a juvenile ia declared a delinquent, for 
the possession, use or sale of a dangerous drug or narcotic 
r. 
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d rug while outside the school may be expelled by the 
Board of Education for the rema inder o r  the current 
year and no credit be given to the student for that 
period of time . 
C )  A student shall not knowingly pos s e s s ,  u s e ,  transmit 
or be under the influence of any alcoholic beverage 
( 1 )  on the school grounds , during and immediately be-
fore and i11111ediately after school hou rs ,  ( 2 )  on the 
school �round• at any other time when the school is 
being uaed by any achool group , or ( 3 )  off the school 
ground• at a achool activity , function or event. 
aule I - U8e of Tobacco 
The uae or po•se••ion of tobacco in any form may be hazardous and harmful 
to the hea�t}l of •tudenta, and the C�rland Comtlunity Unit 1 7 7  School 
,. . 
District does not condone uae or posaea•ion ( 1 )  on the •ctraool ground•, 
during and i.mnediately before and immedidately after •chool hour•, ( 2 )  
. -
on the acbool grounds at any other ti- when the school ia being used . 
� ' � ... \ f ·. · i::, � ._. r 'J° • ' · - ' '' -� . � ;.  . � ' . ·-
by any •cb001: 9roup, or (l)  off the school qrounda at a school activity, 
·t • i: t .. • � , .. f .,.1•.,-_ ·., � � .'� � • �· J • � t u• •• • • 
function or event. 
Rule t - Publications 
- ..... \... ... - � ..... . 
·.- - . .. 
A •tudent -y-not 'produce and/or distribute peti t.iona or other pri�ted 
docUl'lent• of any kind, sort or type that is disruptive to the conducting 
of school .  A student •hall not produce and/or distribute any petition• 
or doeu11ent• of any kind• or sort on school premises during the school 
day without the specific approval of the principal. 
NOTE: Student participation in the publ ication of student newspapers, 
yearbook•, literary magazines and similar publications is 
encour.c;ed by the Cumberland Community Unit 1 7 7 School District 
·.• 
-12-
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a s  learning and educational experience s .  These publications 
have quali fied faculty advisors and strive to meet high stan-
dards of j ournalism. Opportunities for a broad spectrum of 
opinions shall be provided. 
Rule 10 - Student Lockers 
A student shall not place, keep or maintain any article or material in 
a school-owned locker which is of a non-school nature that shal l  cause 
or tend to cause a disruptive activity on any school property or at any 
school sponsored function. 
NOTE: Lockers, as provided by the school district, are purchased , fur­
nished and maintained by the school district and remain the 
property of the school .iiatrict.-: .. 
No charges are made �or their use or rental, but a small �barge 
•· 
. will be .. d. for the use of combination loclta for the locker. 
�  � 
., Jlula 11 - Repeated School Violations . - r A ai1:;.s;.;t ·- 11 nol: repeet:e4l�·"'r ail l:o -- ..c.p1Jr': _ :.;.1a._ .SirectJ.Ona of teacher: ' � ' ��.;t�l'o/�;��rm; aubatitu�t �h;;�;!· '�� f�fl��;, :pr'1�cipala or 
1 11 
other authorized school personnel during 
·-
any period of time when he is 
. ••• 
properly _under the 
.. , �- -· �:�� .. 7 " 
7. Dua Process: 
Students shall be af forded Due Process as follows: 
.. A) Students have a right to know what they are being charged I J� 
vi th. 
B) Students have a right to present their response to the 
charg••· 
C )  Parent• of student• may appeal the charges through district 
·.• 
Due Process as outlined in Article X I I ,  Section 3 ,  Due 
.... 
.•. 
,· 
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Process . 
Parent-Student Handbook ( s ) : 
This policy shall be incorporated into the Parent- Student Handbook ( s ) . 
Additional building rules may be written into Parent-Student Handbook ( s )  
augment i ng the intent and description o f  this Discipline Policy, subject 
to Board approval • 
�; .;, ·' . -· 
' I · 1 • 
1 �I 
; 
I ; 
, 
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APPLICATIOW � Pl!V!ITIOW l'UllDS 
•- of 
School Diatrict Onberlmid u. Dist.t77 Type :  x-tf x x-a_ 9-12_ 
Wr••• ____ R_. R_,._t_1_·_, ______ COUDt7 a.berland !Stf -
Cit7 Toledo, ltate ___ I_L __ Zip Code 62468 
Coatact reraoa Rick Manuell 
ldaool M•r•n OJlllbrland Hic1J SSbgol 
' . 
Poaition Asst .  Principal 
PboGe ( 217 ) 923-3133 
. City ______ _.. _______ lcate_.n. ____ Zip Code 62468 
1.,.r1Dt ... •t'a ._. !k. Gm'ald ax:Jtler ------------------------------
. . 
A.Urge A!!!iniatntin Qffir,e no.a ( 217 ) 923-3132 
Li.at below da• people ilmtl._. ta •eftlopf.na tM action aaa'a (tlaer4' 
-t be repreaeatatift9 fr• tbe •"""'0i1trau.o.. school board, tuchin& 
ataff, .�ca . ... ct mttJ) a AIWiti••l reprWDtati•• aa7 1>• 
u..i..  • ct. rneree aUe. . •. .  li • 
� ;� 
... . 
tick M-..J.l 
CIMck OM S  
- ,  .11" 
PeetU.. · 
lblll'd ·� .. : 
AMT ... 
--- ··"!.. / "  
__ x_At tld.a tiM Mr •tatrlct voal• llb to apply for funda. 
Our •latrict ¥DG1• tr•f •r to attencl another ... 1nar in th• aprtna. --
I I I 
c :: ! i 1 1  ff 
A�e .. ,;('<.} , u -) •  .. :rs-' 
Application Poeitiou Date 
t 
. l 
•• 
I 
� � k.LtNOfS 
DEPARTMENT OF 
ALCOHOLISM AND 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
Dr. Gerald kckl•r 
CuaberlaU CUS1> 177 
I. I. fl,  lox 112 
Toledo , t111Dol9 62461 
Dur Dr. hckler: 
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STATE � tLLINOf8 CeHTe" 100 WEST "ANOOtlH sn.l!l!T 
SUITe 5-eoo 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 90801 312-793-esoc> 
Noveaber 22, 1985 
EDWARD T. OU"fl'Y 
OIAECTOA 
I • pleun to iaf ora JOU that yovr anlic:atioa for prevention fvn4• 
for a CC111fr•be9iei•• .-.ataac• a�••• pre•ention proar• ha• beea 
anrnecl ia tlae mount of $ lSOO. 
Your actioa pl.all application vaa jointly rrf'i.,,.d by the Department of 
Alcoholia ad loatance Abu• aacl the IlU.1101• Stat• loar4 of 
UaacaU.OD. Upoa receipt of till• latter ,..r iiatrict •J Ml1• to 
.,... __, ... •tated la Jeft aetloa pl.a. . . ... i. •a-.... 
· .. , ·,: ·:i "", .: " I Y• rill ·ncaift a coatrac:t aM ...char 'ftrJ ahortly wlllcll � � 
•1-a .. '1 ,_ ... retaraei to u .  After th••• dOC11991lt• are f"toc•••••, 
CU. ..aft P a+_t .,vUl M MDC to 7011. 
cc: llr. lick ..._.11 
. , 
·' 
· 1 �  . ,  
148 c - )  
STATE OF ILLINOIS 
DEPARTMENT OF 
ALCOHOLISM ANO 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
December 18, 1985 
Dr. Gerald D. Buckler 
Superiatmdent 
cu.berland Cc 11111t7 Unit School 
D1atrlet 111 
R. R. i. Box 182 
Toledo. Ill1no1a 62•698 
Contraot •o . f  APl615 873 
s :;-. � Dear �� Buckler : 
e�o T. OUfr� 
� 
Bnt"loaed 7ou will f ind a full7 executed cop7 7our 
•isned contract w1 tb the . Department of Alcobol1 .. 
. 
Bncloaurea 
. l.. 
.. r . •  
,, 
' 
. - ­
.. • L':·,.. 
.� 
. , � 
. ' 
, .  
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VHEREAS. The Department of A l c oholism and Substance Abuse of the State 
of Illinois has agreed to award Cumberland Commun! ty Unit School 
· _n1_s_
tr
_1_
c
_
t 
__ l_7_7 ________ �e�-e�Ki��-�z�3--�'�l�1------�------------------------------�• 
a grant. DASA N o .  APiG15-g73 • in the amount of $ 1. 500 .  00 
based upon the application of the above School District for the period 
beginning Januar1 1, 1986 and ending June 30, 1986 and; 
VHEREAS. said grant is made contingent upon : 
.· 
1 .  Submi ssion of "App l i cation f or Prevention Punds "  and "Action 
Plan• for the Department ' s  funding for the State Fiscal 
1ear 1986. 
2 .  _Collpl1ance wi tll al l applicable State Laws and Regulations , 
ter11a and cond1t1ona of the award as set forth in the aigned 
Application which ia attached hereto and incorporated b7 
reference, and with the f ol lowing terms : 
A • . . . Attendance b7 a Team from the grantee School D1atr1ct 
COllPriaed of at least one repreaentat1Ye fro. each 
of �e following group s :  Adainiatrat1on, Scbool Board ,  
Teaching Staf f ,  Students , and CommunttJ at a �t 
aponaored one day fol low up Substance &buae Planning 
a-1nar bJ Jwie 1 ,  1986. · . 
� : �. . t· .  . . 
8. lubll aalon of a written report deacr1b1n& the atatua· � 
: -i n:;f:!"�· .Of, the act1Y1t1es proposed in the srartteea •Action 
· -:--·;, Plan• bJ September 15, 1.986 . ) � 
- · C. Sutaiaaion o! a report detailing all expenditures 
· •de free Department grant funds _ bJ Sept .. ber 15, 
.. . [ .-T •r, � 0 !" 1986. , 0 
• I 
lllOLYBD ;1�1.- . that _C,_•_•_ ... e_)_. _ R_i_c_k_M_a_n_u_e_1_1 ____________ _ (Title) · · · Aaaiatant · .High School Principal of thia 
School 1>iatr1ct· �ta bereb7 authorized. d irected 
tiecute and enter into on behalf of aa1d School 
m connect1on . tberew1th which ma7 be required by 
bolt .. and Subatance Abuse . 
and empowered to aake • 
District an1 agreement• 
the Departllent of Alco-
State o! Ill1no1a . Dr, Gerald D. Buckler ! Departtnt ofAlcohol1am �d S':'bstance Abuse. Name� � � 1 /.1/ cA_ ·· I// t. · /� - .. • · . BJ: .v .,U?· {/��;�e.. By : 
Titl e :  Superintendent 
kte o! Signatur� : Date of S ignature : /�- // -1>-
F . E . I . N .  37-6002704 
.. 
Attes t :  �tJ..� 
APPENDIX 1 
.. 
I I 
I 
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. . 1 - 1  
p,\RT I I  - NARRATIVE :  
\.. ?:· -"' 211:; ? LC""t.. " -2( 
_P_R_or;._o_s_E-+---�-· -�L_·t_ln_RN:_:_..A_1_1_v_E_·.i\N_t>_· _o_r_T_I_O_NA_L.;;__E-=D-=u-=c..:...A;.;:;...::��K 
PROGRAM I 
A. C0�1PREHENSIVE PLANN ING AND NEEDS IDENTIFICATION 
1 .  Proposal prepared by Rick Manuell, Assistant Principal. 
Suggestions obtained from the superintendent and principal. 
We have had a similar program before, but it was dropped for 
several reason s .  The new program will rem�dy the previous · 
problems. 
,,..- '1 l�·/ In the 1984-85 school year we had the following attendance 
problema: 
Hissed Days Number of Students 
4 
3 
12 
. ;i 32  
·; 14 
Available programs in our area are: 
a. 
b. 
- ' " "r' '· 
Cooperative vork;. trainine.- a work 
special . circ•iia'tiaicea-:·.t,.aient•. . 
!ti ' ,r ' . � I� • : :w'!t�t���;-!f� � \" . 
� I • �, .. :f 
Lake· Land. Collea• A.B.E •• �- -nd G.E.D. 
school drop outa. · .  · . ·;· 
.. :: �  .. ..... �'. { ' .  ''"f· 
study program for 
--� 
programs .for hign· 
c. Mattoon Adul t lclucation,Center for G . E. D .  candida�es. 
� , • J' .��J�)�:r \J��·!�;c·?f�1�·� • -• ""! +Jci·f. J:J< �·�  -... � ,-.: . r·  •, · .Cuaberladd�ri attendance policy allows a atudent to mis• .. ".:� ,. 
,ten t ·(1of'fday1'fi'Mif1�8ter�1�Anythin1 over ten daya must. ,be " 
• "l "' 
I !  :t � l"J• .•• • 
becau�e:· of •exteadei� .. dical�r•a•on•. After ten days absence � 
a student .. y . be �denied credit in any classes missed for the 
eleventh .�tille •. . 'J W•�-11eed a proaram to keep these students in 
' 
• ! ! • l 
school and pr0v1Cl·e·· an alternative to losing credit toward 
gradu8t1��E�:r:- ".'"�1*�;- ·� . ..... .::.. ; .... ; :i.. .. ;--· ;. �-· 
4 .  Thia program. will serve the CU11berland Unit District # 7 7  
High School students. · 
5. The program will serve students whose attendance shows they 
aay drop out , whose 'behaviour shows they may be removed , 
or whoae ; proar••• tovard graduation is such that dropping · 
out .. ia·.a possibility . 
. . . 
•-:-:... ... 
r . 
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B .  OPTIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
1 1  
f. . ... 
� 
1 .  We would prov id<.: i nsti·uct i �m aiter school 4 :  00 - 6 :  00 for 
qualifying student s .  One n ight a week the students would 
participate in n group situation dealing with positive 
percept ions of school .  
2 .  Students will make �P time lost due to poor attendance .  
will ma'ke up lost credit s ,  and will earn re-entry in regular 
classrooms where they have been denied credit because of 
absences. 
3 .  a .  Tvo hours per· evening would equal two hours o f  regular 
cla•• credit . 
b .  The facility would be the Cumberland High School which 
.houses 350 students in grades 9 - 1 2 .  There are 35 
teachers employed in the high schoo l .  
The students acadeaic plan would include couraes · being aade 
up� length of t:ille, vbat ia · expected of the atudent , and 
approval of the regular claasrooa teacher . 
a .  Student would sign the agreement . 
11f b • . :.�Parents would ai1n the a1reement . 
1't· ·r- ··•- _...._,,,.__. ,..._ I '"• -· ... tffl4. • lli . ..:.. -· - ··c�';"�· &eplar �'Clasaroo11r teacher, assistant principal, coun.elor 1i' · . 
· and alternative teacher would agree on the prpgraa. ·';:'.· � 
5. The obje ctives are to allow the student extra t ime , and special 
. 
help,_ to fulfill regular claaarooa objectivea. 
fir 
' • ' •· ' ', ' , I ' 1 I '  1ir;; · ·;, � ��1.f0kii•1&:F� scatement · - . · · . � · . .• . :"': if · ·. · �a.·�-� Each ·atudent vi11 beain the proar- once they have been 
I " , f J� denied: credit in a cour... They will be given credit 
" . 
1 · � • ... 
j :  
- �once the regular course ends and they have completed all 
.. :;:- of the courae requir .. ent•� 1:. 
. . .,,.;: . . . 
· b .• ::...Tbe ·&l.temat:.l•e- te8Cher:-1":N1il· coordinate all activities 
..; .·vtth the regular claaarooe teachers. ""''- -
c .  Each student will receive tutoring in each class being 
made up . 
I - .)._ 
7.  Each student will be evaluated by the same standards a s  students 
in · the regular classroo=•· Program e ffectiveness will be de­
termined by the number of students who begin the program as 
compared to the number who complete it • 
. .. 
-. 
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C .  PROPOSED BUDGET 
1 .  Attached summary sheet 
2 .  Expend itures: 
a .  Teachers salary - $10.00 per hour (our extra class load pay) , 
for 2 hours per day, five days a week for 24 weeks . 
b .  Bus transportation for $1. 10 a mile t o  and from the three 
towns in our school district . 20 miles per night . 
c.  General administration - One day in June t o  prepare final 
report $80.00. Two-half days for progress report• $80.00 • 
.• 
d. Guidance - 2 hours per week for a group session and parent 
liaison - $10.00 per hour . 
· � ·  e .  lnatructional materials - $100.00 
. , 
$SO.OO t . .  
Not applicable 
• 
of Adzoiniatration 
. .  
-··' 
�"· 
already� enr-011.d- in, our 
0 
- -� -- ------ - ------ - - --- - --------
.. ......... •-·-- - · ·  -.�m�Jll · • ;;; 1. • • •!tJl!�;.i-ff .... -1 ··"· �. -· •• , ,;.-.1t .• ,.;""".., • r • .,. 
·- .� •• Ma• -r�·· .. � r::··l" I 
� 
=-� ..,  
£n<1ln9 
December 1,1985 o.u• June 30. 19i: _ _  
INSTRUCTIONS: Ch«k tlw appf'Ol'ria# /JM In tM ,,,,._,#ft lwttleetrter to lndlu•' the  /lfllPO# f<N which thi1 form is l»ing submitted. 
EDUCATIONAL AGENCY 
...: w o c)  z � z  EXftENOITURE ACCOUNTS 
..J 
(!) C21 
01 c A S.al;ulcs oino Fri� U•-flll - 0 
O:> � g  B l n struttl " "�' M1tcr�ts -
03 c tnstruct111n•I EQul11rnent 
- c J:���t��� r:��P,•�!Uu�lro�" otnet QI\ 0 
05 2 1 1  Attendaru:e Scrvicus 
06 2 1 2  Guidance: S·:rvices 
07 2 13 Health �rvicus 
03 214 Pwchological Sorvicos 
Cl'J 2 1 5  Spttch ant.I Audio ft1thol09y S.n1icn 
1 0  221 Improvement of ln11ructi«I 
l l  "' A Medi• Educ�ttvn1I M�terl1t1 
-
N 
1 2  ri 13 Medi• £<1uc;atlon1t Ec.iulpmer1I 
1 3  230 General Adminislration 
1 4  240 School Alfminiitr�tion 
- �. •15 Susint!uifisi:.11 Se1vic1:s :' �.: 
1 6  253 Con\truc11on and Bemodeling 
1 7  254 Operation olnd l\1ainten1nc• 
1 3  255 Pupil Traniportation · 
1 9  256 Food S.rvices 
�o . 257 Internal ServicH 
·21 :?60 Centr:il Ser11ic1ts 
n 2'.)0 Supporting Service' · Other 
23 300 Community Services 
24 410 Payments 10 01her Gov. Uniu 
25 Total Direct CostS • 
'26 Indirect Com (Line 25 minus C.pit1I Outl1Y) X 
27 TOT Al PROJECT BUDGET 
- #I - -- .I.' .o •• -- - - - - L - • _. - - .oL-- .. ti -- .. a..- I . Ill 
• • Cosr Ror�s f,.om /SD£ jQ. Jj, 
SALARIES 
(Jt 
2400 
480 
. 1: 1 
fiJ 
· 160 
· :  
I 
660 
3700 
• 
• � 0 I · I 
. .  
IUDGET SUMMARY 
CON TRAP 
AND OTHER 
JI 
" � . � 
. 
, .. 
1nn 
. 
.t 
. .. 
�· 
.. 
. t • ... 
; . .. 
' 
1980 .,., 
' '. . 
': 
50 .. �· . . 7, • 
• 2130 ..... 
_ ... ___ .. _ ..__ -- _ .. .... _ _  � 
�. 
' 
' .. 
. .. 
• 
I 
• 
TOTAL 
(St 
" 
. .. 
... 
., 
' 
I 
' 
• 
. ' 
,,� • 1 
.. . 
-
-
PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
PAYMENT MONTH IS) AEOUEST 
1 July & August S 
( 9 1 )  
2 September 
(12) 
3 October 
(Ill) 
4 November 
, ... ,
5 December $ 971 
(IS) 
6 J1Quary $ 971 
(16) 
7 febfuary $ 9 7 1  
(17) 
8 March $ 9 7 1  
(Ill 
9 April $ 971 
(19) 
10 � $ 975 
(90) 
1 1  June 
(911 
12 July 6 August S 
(921 
TOTAL s 5830 
I 
- Olli.:A u� C .,;·; . 
. 
� -1:-
-
I 
-C 
·:1 
Tr I 
iii�- .ais 
StMe Board of 
Education 
100 North First Street Springfield. Illinois 62777 
217/782-432 1 
lSS 
' ' '  
I ,,. . ;r, . - � ,rA:___ 
j j;.:� 
EDUCATION I S  EVERYONE'S FUTURE 
Waller W Nuumcr. J r .  Chau man 
lllmo1s Sthlo B"ucJ of Educa11on 
Decellber 1 1 .  1 985 
lf'tl °>i'lndo!rS 
StJIC Supe111>11:11den1 al EtluC#tron 
I, .  r;\ . }'..;:"" ..... _ 11ct tlMuel l  - 1 : Als i stant 'r1nc1 pa1 ·--: Ca m1'1 Unit Of strict 71 .:..,. :. Tol edo, IL 62468 
ii:: � ';.1--"' 
�··)..;.. Deer Mr . ....... 1 1 :  
· ;. ,;.e- reY1.W of the proposal s subllf tted 1n respOftM to our a..st for 
':_ Preriosala for tM Truants ' Al tem1tive and Optional EdKatt• p,..-w has 
.� . - � cem,1etad. · · - · 
�·' �,,. . 
. • '  �:· · 11tt proposals •re reviewed by agency suff and consultants from outside of 
� -� �llftty. I reeret thtt 1our proposal wa�_J�·'· ��- �Ud .�or:< funding. 
�"'(+, "��  ... 'l'i�·••-. : ... : '·�!'! � �����i: .. � �::-;I�·•. � � " a '19.• 
. 
WI recetn4 14 ,roposal s ..tt1ch ....-sud fiMf"I. of ..,..  iMa .. $23,000,000. �a.11 • ef "91 �tted ,roposal s coul d be fURcltd t... $7,400 ,GIO •1ct. •• 
'!;; •••11ab1 • for v•nts. . 
. 
miiill�"li ·, _.;!;"n.tftk you for your interest fn tlli s  P"OF•· - If you hive .._, questions or 
...-... ,......_� -t _, flrther fnfo,.tion, pleue contlct Mr� .T• .....,._ at !17/712-2826. 
t.. p�.;:,_ 1;�i e\ �L ,, 40j.} • ' • •I...; .��� ·-.:-�"" ·, • " ·,-• • ,._ • .. • .... -
. ��r���j�a -�t .. ·�, Sf11e1re11··, ·�� if�{�r�'" ... - · :\ ··J·r,�::t1r.;-l�.� · i �ir� � · '" ' ' �-��� - - , 
:.,:. � .,. 
., _,. � a. Whlrtoft 
-..._... r •.r-: " ... -.._:_::.-..=:.- - - �·-.r ,. .. _ 
Prov•· ,,-a..;.f1t9· and °"91 Oii • • �t 
. . 
St ... of �  Center SUl1e 14-300 
100 West Rondol11h Chic-oo. DhnOIS 60601 
3121917-2220 
An Equal Oppcx1uni1y/Afflrm111111fl Acll(}ll Employer 
.-
... 
Southern llin<M Aeooonal Office 
f1r•I Benk. and Trust Buoldong 
SUtte 214. 1 2 3  South 10th Srreet 
Mt. Vernon, Ulmois 62864 
6 181242- 1 676 
.· 15�. · I - � . . .  
. , ... v-.....  . . ,,,,_1 .  : '· ' ··� • • •"": .. 
ASSURANCES F O R  APPLICATION 
I • 
I The applicant hereby gives assurances to the Illinois State Board of Education that: 
I 
1 t. Tht applicant has tht nlC!SSary legal authority to apply for and to receive the proposed contract. (Attach a copy of 11 the su bstantiating document.) 
The 1etivities and •rvices for which assistance is sought under this program will be administered by or under the 
supervision of thl IPPlicant 
l In plenning thl prog!'lm proposed in the application, there has been, and in establishing end carrying out the program, 
thlrt will bl participation of persons broadly representative of the ·cµltural end educational resourca of the ara 
to bl •Md, includine ptrSOns representative of the interests of potentia1 beneficiaries. 
...... . _·--:·;t 
No funds l'ICli .. d undlr this contract shall be used to supplant funds normally budgltld for the planning of •rvices 
of the ... type. 
, l Thi IPPlic.it will comply with the provisions of thl "Illinois Human Rights Act'', UH ,,. Stat. Ch. 81, pw. 1· 101 
'111 It .. J • now  or heraftlr amended, and with "An Act to Prohibit Discriminetiorund Intimidation on ICCOUnt of 
;t ·� ,.... crlld, color, • or nttionat origin in employment under contrlCtJ for public buildinll or pUbk wott1", • now 
·� or '*•ftat amtndlcHlll Bey StaL Ch .. 29, �ar.\ 17 tt seq.). 
• 
. 
. 
� . � ' ' 
" 
; l Thlt thl wliclnt will comply with Sections 1 Q..21.1, 1 Q..22.4, 24-4, Ind 24-1 of Dw $dml Cg pf llljMjL Ind 
� � Anidi I, Section 18, of thl Illinois Constitution of 1970 • r11pecu non-dilcrimination on •oundl of •x end that � :il� � ... Wliclftt wW funhlr comply with the provisions of Title IX of thl EdUCllion AIMndmlntl of 1972 (20 U.S.C., 
� . · r ......,. t•t IC llCI.) and the regul1tions promulgated therlunder by thl Dlpertment of Education insofar a may 
'. � bl IPPliclblt hlrtto. ;.1H, • •  4� 
• I 
�: ij .. ' �· 
, 1. Thi proilCt wiU bl aperatld in compliance with 1ll applic1blt ltl\9 111d fldtral lwws Ind with flgUletions Ind other 
� 1 ,alicill. n ldminiltreti� illuenca by the Illinois Stltl B0trd of Eduation, indudint aibmillion of tuch repons 
- ;r • "'If bl llqllired. 
t 
. 
8. Thi filint of this application h• bten 1Uthorized by tht governing body of the 1PPliC1nt, 1nd the undersigned repr•. 
9ntltivt hll blln duly aithorized to file this applicati�n for and in beh1lf of said IPPlicant, 1nd otherwise to act 
• the  aJthorind r1s>rmnt1tivt of the applicant in connection with this application. 
Mo-inber 14. 1985 Superintendent 
,,.,. Tit# 
: , .. .. 
I • • t .,J 
l: 
) . .. I r..:�' ' r 
! t#f �. l : �t· . 
• "'  .. .. 
I J• i 
; . 
*· 'ftiwzs ec., .. 
••• ··-· ., U.Cat:ioa 
CE £4 7 a•., Its••- Isett. 
100 Pa D" ftnc at. 
.._.....w. n. U717 
' 
� 11r.··· -··· 
,,. 
CCI file 
157 
.-
.· 
. . . ;.._--.- . ..  
.. .  �· . .. �. _, ""'- .  < , .. 
. . .. 
. . . 
/ --1 
:;.;. ·-� • •.::<"' • 
..:· . .- ·  , . 
' '., 
, \,•' .. 
, .. . . 
·- ...  
, ..... ... 
· .. �  
;' 
) 
,.. 
!. MINUTES OF A REGUL�� · MEETING OF TliE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF CO:·l'IUNITY UNIT t DISTRICT NO. 77 OF CU�1BERLA!\O COtl:-JTY, I LLINOIS, HELO ON TiiE 18TJI DAY OF 
-_ NOVEMBER, 1 9 8 5 ,  IN THE AD�1 l � I S 1 RATIO� BUILDING BETI\'EEN GREENUP A:�D TOLEDO �· CUMBERLAND COUNn', I LLINOI S ,  J� SA 1 0  DISTRICT. 
f-
;:�· 
�- . 
f- · • 
• 
, ...... : • . t ;r,. tt ) . . ..... � 
_., � .... _ ... 1 ·  • _;.,�: t.IOved by Col eman and seconded by Baker to grant pc�i ssion to submit ·  the 
? ' application for a Truant Alternative Program written by Rick Manuel l .  Layton, 
-;,:· yea; Col eman , yea; Baker, yea; t.1at tcson, yea; Robinson, yea; Cox, yea ; Sid,�e l l ,  
--:-.yea. 7 yeas � no nays. �tot ion carried. 
• 
• 
. . 
.. 
APPENDIX 2 
•. 
PURCHASE ORDER 
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� - \  
No. ______ _ 
ADDRESS 
L CllY, STATE. ZIP 
DATt 
QU»tl'ITY 
VID ORDEAEO 
CATALOG 
NUM80 
,: 
' . 
- INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDOR -
u 
bo\'9 Pun:hoM Order No. must appear on all cartons, Invoices, etc. 
-notify us ot once if you ore unable to ship by dote requested. 
URNISH COPIES OF ALL INVOICES 
Form No. -400 
•. 
-: . 
.-
, . . . 
' . \ 
. � ... 
j .. 
SHIP TO 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATI. ZIP 
INVOICI TO 
ADOlESS 
CrTY, STATE. ZJP 
'. 
0 CHECK IF CONFIR�ING ORDER ONLY 
SHI' VIA 
UNIT 
PRICE 
WHEN TO SHIP 
TOTAL 
PAia 
CHARGE TO 
ACCOUNT NO. 
APPROVED BY ------------------- DATE ---
MERCHANDISE RECEIVED BY -------------- DATE ---
APPROVED FOR PAYMENT BY ------------ DATE ---
' . 
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Board of Education 
I Ism R(1bin:.on, Prc:.iJ('nt I .  Cumberland Unit  District No. 77 
.; 
Joyn• Coleman, Secretary 
Thurman "Gc:nc" Baker 
Chris byton 
Richard "Dick" Matteson 
Bill Padnck 
Lt!stcr Starwalt 
Cal l  to Order & Rol l  Cal l  
Gr('enup-kwctt· Toledo 
SCHOOL BOARD AGENDA 
CW.tBERLAND UNIT DISTRICT # 7 7  
NOVEMBER 1 8 ,  1985 
7 : 30 P . M .  
Awrov a l  of Minutes of t-1ectings o f  Novcrnb.er 1 2 ,  1985 
Present ation of B i l l s  & Pa�Tol l  
Treasure r ' s  Report 
Audi ence 
VI ." Reports and Comrnunicat ions 
t I : 
·. 
I � · 1 a .  Health, Life Safet)', Energy Survey '·t1·, . b. Power S.weeper for Snow .Removal 
� ! , � _ c .  1985 Levy .• _ ! l � · � d .  Reports from Supervi s��s · j. � p1 e .  Reports from Principa,�.�· ,q I· 
'I ! '.J Old Business " ' '  ., 
I �: JI I I 
Viii '.� New Busi.ncss 
i I 
.. 
h 
' I� • • President ' s  Prei:ogat:ive i ,, . t ' . 
· x. Adj ournment w r, . • t .  I I 
MEETING NOTICE 
. . 
] - \ 
1\-lailin!: Addie u :  
R.R. 1 J)(l): 182 
Toledo, JL 62-i6S 
GERALD D. BUCKLER 
Supcrincen<lcnt 
F. DEE WILEY 
High School Principal 
PAT SMlTH 
Elem('ntar1 Principal 
NOTICE I S  HEREBY GIVEN that the Cumberland Community Unit # 7 7  Soard of Educat ion wi l l  
, 
meet as a CofTliilittee-of-the-Whol c  Board in Execut.ive Session fol l owing the adj ournment 
of the regular meeting on Monday,  �ovcmbcr . 1 8 ,  1 985 for the purpose of considering 
� 
'I in format ion rcgardi n� negot i a t i on s .  
! la t t'<J t h i �  J :it h  <la�· o f  �ovcmhcr ,  1 98 5 .  
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31 LLS !'RESENTED TO TllE BOAIW 
NAL ru:-m 
I 
I C K .  t�O. NAME -----
1 4 4 7 7  Teachers Retirement System 
� 4 4  77 " 
l 4 4 7 7  I I  
1 44 7 7  I I  
l 44 77 " 
l 4477 . . . " 
1 4477 -" 
} 4477 I I  
1 4477 " 
22' ! 1 4477 " 
2lioj' �1 44 77 " 
io'J �1 4411 .. 
201;1 1 4478 Toledo First National Bank 
30 f , 44 79 I l  1.  Dept . of Revenue 
tl� U 4480 Village _of: .qreenup 
'2� 211 4480 · . . _ .. ,; · ·  
62- 23 4480 It 
01-.414 4481 Toledo Concrete, Inc. 
io-i!2 4482 John Cowger 
io�n2 4483 Harietta Montg011ery 
9 ,; � � · · 4�84 CUD 177 Tort 1-. Fund 
10�410 4485 J. S. · Latta Company 30��io 4486 Beckl ey-Cardy Company 
22�· I 4486 • " cl· ; • ' 
io,if �1 4487 Houghton· Mifflin Company SO!t14 4488 : �·1.i. . .  :.n· D�rector. of .� bo���· •2!21"'a 4418 · : ·1 ·� ·.- ·� ··. " · : II ;;�,:;.?.,· ... ' �1 "' '•Jr/ .: �. !� .�'-! " �· , ·' -.-� �·�'-'� · ' s·oJUo 4419 . 1f.i'J.�, __ AJii8d Recreaiional Co. 30�10 4490 . ·:� '!·· Hcillestead Pres·s · · .  
5��·2 4491 .; ::·�;�1 • ��- Arts g . .  Crafts SM21 4492 : .: '.::�:.' .. ��-r .�li�isher1 � Inc.-;: so'.:$40 . 4493 . · ·'·· �;. '. · Illini ·Suppl y : Ino .. S9�io 4494 ., '..:3:�Sii�oit.Li:Tire 
t2!uo - · 449s ·. , . .. ��('.J�.�.!!"�GUM"Top�·90oJc:i�!"�_,.!"i' It� . ,. I.; .;i, ... . .... H�410 .. 4496 · .. Jaestown . PUblishers 
51-5'0 4497 : Apple' Computer, Inc. 
12�540 4498 Midwest Visual 
01-323 4499 Warners · Off. Equip. Co. 
01-no· 4500 Haydens IGA 
19�l4 4500 . • . �·. .  . " .- . -�··;!'_,j.'., . . : '2�401 .. 500 .. ·0 ... .. . .. :;r;.,.. ti ....... '11-.. �- • .. • .. � � � • ' .. .. •I -'t. � • ' ..... ! "'�.I ; • 
s2.:.402 4500 .. ·· ' · " • 
01-41 1 4501 Scotts Building Center 
01-413 4501 ... " 
01.:.414 4501 ' • ' .  " 
01�413 4502 E. · Blankenship 6 Co. 
01-332 4503 Judy Decker 
( ovcr·l 
t�ovemher, 1 985 
DESCRIPTION 
Teachers Ret. 
" 
" 
I I  
" 
II 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Fed. W. H. Tax 
St. w·. H. Tax 
Heating 
Utilities 
C:if eteria Gas 
Concession Stand Concrete 
Homebound Mileage 
Homebound Mileage�-_::_, . . -. 
Transfer of Funds 
Supplies . 
Office Suppl.ies 
1 1 . S .  Library Books 
G . S .  Textbooks 
Unemployment Compensation 
" 
P . E .  Supplies 
Letterheads 
Art Supplies 
H. S. Textbooks 
Ai:IOIHH 
3 , 31 0 . 87 
l , � S S . 4 6  
1 0 2 . 2 6  
330.38 
8 7 . 06 
1 5 7 . 4 5  
633.20 
194.60 
63.19 
156.54 
1 53 . 33 
294 .74 
9 , 92 8 . 39 
1 , 857 .42· 
1 ., 396.25 
200.32 
30.00 
693.00 
32.40 
S . 04 
.. 1 , 195.90 . 
2 . 93 
93.32 
252.26 
196.73 
1 , 061.42" 
3�38 
7 1 . 2 1  
2 2 . 1 1  
48.57 
Desks, Tables, Cabinet , 
Dr. Ed. Gasoline 
Chalk. 
6.25 
2 , 300.86 
. �ncyclopedia� 
�-chapter I Supplies 
Chapter I Cap. Quttay 
Cassette Recorders 
Typewriter Repairs 
Home Ee. Supplies 
Coffee 
Cafeteria Food 
Cafeteria Suppl ies 
Ind. Arts Resale 
Auto Mech. Resa le 
Bldg. Trades Resale 
Auto Mech. Resale 
t.fil eage 
.. .. · 
. 34. 7.5. 
. .. .. 308·�·!>5· . 
43. 74 
1 �886.69 
353.99 
198.67 -
52.47 
20.09 
34.90 
. .  . 4 . 98 
51 .34 
1 8 . 00 
40.81 
38.77 
265 . 9 9  
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.· · . . .. . 
':� 
. · .  
. � .. 
.· 
.·· ·· . .. 
· . 
, . 
.. 
' ... . .. . '
• 
•... 
· · :··· 
-· · 
" 
_ ... :.:t.•. J. . . .... ... ' • ' . 
'1 • ..;. . ,._\ .. ! .... � · ... ·�.. 
.. 
!b&e <Wit£, 
<J'w.ei� 
Dear Student: 
� �nit :J>ufrid cNw11ber Se•,,,,.niq-s� 
�LznJ �unhJ • gfo�o, !JllimJls 611468 
g]"el,p/iont- 9a.'--' 133 
lebruary 11. 1986 
I 
./?ta/a �...LL 
dis.� P.ine1.fuaL 
dlt'1.c.J:ia !h£qtJlCM 
tou and your parent• are invited to hear· four epeakera taik on topi�• related 
to drua/alcohol abuae prevention. nie date• and speak.era are: · '?-· J 
February 25 
March 4 
March 11 
March 18 
State Trooper Sanders D . U . I .  
Carman Switzer - Drug/Alcohol Information 
Judy Brown - Addiction and the Family 
Linda Solladay - Trea�t- ·&nct Prevention 
.· 
All of tbeae are free to the public and will be held in th• high school atudy 
hall. at 7 : 00 p .  m. · · · · 
Pleaae coma out 
·�rin& a y{�iend. 
�- tt) . ·  . . �!''' . ,  
to hear the speakers, 
T A K E  H 0 M" E 
a alt que•tion•• and aupport our cause. 
P A �� N T  ·' ·� .. ·, :· \ .:.:J T O  
.• 1 
•• 
./ 
.,,. ,, ' .· 
r .  
• • I 
= I 
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l . ·  Nanae 
5- ( '-· 
�--------------------��-----
2. Address -----------------��-�-----�
3. Present Occupation_· ______________ ( Fu l l  or part time?) 
4. Place of ElllploynM!nt ----------------------
5. How long at present job --------------------
6. .,.at other jobs have you held since high school ------------
7. What high school courses most helped you in your present job -------
8. What other courses wuld hive helped you 
• 
--------------� 
9. How did. � find your job(s) _________________ _ 
10. t\iW could ·CHS hive helped you better preptre for wort ---------
11.  "'o (or ""8) 80st helped 10U decide on your career _________ _ 
12. Whlt tralnlng did you rectlvt 1fter. graduation------------ . .  
t. '  -----· -· -------------------- �---- ''::. f 13. School now lttmdlng ( Ful 1 or - �rf ti•?) ' 
lt Major field --------------------------------
15. tbf long wt l l  you attend-------------------
16. How long hive JOU attended __ ------------------ · · 
17. W.O 80st tllflu1nced 10Ul" .!.ct of �choOls --------------
18. Who (or W.lt) 80st Influenced your choice of a major field --------
19. What htgh school courses •st helped you tn college __________ .:;.;..• 
. ...  . .. ]'_ , ""- .. - - .· 
20. Whit courses could have helped you----------------
21. How could CHS hive better prepared you for col lege -----------
o: • 1nts: 
" 
'LEASE RETURll IN TH£ STAMPED'� SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE 
THANKS FOR YOUR TIME AND HELP 
. .  
<3o1n11umibJ 1/.nU 1Jlslrlci cNum6�r S, .. ;.,,11.(11-uwn 
6wJ,ulanJ <3owlb/ • ;J'o/eJo, !JlllnoiJ 6s468 
, 
• 
February 7. 1986 
g/'� 9s-'-!J'!J3 
,. ,.. . . 
�UIS. � 
all�l. !P.u.cl,..i 
oft£latl4 !biYd.. 
I .. sending 1 survey· to each graduate of the •c11ss of as• 
from c..at>erland High School . The reason for .th1s ts to get 
1nfOt"91tlon to help us better prepare our students for the 
world after high school . If .you wi l l  please .take tht time 
to ftll out the survey ·and return tt ln the enclosed envelope 
I -.aid 1PPNcl1te it. - . · . ·.'f> � 
Thank you for your help. and I hope al l  ts going wll for you • 
Str.cerely. 
!t'i�. 
QJldance Counselor 
. , 
l 
! .. " 
"· 
" "j . 
' 
, . . , 
' : 
. I 
. ' 
. ,·:·: .. .•:. \ 
.. ,-.
, 
.. 
. .  
. . 
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SURVEY OF 1985 CUMBERLAND HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES 
Sent 67 Surveys 
Received 21 Surveys 
Number working full time 6 
lh.mber vorkina part tiae 6 
Muaber School full tiae 14 
1'i.mber School part time O 
Ruaber Service 2 
Sou overlap into tvo areaa 
STUDEllTS WOKING -
Queation 17 
Natch, lcience, Knaliah, lnduatri&l Atta, laalth Oc�ioD.a, PW»lic 
lp1·lg1n1, Bcaeamica, ill buaiwe coara•, tradee, arr, computer, 
aociolo17 
Queation 18 
Office procedur••• Phyaica, q, ce.lculua, a 1 .... c cl•• • public 
relattona, uth, electrontca, tniJll, �� Wri.ca. 
Q!l!ation 110 
More occupational inforaation, .U. •NrJDll. tMa CWT, vork 
..,_.1ace, .on UM in buaiaw ,np-. .._. a  Mtter cheaiatry· 
cl.u•• more ap-iculture clu-. _.. .. e, a 'tabs cl.u••· 
i'i\iD&lll IR COLI.BG! 
�. � �� -,�... �i. 
� 
Qu!ation 119 
haine••• calculua ,· biolo11, camputer, ecODG11.ice • acience, hiatory, .. th, 
laaltah,. apaaiah, .Public epe•k"•• phfaica, cbmi.cry .. 
� t • -� - ,_.. • 
Qu!!tion 120 
{' .... .... ......... -- - . 
lociol017, accountina, w•ina••• more inteDM ID&li•b, a..tatry· II, 
aore aocial atucU.aa cour•••• vrittna cour•• · u .. of I.IM, compoaition, 
better cheaiatry, apellina and ar-.r • ..trica, other computer languaa••· 
gueation 121 · . ""-More aer·chandi•ina clu .. •, more humanity ci ..... ,· · atreaaesi.Aaath and 
Enaliah more, Offer more busineaa. coureea, More writing courses, 
Be acre. demanding in courses, Provide a college ataoaphere, lighten 
up on discipline and tighten down on grade requirements, More college/ 
Scholarahip information, a 1110ney-tD&nagement class, Make students 
realize that after high school its the real world • 
) 
I I 
( 
r 
,, 
·. . . . . 
• 
170 
&naliah cour .. a were aood, but need to be more d-.anding. Heed 
to be 110re deeending in all aubjecta. Teachers need to listen 
to atudata point• of view. Get information from preaent 
coll .. • �\ldesat• to - give to aeniora plannina to attend coll•&•· 
"I w181a I were back'� -•ot been out of school 10111 enoup to c• mant • 
• < 
� . .  
. . • .. 
-I ' ., ... -� ........ j 
. . � .... 
.. � . 
� 
. ... ... . 
)! 
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May 28, 1986 
T..cbera: 
Thia survey vu Milt out to all 1985 graduate• 
on Pe))ru.ary 7,  1916. Aloaa with. the aurvey we included. 
a co.er lett.r, and a .u.ped eanelope to return the aurvey 
in. Stnr-...- SUneJ• were .HDt � ·  and by April 29 only 
1 had bee returned. Tweat)=on• of 67 i• . l••• than 1/3 
upoDU.q. Thia 1a DOt a lara• ..,,,.,ah percmt•a• of th• 
.... 1. to ao. � or  9111& tlae fiMiq• are valid. Al�, · 
the laqeK mabft of nc.Mcl ane,a were tram Rudat• 
attendina achool. Tb«refon, 110at inforaation 1• relative 
to preparina sraduatea for further achooU.q and not for 
the world of work. 
1 . t1d"" tber• ..,. M ... food for thouabt 1Jl w of 
tbe 1Df�1- npplied ..... •••••;r, 1 doll't feel �· � 
-11 mtMJBt of infOl'lllltiMa received 1a aciequat• to ··· 
jutify 1111.7 .. jor chaa•• iD our curriculum •• a reault 
of thi• intormation. 
I •· lettiq yoa •• tlda -� an4 the r�t8' . 
ao you can at leaat •• what 1Dfo  waa received, 
7' • 
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173 � - \ 
I f ,  because of emergencies, changes become necessary w i t h i n  the 
si xty-day period, the affected teacher sha 1 1  be notified and 
consulted as promptly as poss i b l e .  Extra ·curricular duty wi l l  
be assigned as soon as possible. 
3 . s  Pupi l Problems 
The parti es · agree that the empl oyee has respons1 b 1 1 1ty for the 
mai ntenance of d i sc i p l i ne within the school setti ng .  The Board, 
however, recogn 1 zes 1 ts respon s i b 1 1 1  ty to support the emp 1 oyee 
and adm1n1 strat1 on i n  the maintenance of control and disc1 pl1ne. 
ARTICLE IV 
Efll>LOYEE EVALUATION 
4 . 1  Non-tenured 111ployees should be eval uated a •in1 ... of two t 1  .. s 
1n each school year . Tenured employees aay be evaluated . a 
•in1 .. of one time a year. ··- !1: . 
4. 2  Within a reasonable period of· time after the begiM1ftl of each 
school year. the adll1n1 stration shall acquaint •Kii 911pl oyee 
under said supervisor ' s  supervision with · the evaluation 
procedures, standards, and instruments. No evaluat10ft _.., take 
place until such orientation has been cQ11pleted. ; ·.· 
., .  ' ... " ' . . .. 
4.3 . ' The·· act11n1str1tor shall evaluate each emplo191· 1• · wr1t1ng. · £1eh 
forul evaluation shall be preceded by an in:.c11ss ob�ervtt1on 
of the e11p 1 oyee' s perf onunce. · . · · 
. 4. 4  The eval uator shall have a meeting with the 911Ployee within ten 
(10) days fol l owing the evaluation to discuss the evaluation • 
.. 
· 4.5 �, The building principal shall point out specific prob1 ... · 1f they 
exi·st, and give constructive advice to a1d the correction of 
these problems. The final responsi b i l ity to correct these 
problems rests with the teacher. 
·· , .. ... · 4.6 :,,.,"TM""�t11P1oyee · shall have . the right with.i n  a ··two ••k pertod to 
attach an expl anation to any evaluat1ons ·or other aater1als that 
are pl aced i n  the 911Pl oyee ' s  file. 
· 4. 7  All empl oyee material to be pl aced i n  the employee' s  f i l e  will  
be initi aled by the 1111ployee and a copy given t� the employee. 
4.8 Not l ater than s1 xty (60) days before the end of the school 
year, the adlll1n1strator shall complete a written evaluation 
report and Make reconmendations as to re-empl oyment for each 
non-tenured employee. The adm1n1 strat1on wi l l  · d i scuss this 
reconmendat1on with the empl oyee. 
4 
.. . . 
. � . . 
I.  NAME 
sa«X>L 
DATE 
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CUMBERLAND CCMl.JNITY UNIT 177 
TEACHER EVALUATION FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
------
- · -
-------- ...... .. 
- ,. -
: ; .: . 
II. PIOFESSIONAL �IVITIES OBSERVED : 
·.\., 
- ' 
�· ..... .... .; . . 
_______ ....... __ '· �-· ---"· � ·, ; -----------------
ll&JICT 
----------------------------------------------------------------
M:l'IYITY . . . , . ... , ... ' ' "" ' .  
-----------------------------------------------------------------
, ,  
• 
... ,..... .. . ..  
IYAWAroR : 
... � 
POIITIC*: 
;_. 
TIJm 
-------
.,': ..!· • 
' <ltf -4• · - ,,. .. .  � �· ·" --:.· �. � • ._ ,., ,:._ t.1 ... J;:,• e •• L 
. ·. 
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CU8ERLAND CCIMJNITY UNIT 177 
Tf.ACIER EV AUJATION 
One of .the 110St iaportant obliaations of the teaching profession is the 
development and i11pleaentation of an instructional prograa tha� meets . 
realistic:. 10cietal needs of all boys and 1irls. Personnel who can carry 
out these responsibilities liuSt be employed. Soae type of evaluation 
becomes a necessary part of the instructional pro1ram to uke certain 
that the performnc:e of the personnel is aeetin& the expected 1oals of 
.. ,.,. 
th• instructional proaraa • 
.. .... .. 
• 
Th• purpoM of this evaluation instrument is to provide a Mthod to allow 
both the teacher and the administrator an opportunity to discuss existina 
practices ad proceclures in an att.empt tt> help develop or recopiz• aood 
... .. - . "' - . . 
teecht .. processes. develop further skills in the vork and arc>Wth _of the . 
-� � pupils . ... prallOt• the best relationship in the faculty operation. · . 
Tills iastnmilat is .. sisned to stillulat• a cooperati�• analysis concernina 
. . 
• •' ' • • " -· ' ; •·f' " 1; I 
die t•ct.fts• · Ciiatrlliutlon to the total school co-.mity and to allow . . · . . .. � i> _,., -! f.;.;;t..,.-... • •• : ,. .. • \• .. .. .
laterclt191!.:- Miwe8 ·the teacher and th• adainistrator u an . opportunity to 
discuss and possibly plan effective ways in which .professional growth 
ca ccmtlaue• The desired outcoae of teacher evaluation should always be . 
. '\ ... .  .-� .. 
illprov•••t of. tile , bsnuctional prosra for the benefit of all the studeats-:-�: :;.:=:• . . .  ' ;.a.:;..:.. .� � ... ;.3� . .. \ 
in the ell strict. - · 
. . .. . ; 
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CllCBERLAND CCMruNITY UNIT 177 
TEAOIER EVALUATION PROCESS 
1. Non-tenure - Each non-tenure teacher will be visited and evaluated 
by th� ad:ainistrator �t least twico per yea� • 
. 
2 • .  Tenure - Each tenure teacher may be visited and evaluated by the 
aclainistrator at least on�e per year. 
s. After each evaluation is completed, the evaluator sbAll cliscuss the 
re8Ult• with the person bein1 evaluated. The oriaiul ccmpleted 
naluatioa fon shall be plac9d on file in the teK.Mr personnel 
file in the unit office and a copy aiven to ·th• teacher • 
. 4 .... Witldn a reasonable period of tim after the becinnlnc of •ch school 
year, tJae adainistration shall ac�1•i•t each .-ployee under .� � · 
..,.rrlsor • s . supervision with the evaluation pr0ce4ures, standards, 
Dd �siruments. No evaluation uy take place until such orientation 
ks "- cmpleted. 
SI . ..  
-.r:-·­., . 
. 
� ... ' 
177 
Exph.nation: Place a circle around the rating dee�ed most appropriate. Zero 
rating on any item requires suggcstion (s) for improvement. Items 
not rated means evaluator does not have sufficient information to 
give a rating at this time. 
I. DUTIES 
A. Adheres to all requirements of Illinois School Code, 
Chapter 122: Article 24. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Comment (optional) 
II. OTIIER DtrrIES 
A. Program 
1 .  QJIUUCUUIC. lnow and be SUided by the curriculum 
guides of the district and the school • • • • • • • • 
2 .  LESS<lf PLANS. Maintain a plan book of daily and tmit 
instruction based on district cunicuh.un guides, and 
••raency plans in the event �f illness • • • • • • • 
3. OIJBCTIVES. Establish and ComllU1licate to students 
we11-d.9finecl objectives for each unit of work, includ­
in1 related projects and activities • • • • • • • • • 
. 
4 • .  INSTIUCTION. Be responsible for an instructional 
preara and the. utilization of teaching methods which 
eoasider theriDclividU&l "neecls, interests,  abilities, 
a1Ml .. turity levels of the students, including 
tutorial services • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
B. Staff 
1 .  IEETINGS, TRAINING. Attend staff meetings and 
4istrict in�service trainin1 programs • • • • • • • • 
2 .  COMMITrEES. Serve on committees as requested • • • • 
3. SQiOOL ACTIVITIES. Be responsible for discharging 
whatever instructional and non-instructional school­
related activities may be assigned, e . g . , playground, 
lunchrooa, study hal l ,  etc. (Teaneck decision) • • •  
3 . 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
. 
3 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
, 
3 2' .1 0 
3 2 l '  0 
3 2 :.. 0 
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D. Operat ions 
1 .  
2. 
3. 
POLICIES, REGULATIONS . Know and observe the 
policies and regulations of the district • • • • • • 
PUPIL Ail'ENDAHCE, TARDINESS. Keep records of pupil 
attendance and tardiness and advise Principal of 
excessive absence or tardiness • • • • • • • • • • • 
INJURY, ILLNESS. Report to the Principal and nurse 
any injury or il lness to a student or self which 
occurs within school jurisdiction • • • • • • • • 
4.  ABSENCE. Advise adainistration as promptly as 
s. 
: possible prior to absence from school ,  and durin1 
school day do not absent self from classroom leavin1 
•students without supervision • • • • • • • • • • • • 
IOOIS, SUPPLIES. Account for books and supplies and 
keep requisite records of their quantity and con­
dition . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6. ID•EWPING. Observe propu housekeepina procedures 
ll8d safety practices in · teepin1 with buildin1 
reau.lations • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
7. PHYSICAL PLANT. Advise adainistration prOllptly when­
ever an unsafe buildina ·condition is obsened in 
class or . school • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I. QICPLETION OP DAILY Dtrl'IES. Al, required, r-in in 
sclaool after disaissal of students for as �ona as 
aeceasary to complete daily duties, attend aeetin&s, 
hdld parent conferences, etc . . . . . . . .. . . . .  . 
. ,, .... . 
I. ••IGIDl:Y PIOCEDURES. .... school resulations 
Npnliq�•er1ency proc.ares prior to school day • 
.. ··"' •· -10. ATT!NDANC!. Report to wort daily at ti.Iles assipecl 
by the adllinistntion and reu.in on duty . throu1h tiae 
prescribff 1!IJ tract • • • • · 
; ; : •" . ' .. �  �,.....-��·fl'.r;-� .. '.�I ---
.� ... �� 
1 .  COLL!CT STUDENT MONIES. Collect student fees, fines, 
..Un frca student contributions, etc. ,  as required, 
keepin1 requisite records and submitting J10nies and 
records to the_ .�..ili�i.P..•l--1 • • • • ,_ �· -�- _. _ • . • • • 
,,.,,. . .  
��iona� <r.'.'.: •. ;:" - ·  " · · · 
• '�: .J • 1"" .• �·�-·:: ·, 
J. _ .,,.....  �. ..,, ..... ... , ..... -. ... . . . . , 
, . , ......... · - ---' 
.. 
·-- ---··--- ·· -- ---
• f'"" .. .,.�, ' .  � " . .. .. . 
3 i 0 
3 2 t 0 
3 2 1 0 
2 1 0 
3 2 f 0 
' 
3 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
' 
3 J. 1 0 
� 
3 2 1 0 
2 1 0 
l "' 1 0 • 
.. 
c. 
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4 .  SUPERVISION, EVALUATION. Supervise and provi�e work 
assi1mnents to teacher aides and/or student teachers 
working under his/her direction, and evaluate their 
perfol'll&Jlce when requested to do so • • • • • • • • • . 
S .  CONFER WI'Ili STAFF MEMBERS. Confer with other staff 
aeabers regardin1 their own experience with a given 
student durin1 plannin& time provided by the Board. 
· Participate in 1rade level teacher/adviser con­
ferences as scheduled by the Principal or his 
desianee • • . - . - -- • . . . . . . • • • • • • 
Students 
1. EVAWATION. Evaluate individual student progress on 
a reaular basis and keep requi•ite records consistent 
witll tbe area in which he is enaaged and as defined 
� tlll9 Principal • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
2. IEP<ltTS. Provide written student progress reports 
to adainistration on • reaular basis • • • • • • • • 
J. HEALnt AHO WELFARE. Tate all reasonable measures to 
ass.re student health ancl safety, being alert to 
unusual aental or physical condition of students and 
referrina these to teacher/adviser or guidance 
c:o.mHlor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4. · LIAIKING DISABILITIES. When learning disabilities 
an suspected, advise teacher/adviser, request 
CGIUSUltaticm with staff specialists , and provide each 
ncll stadat with a desipated program of instruction 
._ tllis i s  the rec�•ended rmdial measure • • • •  
s. <XllDUCT. le responsible for conduct of the students 
la la.ls/her 4irect chars•, and for assumin1 authority, 
as wanmt .. , over oiher students in such areas as 
9Cllool corridors, cafeteria, asaeablies, or during 
.,.y.fl'Oll-school evenis • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •  
6 .  l!INPOltCEtiENT. Provide instructional reinforcement . 
for individual students as required • • • • • • • • • 
7. CONP!IENCES. When deeaed necessary, hold conferences 
with individual students and parents in conjunction 
with teacher/adviser function • • • •  ,. • • • . •  • • • 
I. Perform the Teacher/Advisor functions • • . • . . • •  
� " ...... .¢'"7" •• : .. :.._;_•r., - -- • .. --- -
. ' .··· ·  ...... Callment (optional � - - . . - - · -- ---.-- , -.-- ; . �"'fJ!YlJJ'�' J I. .�;;.:.., t.1 .... ,;,·�)�.:; �· . .. M�,\. :·�· . ,,;.� ·. · �' I ' •� ..,,."f. �· t'1°' ·' ' � \.� �� ...... , ... c.., �-�·:IO o o n, .,  .,. .. o '  . "'f�l�I · . . .. ., .J. . ' · ., t . . m�·�·•l'.,_1.,•,.:.., .. "·., I " 1�'"\.J 1°' ' !· \ �d�e·«.,.f') """-'• ,_., __ . l �M·l ... ,., ..... .., ...... , .. _ i ' t  ',, I ._.. ·-·•• �·�� - . 
3 2 l 0 
3 2 1 0 
3 0 
I 
3 2 l 0 
3 2 1 0 
> 
3 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
3 2 .Y' 0 
I • 
. . ..  . 
F .  
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Public Relations 
1 .  PARENT CONFERENCES. Meet with parents periodicall y ,  
or at other times as required, to 
needs and progress • . • • . . • 
2 .  INTERPRETATION. Interpret school 
programs to students and parents 
Conunent (optional) 
III.  REC<»llEHDATimr. 
... . . ..  
.I - : • • :_.. .. 
advise on student 
• . . . • • . 
policies and 
. • . . . . . 
>-c:: c 
t- f � z 0 UJ t.i.: - ..J ci:: ..J Cl) Ul w -� u f-:::> >< < Cl) UJ V) 
3 2 1 
3 2 1 
received a copy and does not 
content . 
Evaluator's Signature/bate 
. ... 
. .::. · - ·  " .r-
Teacher ' s  Signature/Date 
' 
:• .... 
I ,t•:� ' ,. 
0 � 
\o .. 
u < L:.. V) ..... 
f-< Cl) z :::> 
0 
0 
. ."r'' 
,� �·� 
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�1. f 
Ret irement 
I lea l th Insurance 
Travel 
Du es 
Speech Sal ar)' 
Retirement 
Hea l t h  Insurance 
182 
(,� , 00 0 . vO 
5 , 5 00 . 00 
1 , 920 . 00 
s o . oo 
3 , 00 0 . 00 
1 6 , 2 00 . 00 
1 ,400. 00 
4 8 0 . 00 
2 1 1  
220 
332 . 
'600 
· 1 1 0  
211 
220 
·411 
·1 1 0  
214 
· l l O  
2 1 1  
220 
323 
332 
4 1 0  
4 1 1  
412 
413 
4 1 4  
415 
540 
319 
3191 
332 
490 
410 
4 1 0  
Title I Expenses 7 5 , 000.00 
Multiple Imp. Aide Salary S , S00.00 
• 
Unemp. Co•p. 
Vocational Salaries 
Retirement 
Health Insurance 
Contractual Serv. 
Travel 
Supplies 
Ind. Arts Resale 
Ag. Resal e 
Auto Mech. Resale 
Building Trades Resale 
�pecial Vocational Grant 
Capital Outlay 
' 
Ath. Contractual Serv. 
. 129,000.00 
1 1 ,500 . 00 
4 , 000.00 
2 , 000�00 
750.00 
9,000.00 
l,S00.00 
.... -----------
. 1 , 000;00 
1 8 ; 000.00 
1 , 700.00 
4 , 000. 00 . . 
Ticket Takers, Chap: , etc. 
s, 000.00 
4 , 00 0 . 00 
1 , S00. 00 
s , soo.oo 
3 # 000.00 -
7 , 000.00 
Travel 
Other 
Suppl ies (El cm . )  :-- �. 
Supplies (High School )  
4 1 1  Booster Club Contin,cncy 
RTING SERVICES 
1 1 0  Attcndan�c Salaries 
220 Health Insurance 
4 1 0  Suppl i c s  
1 1 0  Guiuancc Sal ary 
2 1 1  Retirement 
Z20 · Ilea l th Insurance 
� ! 2  Tcstin� l·l:1 t c ri a l s  
2 1 # 00 0 . 00 
960.00 
750.00 
40,7CO. OO 
3 , 54 0 . 00 
960 . 00 
2 , 000. 00 
• / - r 
If ?Yl 
;_,,  
11:3-' 
4 t210 
) 
------ . i� SJ?:, 
��� 1 &Jj«!-f 
---Jioo��..E.....3!�-+ i 
_;_,........_____( �.-;!o -) 
:J --'-j .s-s-o {12:/' 
.-?:z.--..r_o -
. 7 ;ltJ t) -�----
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1986-87 ATHLETIC BUDGET 
III. SUPPLl!S/HATEJllALS 
1 
Avard a 
Travel 
$2,000 
2, 500 
luppli.e• -
lat ... - 1· 12 
Shill Guard• - 1 36 
lattiaa bal.aeta - 2 24 
11rat � aitt - 1 40 
lall � - 1 12 
Cacc:Mr • beble� � 1 45 
\ie.ttiae t.. - 2 50 
tlKer MU1.. - 4 Mte 36 
vUK1ee·;;. 12 12 
practice jer..,.a - 20 120 
Poeq C.. tM»ar• - 1 12 
Pr�ice Uort• - 30 110 
•.Us.ii" ..... par - 11 llO 
--� . -: . 10 '° 
r11t-.e11 a1H1M • , ... -10 210 
••lt1r .... - 6 360 
. . 
... 1cal (! ...  pre-wrap .  
� l etc.) 
... ... ,,. 
11-11:·1:- airl• .. •f.aa 
13-Jr. 81P • •·•· 
reocNlla - 4 
.... ball. ..... I. • c.s. 72 
lef&:NU�.a·.� ., 0.1.· .36 
. .. ........... . . .  � ...... .... �_ ..... 
.. ..... . ·2 
lc.etteoka - 15 
22 Cal. lleelrs 6 �. 
kop 1'Kc:Ma - 2 
track acore e&Na-4 
leftkll ' .... .i1 a.c.-t 
c.c�·· attt-1 
lafety Ml.19-2 4oa. 
IOO 
7SO 
500 
200 
240 
120 
36 
4.5 
25 
50 
12 
360 
JO 
' 60 
• • 167 
.. 
--1. PUaCllASED SEltVlCES 
a.coaditionin& 
Vreatlina Mat 
rooe�l 14ui,..nt 
laf KM• 
Ticket Takara, Tillers, 
6 CroiR Control 
Cliaica 
�ry , ... 
11. C:On& OUTLAY 
.... pboDe Mt 
,... "°" ..., 
I ....... , ... 
l.it 9Mk 
fUilt"• KrMD 
� Case  
••••"':· . , .. . ' 
hle T-1t lt&Marda 
tllspt Mt 
· �  
t Uaifor.. 
,� .. .. �..i1 
c:; I • .  Tou.,Nll. 
a.a. Croa• Country 
•••• Pooekll 
8.1. Ctrla ... tratball 
·�·· ..,. ···••tball 
•••• loftNll 
:? . 
184, 
1986-87 ATHLETIC BUDGET 
$1, 500 
l,000 
6,000 
4,000 
1,000 
500 
$14,000 
• 300 
175 
250 
75 
110 
250 
65 
300 
300 
240 
4.50 
360 
120 
800 
360 
700 
450 
ts.sos 
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Vol. 8 ,  No . 1 Serving the Count ies of Clark, Co les , Cumberland, 
Edgar ,  Mou l t r i e ,  and Shelby 1986-�7 S.chool Year 
Welcome 
Back to 
School 
WELCOME TO THE 
1 986-87 SCHOOL Y!AR ! ! 
Teachers are , of course ,  the most important 
part of the work of educat ion in Clark , Co l e s ,  
Cumberland, Edgar, Mou l t r i e ,  and Shelby Coun­
t i e s .  However ,  very important , too, are ad­
ministrators, school bus drivers , secretarie s ,  
food service personne l ,  custodians , maintenance 
people , a i de s ,  e t c .  Important a lso are school 
board members who make those decis ions that 
make pos s ib l e  the d a i l y  operat ions of our 
schoo l s .  
We , in your regional school off i c e ,  are 
committed to giving you the service you have 
come to expect from us . The words of Aris­
t o t l e  emphasize that commitment : "Those who 
educate chi ldren we l l  are more to be honored 
than even their parents for these only give 
l i f e ,  those , the art of l iving wel l . "  We 
want to do our best t o  see that our t iny por­
tion of the world w i l l  be the better for our 
work in i t .  Tha t ,  after a l l ,  is our reason 
for being here---the welfare 'oj. each c h i l d  
and young person whom we can inf luence . 
I am pleased to report to you that the 
funding for the eighteen educational service 
centers in I l l inois was continued for another 
year. Because there were so many uncertainties last year, our funding prima r i ly went 
to support activites planned by others such as the Reading Conference, Math Conference ,  
Science Workshop, Computer Workshops ,  e t c .  and the summer workshops for teachers very 
hast i l y ,  but very wel l-planned, by Jo Ann La i b l e .  With my assistant , John McNary , 
acting as coordinator and the cooperat ion of Regional Superintendent Jim S t a f f ,  we 
strained our space and staff to see that our Center set a f i rm foundation. The centers 
by law are t o  accompl ish the fol lowing: to provide a variety of inservice and s t a f f  
deve lopment opportunities (required areas a r e  comput e r  education, g i f t e d  educat ion, 
mathema t i c s ,  reading, and science) and to serve as a c lear inghouse for educational 
information and research. 
I am the administrat ive agent , and Jim Staff is the cooperating regiona l superinten­
dent for the Mid-I l l inois Educational Service Center #1 5 ,  a n ine-county area . Jim and 
I continue t o  function in the elected, regulatory posit ions of regional superintendents 
in our respective regions. This has not chanEed but is only enriched by the service 
co�ing via our Center to our regions . Our Center is now located at 701 Monroe on the 
Charleston square . The phone number is 2 1 7-348-0951 .  The staff w i l l  be continuing 
under the leadership of John PeTkins , the new coordinator, and Mark Myers, h i s  a s s istan t .  
Perhaps our work could be characterized as a team working together t o  make the 
wagon whee l s  turn as education moves forward. 
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l�·OJ ·· en 
READING IN THE MALL 
- - -v 
On November 8 ,  1986, the East Central - Eastern I l l inois University Reading Counc i l ,  
together with Mattoon and Charleston· School District s ,  Mattoon and Charleston public 
librarie s ,  and Roae Mary Shepherd ' s  offic e ,  w i l l  host READING IN THE MALL. The event 
w i l l  take place i n  the main corridor of the Cross County Mal l  from 10 AM�l PM. 
Many activities are being p l anned for the ce lebration of reading. Teachers who have 
reading projects for presentation and display may reserve space in the Mal l  on forms 
available from Reading Counci l  building representat ives or from Dr . Carol Helwig, EIU, 
217-581-5728. Children can win prizes for their costumes by participating in the 
Storybook Bal l  at noon. Look for flyers announcing deta i l s . 
*************************************************** * ***************************** 
ANSWERS TO TRIVIA QUESTIONS : 1 .  Chemist A general meeting of the East Central-
Charles Alderton named his drink after EIU Reading Counci l  wi U be held Septem-
the father of a g i r l  he was dating, Dr . ber 1 5 ,  1986, at 6 : 30 PM io the Old Ball-
Charles Kenneth Pepper. 2 .  ·James Gar- room, EIU Union. Dr . Jim C�er; SIU-E, 
field,  Harry Truman , and Gerald Ford. 3 .  w i l l  speak on "Critical Thinking for 
He is the skier shown going off the Reading Comprehension." For dinner reser-
of the ski j ump in the introduction vation s ,  contact your building Counc i l  
"Wide World o f  Sport s . "  representative or Jan Fischer, 2 1 7-345-
************************************ ***** 6018 (schoo l )  or 2 1 7-345-9207 (home ) .  
"Catch on to Comprehension" w i l l  b the ******************************************* 
theme of the 22nd Annual East Central-E 
Reading Conference to be held in the EIU vie _stage s tamp 
Union on Friday, October 10, 1986 , from adds one-tenth of one calorie to your in-
8 AM to 1 2 : 3 0  PM. This year ' s  keynote take. (Can you imagine what l i cking an 
speaker w i l l  be D r .  Rita Bean from the envelope adds ? ! ? ) 
University of P i t tsburgh. In her pcesen- ******************************************* 
tation, entitled "Teaching Reading Compre- The I l l inois Counc i l  of Teachers of 
hens ion: Why , What , and How , "  she w i l l  Mathematics w i l l  have their 38th Annual 
focus on suggest ions for the classroom Meeting on October 3 1  and November 1 ,  1986 , 
teacher, at the University of I l l inoi s ,  I l l ini 
In addition to the keynote addre s s ,  Union, with the theme , "Better Teaching, 
there w i l l  be two strands of idea-packed Better Mathema t ic s :  The Perfect Mix for 
sma l l  group presentations given by public ' 86 . " 
school and university personne l .  A vari- ******************************************* 
ety of topics w i l l  be covered including MATH CONFERENCE --- MARCH 1 9 ,  1 98 7 .  
the u s e  o f  •ictoeoroputers i n  reading in- *******''r****-1:*****-J:****-l:**,h'r-t:*>hh'r**-::**'':-t ,'r** 
struction. Time w i l l  be a l located for BE ON THE LOOK OUT . . .  
browsing in a large book exhibit area . . 
Whe 80 it i l l  b � �� . . . for the f i r s t  i s sue o f  News N o t e s  from • re me ems w e on r :::::::::---... . # 5 1 1 
detai l s ,  c a l l  Grac e Nunn t 21 7-581-5728:'· ' S e r v i c e  Cen t e r  1 ! · · 
REGIONAL INSTITUTE DAY 
October 1 0 ,  1986 
There are many opportunities ava i lable 
to teachers and administrators in our 
188 
wi l l  be Pame la J .  Block, project director 
of the Northwest Suburban Career Coopera­
t ive . She w i l l  .review what they have 
done in their cooperative in regard to 
the development of task l is t s  for educa­
t ion for employment . Then, i f  t ime per-region. 
. 
m i t s ,  short meetings for occupational pro-
) SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS'. WORKSHOP---The�am comroittee me�bers!.i l l beo held. 
workshop will be held at Charleston High " L..\� � 
School in the auditorium from 8 : 00-l : OO PH .  GAR COUNTY fNs'TITUTE DAY--f.Verne Bear) 
All special education personnel are invi- Superintendent of Crestwood School Dis-
ted to attend. Regular educators are a l s o  trict , gives the fol lowing areas a s  topics ,..-\, 
·invited but are limited to five per dis- of the county institute i n  Paris : Ken · 0  
trict • . Reservations can be made by con- Hodge , sports psychology ; Topper Steinman , {\� O  
tacting Sandra Baker a t  2 1 7-235-0551 junior high behavior; Darlene Goodman • "H k 
' 
· a e It-Take I t ; "  Hark Myer s ,  computers; ,)\)· 
EAST CENTRAL-EIU READING CONFERENCE---The Jack Tay lor , school law; Doris Henderson , \ � ·  
conference i s  at Martin Luther King, Jr. e lementary phys ical education; Sally 
Student Union on Eastern·• s  campus . Please Tucker ,  t ime on task; B i l l  Kirk, stress 
see the article on page 3 ��a i ;., . management ; and sma l l  group panel dis-
'JO , 
{ '  . , 
� cuss ions on kindergarten. A limited 
' 1  l ; . 
KATH WORKSHOP-�The workshop w i l l  be held number may attend who teach outside Edgar 
. at Charleston Junior High School in rooms County, but reservations must be made on 
150 and 1 5 1 .  Please use the east parking a first-come bas i s .  Phone 465-5391 for 
lot and the east door. Please pre-regis- a reservation if you teach outside Edgar 
ter by calling Jo Ann or Jo at the Service County. Al� ��" ��A ,t 
Center at �-0951 by September 3 0 .  There l(. r-- �' 
wi l l  be a K-4 sess ion on problem-solving SOME DISTRICTS ARE HAVIttc THEIR OWN IN-
! in e lementary school mathematics with Dr. STITUTE DAY PROGRAMS. We hope, however ,  
Edna Bazik, Mathemat ics Department , EIU, that some teachers will be . �l� to take 
and a 5-8 session on problem-solving via advantage of these opportun i t i e s .  
participatory activities with D r .  Gene 
Dolson, Mathematics Departmen t ,  EIU. There 
w i l l  be a limit in participant s ,  so regis­
ter now. 
·� ..:... ' -
WRITING WORKSHOP---The workshop w i l l  be 
held in Mattoon with the specific place to 
be announced later. This is for high 
_s=hool teachers wishing for solutions to 
paper load and other instructional tasks. 
Please call Jo Ann or Jo at the Service 
Center at 348-0951 by September 30. 
VOCATIONAL WORKSHOP�-All vocat ional in-
structors in our region are invited 
along with any counselors who wish to at­
tend. It will begin at 9 : 00 AM at Mattoon 
High Schoo l .  One speaker w i l l  be D r .  John 
Kli t ,  manager of program approval and eval­
uation unit for DAVTE. He w i l l  speak in 
regard to development and p lanning a pro­
ject in order to carry out the new adopted 
, policy of ISBE in regard to education for 
employment and future plans for vocational 
education in the future. Another speaker 
ATTENTION ALL TEACHERS ! !  
Applicat ions for mini-grants of $5i• 
to any single applicant are ava ilable 
from each district administrat ive office 
as well as from this office. Priority 
areas are math�ma t i c s ,  reading, science, 
and gifted education, All proposals must 
be received by the Champa ign-Ford Regional 
School Office by 4 : 30 PM , Friday, Septem­
ber 2 6 ,  1986. El igible applicants include 
local educational agencies (public and 
non-publ ic ) ,  educational service region s ,  
and institut ions o f  higher education for 
the benefit of K-12 students .  
* * * * * Be watching for more information 
regarding Madeline Hunter ' s  arrival to our 
area this sprin • * * * * * ·.: :: ·:: -.: .. ,. :: -.. 
J 3 () 0 
·, 
�. 
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OCTOBER 10 - WORKSHOPS 
. \ 
Pick the one you will attend and put a note in my mail bo.x 
at the grade school or high school. I must have your choice by 
September 10; ao I can reserve space for you. After the institute 
I need your evaluation to put on file for our records. 
Thank you. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION WORKSHOP -
Charleaton High School Auditorium - 8 : 00 - 1 :00 
READING CONFERENCE 
E . I . U .  Union - 8 : 00 - 1 : 00 
MATH WORKSHOP (K-8 Teachers) 
Charleston Jr. High School - (Rooms 150 & 151) 
WRITING WORKSHOP (High School Teachers) 
At Mattoon with place and time announced later 
VOCATIONAL WORKSHOP 
Mattoon High School - 9 : 00 a.m. 
The following workshops are at Paris High School beginning at 9 : 00 
and ending at 12:30. Each person needs to sign up for three choices. 
SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY 
Jll. HIGH BEHAVIOR 
''MA.ICE-IT - TAKE-IT" 
COMPUTERS 
SCHOOL LAW 
ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
TIME-ON-TASK 
STRESS MANAGEMENT 
SMALL GROUPS IN KINDERGARTEN 
IDEA SHARING FOR GRADES K-5 
After I have everyone registered for workshops I will get more infor­
mation about directions, place s ,  times, etc. Feel free to contact 
me about any questions you may have. 
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TO: A ll  Teachers 
FROM: Rick Manuel l 
DATE: September 1 7 ,  1986 
SUBJECT: October 10  Workshops 
Here are the names of people attending the various workshops 
during the Institute Day. · Perhaps this wi l l  help you with , 
car pool ing as wel l  as finding the location of your workshop. 
There i s  no reason to report to CUMberland that day, but I 
wi l l  need some feed6ack on the workshops when you get back. 
Also, please bring materials or Ideas back and share them 
with other teachers. I think we can help each other by 
bringing back information as we attend various workshops 
this year. My goal i s  for every teacher to attend one 
workshop thi s  year (money permitting ) and bring back use-
ful i nfonnation to share. 
Thank you. 
Spec ial  Education - Charleston H.S.  Auditorium - 8 : 00 - 1 : 00 · �- � 
Deanna Pease 
Kathy Beavers 
Roger Anderson 
Reading Conference - EIU Union - 8 : 00 - 1 :00 
Math Workshop 
ttoon High school - 9 : 00 - 1 : 00 
' port to the office 
Ruth Ann Finley J..J"" .. � "11""-' '""•�'TJ•-•'" / Alice Throneburg Margaret Garner 
Sharon Hutton Ji l l  Landers 
Lou i se Jones Cheryl Venatta 
Jean Winkler Diane Ettelbrick 
Sharon Connel ly Javetta Kemper 
Paula Gabel Linda Inman 
Rosalee Chancel lor Janet Cox 
Tom Fi nley Kay Everhart 
Charleston Jr. 
8 : 30 - 1 : 00 
Marsha lee 
Marl lyn Scott 
Tanny Beck 
High School - Rooms 150-151 
Use east door 
Janeice Al l i son 
Darrel l Starwa l t  
Pmy �rphy 
Writing Workshop 
0 -..) 
I Mattoon Board Office 
. 100 North 22nd & Western - 8:30 - 1 : 00 
1 e Throneburg 
rolyn Barbour 
irley Gowler 
Ol" M; 1 1  Cl"' 
George Reisner 
Judy Decker 
Ron Veach 
Marje Jackson 
\ Corinne Thomley 
r>"h . lnh" �nn 
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PARIS HIGH SCHOOL - 300 South Main St. - 9 : 00 - 1 2 : 30 
Parking i s  a problem - Good luck 
Park near the school where you can. 
Enter the east main door. · 
Time on Task 
John Graves 
Adrian Jones 
Lynne Carre 1 1  
Jim Mi l ler 
David Biggs 
Etta Weeks 
Susan Hiddle 
,·��, C�• l\ ; 
Stress Management 
Brad Hatf i l  1 
Gayle Carrel 1 
Smal l  groups in  Ki ndergarten 
Pat Yow 
()0 \, CH .. . L 
Jim Mi l ler 
Jan Albin 
Janet Sherwood 
Dave Biggs· 
Susan Hiddle 
Tracey Brt.mner 
Larry Lamb 
Sid Stone 
Pat Mcttltt 
Jeff Leyden 
Ron Black 
Revi s  Shelton 
Jesse Shoot 
Dave Decker 
Idea Sharing Grades K-5 
Deb Reed 
Carole McFarl and 
pt Yow 
Roberta Fritts 
Rose Birch 
Sports Psychology 
Brad Hatf i 1 1  
Dave scott 
Jim Mi I l er 
Jan Albin 
Bi 1 1  Y ocum 
Dave Biggs 
Mike Schmidt 
Jeff Leyden 
Jim Pattenaude 
Jr. High Behavior 
Gayle Carrell -
Adrian Jones -
Lynne Carrell -
Dave Scott 
Bi 1 1  Yocum -
Janet Sherwood 
Larry Lamb 
S i d  Stone 
Pat McNutt 
Jim Pattenaude 
Jesse Shoot 
Jul i a  Russe l l  
Etta Weeks 
Computers 
Deb Reed 
Carole McFarland 
Susan Hiddle 
MaRILYN Johnson 
Jul i a  Russel 1 
Mike Schmidt 
Roberta Fritts 
Jeff Leyden 
Rose Birch 
Ron Black 
Greg Bonel l i  
Jim Pattenaude 
Bob Blade 
Revi s  Shelton 
Dave Decker 
' 
I 
l 
I 
Make-it Take-it 
Brad Hatf i 1 1  
John Graves 
Adrian Jones 
Lynne Carrel l 
Deb Reed 
B i l l  Yocum 
Carole McFarl and 
M,o,-,, 't � -1'.k" h "' 
Tracey BrUJ11ner 
Pat Yow 
Jul i a  Russel l 
Pat Mctt.ltt 
Roberta Fritts 
Rose Birch 
Bob. Blade 
�evts Shelton 
Elementary P. E.· 
John Graves 
Gayl e  Carrel 1 
Dave Scott 
Janet Sherwood 
Etta Weeks 
School Law 
Jan Albin 
Mari lyn Johnson 
Tracey Brummer 
Larry Lamb 
Sid Stone 
Mike Schmidt 
Ron B l ack 
Greg Bone 1 1  i 
Jesse Shoot 
Dave Decker 
- .......... .. . . ,....; 
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,, 
Ab!lenc:es Continued 
JUniors 
Bob Adamson 2Qls days 
Sheryl. Beals  29 days , 
DD COok 22 days 
Mx.a InQram 21Js days 
-1.ly Sholders 
lab Stark 
fta:- Strader 
Seniors 
D8l. Flood 
i�:..,4 .•• 
'LoNan Hall 
a.m-Hllnd 
Dmd JUd8on 
Rhonda Marlow 
�\,7; __,.... "l 
lllrCi Morgan 
39Js'days 
19 days· 
2Sls ,days 
27 days 
131!..,... 
37 _days 
34 days 
29 days 
20 days 
40 days 
27 days 
25 days 
29 days 
42J.i days 
24Js days 
27 days 
21 days 
21 &!} .. 
2S!s days 
2Gls days 
20 &lys 
39 days 
18 days 
37� days 
3� days 
3� days 
.... 
Sri.an tb:x!ay 
Brad Nash 
Ronda Newlin 
St.:y Nichols 
Jeff. Pfeifer 
Keith Seeley . 
Stacy Stewart 
Tina Titus 
Kim VanHorn 
Jim Wickiser · 
Marvin Golden 25 days - Special F.d. 
. ..,.. .�. ' , . ,� ... 
Frestnen 
� Jodee Carlen 
Ron Dossett 
Aaron KUhn 
Qayla �11 
Liu Pearcy 
tAiaha Reynolds 
Don s..11 
Tcny Shmr � 
Ck'9'J Shirley 
.... i:. TilWW\ 
Taiata TJ.nchE' 
David Titua 
Dall• vm Scyoc 
�· 
Jeff Andersal 
David Clements . 
Diana eonnour 
)f91i •• e.Mil 
ICirtt Dmne 
Mel.ccSy Q)J.den 
111.aty e.;a 
Kevin Kingery 
Jesaie· l..martl 
' \ .  
..,.... Mti!CM 
...ant Niih -
Jam 01t>at1• . - -
Bobbie Robinson ._._...---
Billie Nolfe 
................ ............... 
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2� days 
2� days 
leis days 
llli days 
18 days 
• 
lilt days 
32. days 
23 d&ys 
27 days 
22 claya 
27'daya 
. 29 daya 
22 --
43Js �  
501f days 
.251t days -.- ' 
&al,..,. 
20 days 
5� daya 
35 day• 
l� days 
38 days 
ao ..,. 
17 .. ,. 
·lilt days 
23'{daya 
_
_ 
23 days 
SJrgery 
fmpi.tal 
} 
4 
-RMpttai 
.. 
q- ( 
. . 
, .  
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C. Any student who officially drops from school will not be allowed to 
re-enroll until the following semester. 
Prearranged Absences - For reasons deemed ne�es�ary by the family and are 
considered excused absences. Five ( 5 )  days maximum per school year. A 
student who enrolls after the start of the school year will have 1 day for 
each quarter enrolled in school. 
If parent( s )  or guardian ( s )  make the desision to take students out of school 
for any reason , the parent ( s )  or guardian( s )  will notify the l:::uilding office , 
in person , in advance. It is understood that it will be the responsibility of 
the student to make up the work on his/her own time. 'Ihe pre-arr�ed absence 
is not recommended by teachers, administrators or the school board and it is 
hoped that it will be used spari�ly. Examples of prearranged absences : 
1. Trips, vacations, weddings 
2. Obtain driver license 
3. Needed at hane to '-10rk 
4 .  Church trips 
5. College visits 
Absence Procedures - Student and Parent Responsibilities on Day of Absence 
If you are absent for medical reasons: 
1 .  A parent or guardian should P'lone the high school office between 8 :00 
a. m. and 9 :  00 a. m. on the day of absence. '!be report by P'lone from a 
parent will be considered and excused absence for that day. If it is 
not p::>SSible to call by 9 : 00 a.m. , the school will accept a call before 
4 : 00 p.m. Parents must realize however that by mid-day our attendance 
. officer or secretary may initiate calls to parentS"-at "'home or at work 
after 9 : 00 a.m • •  
10 DAY LIMIT � AIL ABSm::ES 
--- --.....· ._,_ 
A student can be . absent fran a specific class ten (10) days during the semester. 
After 11 days of absence in any class, a review of the situation will be made by 
the administration and apptopriate staff , to determine if credit will be withhelc 
Also, when the school district is unable to :run the canplete l:::us route due to 
weather, those students who live over l� miles from the "pick-up points" will 
not have any of these days counted toward the 10 days. A student who has a medic 
physical problem(s) that require a student to accumulate moi;e than the allowable 
10 dlry8 durinQ the semester will be permitted to apply for an extended medical . 
All days absent must be medically related. 'Ibis will enable the stooent to be 
eli9ible to qualify for an exteooed medical : · 
1. At 10 absences, the student and parents are required to have a conferenc• 
with the crlministration to request an exterxled medical form. · 
2.  Q'le week before the end of the semester , the student rrust take an exte� 
medical form to be certified by the physic.an. '!be form must be returned 1 
within five (5)  school days after issuance. 1' 
Student Illiness During 'Ihe Dav - '!hose students who become ill during the day I\ 
must report to the office not to the bathroom. If the student needs to go home, I 
the office secretary will call the parents to pick up the student or give permissi 
for the student to drive home. Students will not be permitted to leave the school 
when ill unless permission is received from eith the school nurse, or principal, 
and the parents are notif ie1. Students tuking medications at school must notify 
the office. 
( l () )  
I . 
I . : 
i 
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l 
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DATE 
NAME 
. --
n , s s Q. 6 -� � ..,- Q Q r- ,· tJ d o "' � (. d � "' 
VJ >-- -. n e ...,._ "\ o � e. L <> \-"1' _ s i J � . 
1 
' ' - . • ·.<�� .. 
2:>1!.:: <Wif,� 
Q''f.i11::ipv.l 
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eomnumiLIJ 1.{uit 1>;str;c1 cN.umlrr Sn:r1d.11-(n·,·u 
ewnberlan.J eounb1 • d"olcJo, fJLlbwis 6s468 
gTe_lt.pho>u 9.9 !j-3133 
<R&::fc .A(oniull 
tdlul&fant Q'tin::iflal 
clltfJ.ctie !::l){"t.:ct°' 
Dear 
Thi• letter ia to officially �for11 you that your •�/daughter 
baa aiaaecl 5/10 daya of sch0ol/ . claM ito thi• date • .,, , . 
At f iv• day a I - required to notify the parenta··azid atudent ,, that the student ia half vay to the ten day . limit per ••..C:e� ... 
At ten daya a conference is required to
.
let everyone involved 
know that the 11th abaence in
.
one semester ia probable cause 
for vithboldina credit . 
· 
Excesaiv• abaence due to a medic&l reason (all days abaent 
muat be medically related) 1• wbject to the parent applying 
for an extended .. dical ac'48e ... . / .  . · :· 
Thank you. 
�incerely, : : 
!lick Manuell 
Assistant Principal 
Pleaae call if you have questions. School phone : 923-3133 
Home: 849-2043 
